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INTRODUCTION
Fatigue is perhaps the most universal complaint confronting
the practicing physician.
baffling symptoms to treat •

Fatigue can also be one of the most
.And in hand.ling the patient who says,

"I am always tired," or "I tire so easily," or again, "I have no
ambition," the physician often exhausts sll his efforts and knowledge to no avail, in essence forced to admit failure.
"A diagnosis is not possible in every instance.

Osler said,

Frankly to confess

ignorance is often wiser than to beat about the bush with a hypothetical diagnosis."

So it is often with the fatigue syndrome.

The fault may, and generally does, lie with metabolism.

Ger-

son (61) says the.t fatigue is generally explained as a disturbance

.,,-,

of metabolism and particularly as an excess of acids, especially of
lactic acid after exercise.
problem.

Then again, it may be a neurological

The cause of the patient's fatigue may be the result of a

disease that upsets the body balance in metabolism.
set may likewise derange the body chemistry.

Emotional up-

Such constant effects

of the psyche on the somatic and vice versa causes many vicious circles and consequently, presents investigators with the very difficult
problem of an adequate definition for fatigue.

I.

DEFINITION
Grow ( 63)

has defined fatigue as that state in which one is cap-

able of less activity than the equipment warrants and in which one
suffers from sensations of weakness and exhaustion.

Fatigue is an

inexact expression referring to a diverse array of signs and symptoms.

The deterioration may be both physical and mental.

Common

usage associates the term with a diminished capacity for doing ef-

"'
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fective work as a result of previous activity.

The falling off of

efficiency is conditioned both by the magnitude of the effort and
by the susceptibility to discomfort.
obscure.

The cause of the sensation is

A man is not always as tired as he feels.

He may complain

of being fatigued, even though he has performed no work.

Thus the

psychic component in fatigue often overshadows physiologic change,
and recuperative aids may raise the level of performance simply by
virtue of the fact that they remove the sensation of weariness.
Fatigue to the physiologist (38) means an impairment of perform.a.nee as a result of previous activity.

Generally, a reversible

state is implied--th~t is, that recovery, as a result of rest and
the operation of normal anabolic processes, is possible within a

....,,,,

reasonable length of time.

If structural changes requiring the re-

building of new tissues are involved, the condition merges over into
one of' injury 1md repair instead of being mere fatigue and recovery.
We may be lal!le, weak and weary, with blistered hands, after an hour
of raking the lawn.

Our muscles are merely fatigued, but the skin

of our hands has been injured •
Fatigue, when defined as the progressive diminution of output
due to repeated performance of a given action, is limited, and not
in accord with all pertinent data (91).

It is limited in being con-

ceived as a direct and proportional result of work.

It fails to

recognize the compensatory mechanisms that may operate to maintain
output despite fatigue.

Most important, however, is its failure to

define the subjective aspects of fatigue, which according to some
authors constitute the essential fee.ture of the condition.
;,

.__,

The fat-

igve that overwhelms the marathon runner is entirely different from
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that felt by the sprinter at the end of a dash, and the "down-in-themouth" feeling of the executive at the end of a day at the office.
Anyone, if asked if they think fatigue is one simple phenomenon will
say no and point out ex~mples simil~r to the above one.

•

But though

everyone knows this obvious feet, most of us continue to talk and
think of fatigue as if it were a single disease like measles to which
everyone is susceptible. though in different degrees.

Part of the

trouble--perhaps most of the trouble, for most minds are very dependent upon words--is that we have only a single term "Fatigue" which
is in conunon use to cover a single entity.

This general tendency has

impeded the progress in the study of fatigue.
So vague is the word fatigue that after the founding of the
Harvard Fatigue Laboratory in 1927, investigators there have been

~

hard pressed to defend the use of the word.

Little did these workers

realize at that time that pursuit of information about fatigue would
involve scientific investigation of great diversity, including, for
example:
"Blood as a Physiochemical System;
Mechanisms for Dissipating Heat in Man and Dog;
Heat Cramps;
The Economy of Muscular Exercise;
Life, Heat and Altitude;
New Records in Human Power, and
An

Experimental Investigation of Physical Fitness in Relation
to Age. 11 (40).

Yet as diversified as these topics appe~, and they are far from
"'

all of them, no great intellirence is required to comprehend the re~

4.
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lation of any one of them (or of a hundred others) to the subject of
fatigue •
.AB

suggested by Forbes (54),

we

should probably have made more

progress in the study of the various phenomena which accompany the
decrease of efficiency which is almost always found when a given activity is pursued continuously for any length of time, if we habitually
said of an exhausted runner that he has the

11

pants 11 , and said that a

fat man as he reaches the top or the staircase has the "puffs," and
that a man who has worked an unaccustomed muscle until it will no
longer contract has the "stiffs," that a man who has been suffering
from a considerable period of intense fear has the "jits," and that
a man who has spent too many hours reading a dull book has the "yawns."
A man might have several of these "fatigues" simultaneously.

._.I

Thus a

plump middle aged man who has been dragged to the top of the Washington Monument by his ten year old son via the stairs might have
the "stiffs," the "puffs," and the "jits, 11 (the "jits" for fear he
would die before he could get down again).
So we find now an ambiguous situation where investigators are
started with no well defined goals in sight, no well defined conclusions when finished, and the literature cluttered up with these
half-hearted "stabs in the dark" where each author quotes the other
and yet each afraid to agree with the other.

The study of fatigue

is now at the seme stage of development that the study of disease
was in some hypothetical pre-Hippocratic period when everyone spoke
simply of "sickness" and only a few advanced thinkers spoke of "hot
sickness.," "red sickness.," "thin sickness., 11 "belly sickness.," et cetera.

...
'__,I
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II.

TYPES OF FATIGUE
All divisions though usefull and necessary are artificial and

controversial.

Even the athlete at the end of a short burst of work

experiences the after effects of great nervous tension.

Thus, at

present, it may be convenient to distinguish physical fatigue, mental
fatigue, and nervous fatigue, as the three main categories.

Of these

the first is the easiest to define and study but the last is much the
most important from the social point of view.
Under physical fatigue may be put all that arises mainly from
extensive use of one or more muscles.

One may take as three differ-

ent varieties all of which come into this category, the sprinter at
the end of a race, the man who has used one small muscle (as in moving a finger) until its efficiency is impaired, or the walker after
'-w,/

thirty miles.
Under mental fatigue would-be included the type of reaction,
akin to boredom, which comes after prolonged mental work of a sort
which has little or no emotional factor in it.

A day spend in idly

doing crossword puzzles or in reading or writing unhurriedly upon a
neutral subject will produce this type, which is probably quite rare.
Perhaps it might be put under the next heading, but it seems quite
sensible to distinguish it because its symptoms (relaxation, boredom,
sleepiness) are on the whole opposite to the irritability and jumpiness often seen in nervous fatigue.

They are in fact more like the

symptoms of physical fatigue.
By far the great bulk of fatigue that we all frequently feel and
most commonly mean when

.

as nervous fatigue.

~

we

talk about being tired may be classified

It results from unrelenting hurry and worry,
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emotional strains, and in general trying to work to the maximum of one's capacity in complex situations.

In industry, in the

army, and in the professional end white collar groups this type of
fatigue has the most importance.

It is also the most important from

the medical point of view, not only because of the long train of
undesirable sequelae which often follow in its wake when it is repeated and severe but also because persons suffering from nervous fatigue
often do not take the steps necessery for their recuperation without outside help.

This is in sharp contrast to the behavior of in-

dividuals tired in other ways.

When a man is exhausted from running

he stops running, when he is sleepy from doing crossword puzzles he
sleeps, but when he is worn out from worry he worries some more.

..__,,

Of course he does not do this merely from perversity--often the worry
cannot be avoided.

He is then compara.ble to the man who is rUDning

and would like very much to stop, but the lion who is running after
him won't stop.

More often the worry can be avoided, at least in

part, but there seems to be little natural tendency to avoid it.
The effects of certain drugs and other agents upon the physical
fitness of an individual are admittedly of psychic origin (79).

The

scientist generally tends to minimize the significance of changes in
performance due to psychological factors.

However, it is known that

the psychic state can distort and change normal physiological events.

In the subject that is susceptible, and indeed in the average human,
psychologic drives are probably more potent stimulants to increased
work output the.n the most seductively introduced physiological agents.

It is connnon knowledge that faith in the magic action of certain "pills"

....

has an amazing effect on some people.

'--'

A "pep talk" given by a dynamic
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character brings forth the same result.

In the abscence of either,

a rabbit's foot seems to be as effective.

When one takes a practical

viewpoint, however, it really matters not whether the method of operation of an ergogenic agent is physiologic or psyohologic.

As long

as the physical machine cannot be damaged by the agencies employed,
the manner in which certain ends are accomplished can be of little
interest to those who object to ergogenic means of increasing physical work output on the basis that some agents ere injurious to the
physical well-being of the human body.

The exclusion of the psycholog-

ic effects remains the stumbling block to experiment~tion in which
ergogenic physiologic phenomena are studied.
The average man lives and works on a plane below his top capacity.
A comparatively lerge margin of safety lies between his natural pc.ce
~

and his peak capacity.

A subjective feeling of fatigue is taken as

an indicator of a genuinely lessened capacity for work and is looked
on as a natural protective, restraining continued muscular work when
this would react injuriously on the system.

This subjective feeling

of fatigue (38), since it has biological importance as a danger signal,
is of great interest even to the physiologist, although subjective
symptoms are generally in the realm of the psychologist.

Subjective

fatigue is an automatic safeguard of nature against damage to the
organism from activity that is too prolonged or too severe.

We can-

not, as studies reveal, maintain our greatest output of work, physical
or mental, all the time.

Rest and recovery are biological necessities.

We can go into debt temporarily for bouts of extra performance, but
the debt must be paid.

...

Nature warns us with the feeling of fatigue,

the demand for rest, long before the ultimate decompensation and collapse.

'-'
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The warning is just as basic and just as fortunate as the sensations
of hunger and of thirst that warn us in advance that our bodily supplies
of fuel or water are depleted and must be replenished if we are to
survive.

As a psychosomatic problem, the subjective feeling of fatigue

is particularly significant, for it is subject to strange perversions.
We often feel fatigued for no apparent reason although we have performed
no useful work and our reserves are not really exhausted.

Or we may

really be fatigued in certain perts of our nervous system because of
incoordinated or useless nervous activities that are roughly analogous
to clumsy, unskilled muscular efforts.
similar perversions.

Hunger and thirst also show

They may appear at the wrong time, or they may

be absent when they should be present,--and the organism suffers accordingly.
However, as long as the necess~ry precautions are taken as to

"-'

general hygiene, there is no good reason why this natural p~ce should
not be stepped up and the margin of safety narrowed.

•

There are ex-

ceptional persons who habitually push themselves to the point of fatigue.

With the driving force coming from within, there seems to be

no great difference, if any, between the general health of such persons
and that of the man who allows himself the dubious luxury of a large
margin of safety for so-called recuperative activities.

It is doubt-

ful if the human machine can be adversely affected by the influence
of strenuous labor alone.

The athlete talces pleasure in violent and

exhaustive work and deliberately extends the range of his performance
by systematic drill.

Re enjoys what the sedentary man abhors.

Functional efficiency of the human machine may be strikingly

.

increased when the premium on fitness is high, as in times of emergency.

~
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Before the war there was a rise of several European movements motivated
by a fanatical desire for physical strength and power.

Probably the

most important single factor increasing the ability of man to do work
is the will to be fit.

The history of competitive athletics and the

longevity of sportsmen suggest that strength, skill and efficiency can
be increased significantly without detriment to the physical being of
the human body •
The differences between sport, labor and military training as
varieties of physical exercise are more psychologic than physiologic.
The desire to excel is the prime mover in the athlete, and the chronic
fatigue noted so frequently in the workingman may be due, at least in
part, to the lack of such a drive.

The leisure tirr,e of the factory

hand is frequently occupied with voluntarily imposed physical effort

'-"

that is recreative in nature.

This fact obviously argues a~ainst the

presence of a genuine physiologic exhaustion.

Of interest to psycholo-

gists studying problems of fatigue is the observation from weekly output curves in industry that the worker frequently may be more productive toward the latter part of the week than in the earlier part, in
anticipation of the coming rest day.

These psychologic incentives have

been exploited by the Soviet by the introduction of a system of rewards
and special privileges.

When a man already tired is spurred to fresh

effort, the subsequent fatigue, both subjective and objective, is said
to be extreme and out of all proportion to the exertion.
the phenomenon of the

11

last straw. 11

This is

A search of the literature reveals

no experimental evidence in the supr.ort of this theory.

- . ,_~

In the analysis of fatigue in a subject, the fact that there
exists wide individual differences both physically and psychologically

10.
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should not be overlooked.

We will always have the constitutional

inadequate with us, and constantly run across them in office and in
industry.

Alvarez makes quite a point of this, and when confronted

with a patient who he may consider constitutionally inadequate, who
complains of years of fatigue, lack of :incenti;e., boredome, or
a patient whose apathy and depression is a source of bitter com-

plaint by both patient and relatives, he is likely to point out
to the pt,tient that a model "T" Ford is always a model

11

T11 , and no

amount of paint, high test gasoline., et cetera will turn this
old, run-dovm auto into a. Rolls-Royce limousine.

He points out

that some people are especially endowed at birth with a lot of
vitality, strength, and apparently infatigability, while others
are apathetic, unembitions, and physically inferior from the day
-...,,I

they were born.

No ronount of medication, vacations and rest, or

psychotherapy will help these individuals.

Then again, he may

feel the indication to explain to a patient, that some machines have
a short span of usefulness, and soon lose their reserves, wearing
out in spots,

and

that it is the rare carrie.ge that can emulate

Holmes' "One Horse Shay. 11
III.

So it is with people.

THE VALUE OF TESTS FOR FATIGUE P.ND FATIGU.ABILITY

There are many tests that hr've been devised in an endeavor to
find one test that will be an accurate measurement of the amount of
fatigue present and the amount of reserve left before exhaustion sets
in.

No single test seems to be an answer to this problem.

The study

of fatigue from an industrial standpoint has been the primary motive
behind the efforts of the Fatigue Laboratory at Harvard (54).

A

thumbnail history of this laboratory, though simplified and shortened

Iii

'-'
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to the point of distortion, illustrates their failure in solving
the problem of measurement of fatigue (except to a limited degree
for physical fatigue).
The first two or three years were spent in establishing the normal
values for everything that they could measure in the blood, urine, and
sweat and in studying normal circulation and respiration.
that once having done this, they would be in

2,

They felt

position to see what

was changed in industrial workers by a long day at their jobs.

After

all this preparation, though the man was tired, they fo1nd nothing
they could measure that was significantly changed.

The professors

Henderson and Dill had more or less expected this result., but it had
not been so clearly foreseen by the younger workers.

Since the tech-

niques had been developed, it was then natural for them to go to what
'-.,I

could be measured--the results of extreme muscular work in athletes
(and others) and of extreme environments in steel mills or at great
altitudes and the like.

This line of endeavor has proved profitable,

but these workers have made almost no further efforts to study the
ordinary industrial fatigue.
P.n account of the experiences of Professor Mayo and his group
will further illustrate the difficulties encountered in m.9asurement
of fatigue.

These men., observing the failure of the Harvard group

to find any physiological changes., started to use variations in daily
output as an index of variations in fatigue in a study of the effects
of the environment.

They undertook their work in cooperation with the

management of the Western Electric's Hawthorne plant.

Professor

Roethlisberger describes their studies in ''Management and the Worker. 11

-

In brief, they put experienced girls whose daily output over a period

'-'
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of months in a rather intricate assembling and wiring job was accurately known, in a room whose temperature, humidity, and lighting could be
accurately controlled.

They then ran a control period with every-

thing at medium values.

Then they changed the temperature and ran

for another period and changed it again.
to an improvement in output.

Almost every change led

The same thing was done with each var-

iable and with the same end result.

Often the optimum was surpris-

ingly far from the expected value.

Rest periods and frequent meals

were also tried and with the same result, that almost any change
was an improvement.

Finally having got everything to its optimum

and a much increased output they returned to the control conditions
and got still an.other large increase.

This was not training--it was

that the group had organized itself spontaneously into a team, an
~

enthusiastic team that liked their work more and were convinced that
the management was on their side, interested in them.

The psycholog-

ical, obviously, and not the physical atmosphere controlled their
output.

How to measure this atmosphere?

That is the problem that

faces all the research workers in fatigue in the world.

How can

we

produce, and then reproduce exactly, the nervous type of fatigue in
order that this type of fatigue can be studied in the laboratory.
The mental and physical types of fatigue ere a little more easily
handled.

The emotional strains of life seem to elude reproduction

for the convenience of the scientist.
It is not only fatigue alone that escapes accurate measurement,
but the allied interest in testing physical fitness, or liability to
fatigue also poses troublesome problems.

,..

There is no simple test, al-

though all physicians usually employ some simple test in an effort to

'-'
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determine a patient's physical fitness.
with the Schneider Test (158).

Most physicians are familiar

While useful for some purposes, this

test apparently doesn't give a reliable index to physical fitness.

It is

still used by flight surgeons, and it is believed to be useful in
judging neurociroulatory stability, though lately its usefulness in
this field has come under fire.

If a test for physical fitness is to

an accurate and reliable one, it must put the v.hole organism under
a stress, summoning £or maximum effort not merely a small group of
skeletal muscles, but the heart itself.

That means that enough

skeletal muscles must be put to work to approach the capacity of the
cardiovascular system.

In the Harvard Fatigue Laboratory, workers devised a work test

_,·

that approached the requirements outlined above.

These workers believe

that a measure of the individual capacity to supply oxygen to his tissues gives the most precise index of the over-all fitness of the cardiovascular system, and for that matter of the whole body as a machine.

In their test, the man first walks on a motor-driven treadmill at about

3½-

miles an hour and on a 9 per cent grade.

This is continued for abrut

ten minutes, while the expired air is collected, oxygen consumption
determined, heart rate measured, variovs blood tests _made, et cetera.
This serves as a warming up period for the leter test.

After a rest

of a few minutes, the treadmill is sped up to about 7 miles per hour
and the subject made to run for about five minutes or for a shorter
time if

that is impossible.

The figure obtained, the maximum intake

of oxygen, shows a wide variation among individuals, depending upon
the original physical endowment, the training which a man has had,

.

rind the s.ge of the individual.

'-'

It is found that he. reaches his
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maximum about the age of 20 to 25, and thereafter declines, perhaps
as much as 50 per cent by the time he is 70.

This sort of test is

like that of the engineer when he is call upon to compare the performance of two engines.

He doesn't merely measure energy output

and gas consumption while the engines are idling.
Of theoretical interest and practical application is the reciprocal relationship between muscular fatigue and the fatigue of
the central nervous system (149).

Most industrial occupations in-

volve muscular work as well as functions of the central nervous system.

The development of general fatigue in industry, for instance,

would thus depend on the influence of both systems one on another.
Several workers have sought to study this relationship through the

'....,I

use of the fusion frequency of flicker, which is the rate of successive light stimuli necessary to produce an effect equal to continuous illumination.

Further reference to this work will be made in

the body of this thesis.
Naturally, with the onset of war, a test for the selection of
men of exceptional strength, speed, and endurance was of extreme
interest from a military standpoint.

We know that the Germans seg-

regate unusually qualified individuals, using very extensive psychological and neurological tests to find men of exceptionsl mental
capacities.

1,"e know they have troops selected for their physical

endowments.

How are such men to be selected?

The Harvard Fatigue

Laboratory was set to the task of contriving some test that would
meet our military requirements.

'-

The "Pack Testn was evolved and

15.
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widely applied in both civilian and military circles, and appears
to give a very reliable index of physical fitness. Men who pass
the "Pack Test" successfully not only are good athletes, but are
tough fighters.

IV.

THE VALUE OF KNOWLEOOE OF FATIGUE
Though only a few years ago, fatigue was a symptom complex

recognized by the profession and laity alike as an inevitable
result of many diseases, a complaint in many mental disorders,
and the natural result in strenuous exercise, research on this
vague syndrome has begun to reap benefits.

Much of the physiology

remains unknown, as does the mechanism of numerous other medical
entities.

'-.I

Nevertheless, sufficient ap 1)roach has been made toward

solution of the many fatigue problems that statistical results
pour in from our factories, our army and navy, and from our doctors
and hospitals.
This advance in knowledge has been reflected in industry by
measurable increases in efficiency, notable decrease in the frequency of industrial accidents, and the reduction in the incidence
of industrial fatigue.

Besides this, industry has reaped advantages

in many isolated instances from knowledge evolving from fatigue
study.

Work at high altitudes and in tropical climates has been

enhanced by related studies in mineral metabolism of the human body,
and research in the cardiorespiratory mechanisms relative to
efficiency and fatigue.
Our armed forces have eDployed principles recently discovered

...

'-
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relative to fatigue in the drafting and effective utilization of
this nation's great youthful manpower resources.

The air force has

solved many of its peculiar isolated problems concerning fatigue,
and has carried on the research in this field.
Perhaps those who appreciate these advances in the knowledge
of fatigue the most are the country's physicians, for a problem
that has sorely baffled man since man's beginning is beginning to
be clarified.

At least now, the doctors have a greater understand-

ing, and are now in a better position to analyse the complaint and
therefore apply therapy with greater efficiency and better results •.
The medical man is no longer content to note in his history the complaint fatigue, but he now endeavors to find out the mechanism
~

producing this complaint.

Once analyzed as to why there is fatigue,

the modern doctor applies therapy at the source in the right amounts.
He no longer employs "hit and miss" or "kill or cure" therapy stemming from ignorance.

Notable advances have been made, and in view

of this, the above picture probably is not too optomistic.

-'--'
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PSYCHOSOMATIC FATIGUE
I.

PSYCHOSIS AND NEUROSIS
Paul Dubois, in his book "The Psychic Treatment of Nervous

Disorders," (47), did not exactly appreciate the many chemical and
physiologic factors in the production of fatigue.

But in 1908,

when he published his book, he appreciated very well the close
relationship between the psyche and physical fatigue.

He is probably

far from the first to note these relationships, but he did express
them well.

His interest in fatiguability stemmed from observations

the among the mental stigmata of neuroses was an exaggerated fatigability, and he considered fatigability only diseased when it was
exaggerated, because every organ the functions will tire.

'-,,I

In 1908

it was realized that activity in no matter what domain supposes the
use of materials, combustion, disorganization of the cell, and accumulation of the products of combustion.

Hence, work ought to be

followed by rest, which allows the cell to recuperate its used-up
strength and to recover its normal st~cture.
The phenomenon of fatigue was complex then as it is today,
though more about it is known today.

To quote from Dubois, "I raise

a weight a great many times, and immediately I notice muscular fatigue;
the functional activity diminishes; and I raise it less and less high;
at last I can no longer move it.

~bat has happened?

Is it my brain

that has grown tired of giving orders; is it the changed nerve which
will no longer transmit the voluntary influx to the muscles?

Is it

the peripheral organs or the terminal plates of the muscles that do

Iii
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not respond completely to the transmitted stimulus?

Could it be,

after all, that moral incentives are lacking to determine reactions
which we call voluntary?

Is the fatigue localized, or does it occur

everywhere at once throughout the whole neuromuscular apparatus?"
Those were the questions Dubois posed at that time.

He felt that

his last hypothesis was the more probable, since all work leads to
fatigue and all the organs act simultaneously.
It was held in that day that muscular fatigue was an indication
of intoxication by the products of combustion.

But they were plagued

by observations on muscles wherein all vol,mtary contraction was ex-

hausted, yet electrical stimulation caus~d further contractions, and
then mystified themselves still further by observing muscles exhausted

'-....I

by electrical stimuli react to influence of will or reflex.

Their

attempts to localize fatigue failed them then, as have all subsequent
attempts.

To conclude that changes that hinder activity are at the

same time central and peripheral is hence only logical.

What problem

could be more ideal for the worker in psychosomatic medicine.
It is common observation to note that if one persists in an
activity with gradual diminution of functional power until fatigue
extends throughout the body, breathlessness, palpitation of the heart,
and perspiration results; and in the end is followed by headache and
mental troubles with distinct pessimistic and melancholy tendencies.
Enthusiasm for exercise, pushed to the point of excessive fatigue,

in well-developed, healthy, robust men, by a long course of bicycling,

.

or walking, or by prolonged and rhythmical musc·itlar effort., provokes

'--
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a sort of transient psychosis.

These psychoses have the same exterior

manifestations as the pathological ~sychoses of subjects who are morbid, hysterical, degenerate, or insane, et cetera.

Such, for example,

is the ennui to which they are all subject, and which always comes on,

even in the most cheerful and best balanced, the moment they give
themselves up to an intense enthusiasm.

Such over-extended exercise

often provokes ideas of negation, of persecution, of disparagement.
Altruistic feelings give place to selfishness, which shows itself
under the most varied forms.

The subject is incapable of reacting

against obsessions and impulses which may become irresistable.

It

is often observed that in the already naturally nervous, these psychotic symptoms are early elicited,
Soldiers are on a forced march.

'-,,,I

often to extreme degrees.
They can go no further and some

lie down alongside the road, and declare that they are unable to take
another step.

Let an officer happen along who knows how to bring

up the morale of hi.s troops, let the music of the regiment be play-

ed, and you will see these men resume their march almost at a quickstep.
Were those men exhausted, then?

No; for in that case it would

have been necessary to allow them rest and to feed them, or else to
leave them behind or take them along in the ambulance.

They were

fatigued, but under the influence of fatigue through the magnifyingglass of their unhealthy pessimism.

The word of their chief and the

music restored their good spirits and enthusiasm, and that is why
they went on marching.

'liiiiw
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The feeling of imminent danger, as of the
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enemy on their heels, would have acted in the same way and strengthened their legs.
Encouragement does not createstrength, it can only free preexistin~ energies.

Rest and food alone can restore to the organ the

strength which it lacks; the first permitting the repair of the cell
and the elimination of toxins, and the latter bringing it nutritive
materials.

The pas:rchic stimulant acts by another channel on the most

delicate and most active elements of the thinking brain.

It dispels

sad feelings and that desire for idleness which we so complacently
call fatigue.

For just as the conviction of lack of power creates

powerlessness, so s~rength can also return as soon as one feels that
he possesses it.
In relativel~ recent articles, on the other hand, Allen (2 1 3)

~

analyses fatigue in cases he has had, finding that physical disorders
were accounted responsible in 20 per cent of the cases, while the
remainder were attributed to nervous states.

The chief complaints

Allen found in these 300 cases were variously described as weakness,
exhaustion, fatigue, loss of ambition, low vitality or weak spells.
In nearly half of the cases in which a physical disorder was found to
b:;

the cause of weakness it was possible to make a positive diagnosis

by clinical observation alone.

In the others, laboratory tests or

roentgenograms were essential to reveal a hidden disease or confirm
the diagnosis.

The most frequent physical disorders were chronic in-

fection, diabetes, heart disease, various neurological disorders and
serious diseases of the blood.
:..

~

Certain conditions, such as vitamin
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deficiency and glandular disorders, considered widespread causes
of weakness by both the public and medic&.l profession, were actually
found to be rare, and not a single case of weakness due to liver
trouble, poor elimination or low blood pressure was encountered.

Al-

though a high percentage of patients with weakness or fatigue have no
physical disorder, there is a group in which physical conditi;_,-ns of
unusual interest may be discovered.

In any case these symptoms warrant

thorough and complete investigation.
The complexity of 1his problem is seldom realized by t,,e patient
when he presents himself to the physician complaining of weakness,
tiredness, and easy fatigability.

The patient may think Lhat he need

not take up mu.ch of the physician's time for examination, unless he

\awl

is the type that fears carcinoma or tuberculosis, or is the tyµe
of person who enjoys receiving medical attention.

All that he de-

sires is a recommendation of a good tonic or vitamin preparation.
According to Allen (2) actual experience with the problem shows that
there may be need for investigation that calls into play all the resources of medical science.
Of the 239 patients Allen considered who complained of weakness
and fatigue, neurosis was diagnosed ln less than one out of five.
Only six patients had a simple mental depression.
accounted for the majority of these patients.

"Benign nervousness"

"Benign nervousness"

was classified as chronic nervous exhaustion when severe (135 patients)
and nervous fatiguewhen mild (54 patients).

Allen doesn't defer a

diagnosis of a nervous state until all possibilities of organic

iii
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disease have been eliminated, as the two entities may coexist.
both shouid be recognized and given appropriate attention.

They

Allen

presents four pathognomonic features of weakness and fatigue that
arise from a nervous state:
1.

Weakness greater in the morning, wearing off during the day.

2.

Variability from day to day without change in activity to

account for the difference.
3.

Immediate benefit from the use of slowly acting medication

such as thyroid, vitamins, liver extract, iron and digitalis.
4.

Immediate relapse on omission ofcust::ffiary treatment with these

drugs.
Four other features are of probable importance in diagnosing the
nervous state in the fatigued patient:

'..._,/
1.

Lifelong ill health.

2.

Complaints of more than three years' duration without any

physical disorder to account for them.
3.

Symptoms obviously nervous in origin such as a lump in th~

throat and difficulty in getting a satisfying breath.
4.

Nervous behavior such as flushing and weeping.

A family history of "nervous breakdown" and, or, a personal

history of unusual nervous strain are additional features of possible
importance in diagnosing the nervous state etiology of fatigue.

There

are at least eight points of difference between the neuroses and the
benign nervous condition.
trinsic causes.
Iii

'-'

The neuroses are predominantly due to in-

There is a background of contitutional inadequacy.

A
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family history of .nervous or mental breakdown is common.
plaints are usually multiple.

The history is changeable; emphasis is

placed on different points at different interviews.
vague.

The com-

The duration is commonly since childhood.

The onset is
On the other hand

"benign nervousness" is largely due to extrinsic factors •
person acquires

.A'n average

a nervous state because of unusual stress and strain.

He can usually give a straigritforward consistent history.
plaint is of limited duration and he can date the onset.
to reassurance is likely to be decidedly different.

His comThe reaction

The person with

"benign nervousness" feels pleased if told that the examination shows
no physical disorder;

II.

the neurotic person is disappointed.

CONFLICT AND FRUSTRATION
The principles guiding fatigue study maJ be listed as these (10):

'..._,/

(1)

The energy concept wherein fatigue is taken to be the direct

result of work, as though fatigue and final cessation of activity
were caused by exhaustion of fuel reserves, or by waste products
accumulating faster than they can be disposed of.

In keeping with

this idea, which does notconsider subjective fatigue as the object
examined, studies of work-decrement have demonstrated that fatigue
does not develop in proportion to expenditure of energy.

(2)

The

tendencz to assume fatigue to be definable in terms of the attributes
of the stimulus situation.

Certain situations such as loss of sleep

are taken for granted as producing fatigue.

Hence when such situations

are employed in the laboratory and followed by the testing of performance in a second situation, negativ& results are explained as indi-

Eli
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eating that the performance in the second situation is not subject to
fatigue.

The point to be made here is, that it must not be first

assumed that any set of conditions induces fatigue.

(5)

~

concept

of general fatigue~ the transfer of fatigue from onesituation to
the other.

This is a failure to realize fully that fatigue arises

from doing something more or less specific.

From this concept exper-

imentation proceeds (as from description in 2) on the idea that an individual can be made tired from one set of concttions and fatigue can be
measured through performance in a different set.

Accordingly, it is not

recognized that the second set may be an actual relief from the fatiguing procedure in the first, and therefore yield performance better
than on the "control" occasion.
~

On the otner hand, the test condi-

tions may be very similar to the fatiguing ones, the result being a
measure of the accumulated fatigue of the two, rather than a simple
sampling of the fatigue produced in the first.

(4)

That fatigue im-

pairs performance,~ that fatigue and impairment~ proport!_o:t1al.
The fallacy of this principle arises out of the failure to see the
organism as a compensating system, but instead, as a simple system
that runs down like a storage battery and quits.

An

individual will

often succeed in accomplishing a task although the manner in which he
does it must change as the performance progresses.

The metho,d first

used may be abandoned and new methods seized upon.

Thus if a certain

means-to-an-end is used as a measuring index, "impairment" certainly
must result.

If, to prevent compensation (substitution), the exper-

iment is so arranged that only one method can be used to accomplish

='
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the task, the whole procedure, for that very reason, runs the risk
of not being the kind of situation worth measuring.

If only the ul-

tima:t.to accomplishment of the task is used as the indication for the
absence of fatigue, then impairment will not enter until the task is
abandoned or until breakdown occurs, whereas fatigue will have entered
the scene long before.

(5)

That impairment and fatigue~ identical.

This is somewhat different from (1), though the two are superficially
identical.

It was pointed out that in some experiments, impairment

did not manifest itself although fatigue had been long present.
reverse can also be true.

The

Impairment can exist without fati?ue, hence

substituting measures of impairment for those of fatigue is not justifiable.
~

For example, when experimen~al anoxia disturbs metabolism,

individuals may be brought near to collapse and yet be found to lack
fatigue.

They claim to feel well and deny being tired, while at the

same time the customary mea.surement.s of overt performance show the
existence of deterioration.

From this, it will be evident that aside

from the value of anoxia studies for aviation and high altitude living,
these investigations form a very excellent, demonstration of the point
that fatigue and impairment must be distinguished.
to distinguish between fatigue and learning.

(6)

The failure

In some experiments,

changed performance is per se taken to be fatigue.

There are two

"
kinds of change in function, one bringing accomplishment more nearly
in line with the goal set for it;

ration and failure.
several factors;

5'

\.;

the other kind leading to frust-

\11/hich it is in any given case depends upon

the goal sot1gLt, the recognition of' success or fail-
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ure, and the identification of them with the individual himself.
(7)

The definition of fatigue in other than subjective terms.

Since

it is felt that complex sensations cannot be measured by physical
methods, fatigue studies have had to be so constructed as virtually
to ignore how the individual feels.

In contrast, however, psycho-

logists feel that the subject's report of fatigue is the measurement.
One is not tired till he knows it.
paired, the realizatio

Prior to this one is only im-

of which becomes a component of the result-

ing total fatigue-syndrome.

Fatigue is the desire to quit a given

activity and turn to something else, arising out of the discomfort or
impairment involved in pursuing the task, or arising in the relative
failure in performance.fbr any reason;

.....,,

or it is the feeling of aver-

sion toward starting a given activity owing to the anticipated discomfort or knowled,::e of relative inability to perform it.
is action-fatigue and anticipation-fatigue.

Thus there

Both the wish to escape

the present or avoid the future have many constituents which can be
analyzed out on different descri;,tive levels, the social, the sensory,
and the motor and organic.
Conflict may arise in many forms, and to accurately analyze them
presents difficulties.

Comi:;lete analysis is an impossibility.

These

conflicts arise when one's sense perception mechanism cannot handle
the stimulus situation produced.
Bartley (10) quite adequately handles the analysis of conflict and
its relatiio~ to production of ftltigue, though the subject defies
complete comprehensive treatment.

'-'

Conflicts may arise due to in-
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ability or difficulty in resolving sense-perception to action, the
environment presenting sti,nulus situations leading to contradictory
ends.

Comprehension of the stimul~s situation itself may defy the

individual.

Since complete performance demands from perception an

understanding of external events or situations, a perception-action
conflict exists until such perception is derived.

Then again, since

usually more than one sense is needed in all activity, there may
arise conflicts when two or more senses disagree with regards to
the situation present in the external environment.

Conflicts also

arise, usually temporarily, when a new relational activit~ is thrust
upon the muscles.

Until smooth coordination is reached through ex-

perience in a certain new activity, increased tension and conflicts

.......,

harrass the individual.

Action itself may conflict with intended

performance, usually when perception is at fault, the person realizing that som9thing is wrong with his sensory grasp and also that his
action is out of line with the demands of the physical world.
calls this an action-reality conflict.

Conflicts may arise out of

sheer inadequacy, either intellectual or physiological, an
plishment-goal conflict.

Bartley

accom-

Social conflicts may present, wherein the

goals set by the individual do not paralled those imposed from without, where the individual is torn between inclination and duty.
"The basis of fatigue is conflict and frustration," according to
Bartley.

One of the first significant outcomes of conflict is a sense

of discomfort, danger or failure.

It is these that the organism tries

to avoid and in doing so it may thereby get into new confl~cts, for to

'-'
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avoid one may be to plunge into another.

This is not to say that

fatigue must be a product of intellectual calculation.

Far from it.

Conflicts may arise at all levels of psychosomatic functioning.
When they arise within reflex patterns, for instance, the outcome may
lead directly to discomfort, or may lead to other intermediate consequences which in turn produce discomfort, but does not lead directly to the perceiving of the diffimlty as conflict.

Discomfort, how-

ever, finally becomes the component of a conscious situation in which
the desire to quit may vie with the duty to continue the ~resent performance.
If the conflicts that happen to arise are not too suddenly imposed,
or are not too great, the reactions themselves are something that de-

'--.,I

velop more slowly.

They cnnstitute fatigue.

On the other hand, it

is conceivable that certain frustrations develop without a long history of conflict and thus through their suddenness induce reactions
such as have been described as aggression, regression and fixation.
These represent the realignment of the whole organism.

In such cases

it would be expected that fatigue would be skip~ed in the train of
consequences.
And yet, chronic fatigue is sometimes met with (120).
parently is not all of one pattern.

This ap-

Some of it arises out of impair-

ment and the constant recognition of it.

But it is conceivable, that

other cases of it may, upon investigation, turn out to be instances of
fixation, or perhaps related in some way to regression.

In other

words, instead of skipping the fatigue stage, the responses may

'-'
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represent the development of a fixed attitude of fatigue.
It is Bartley's contention that if fatigue is oncedisentangled
from expenditure of energy, and from impairment, and recognized as
something peculiar to the individual's attitude with regard to the
world he confronts, studies of it will be fruit,ful.

Very good work

has already been done on impairment, productive of information necessary for understanding fatigue, but according to Barley this must
not be confused with investigations of fatigue itself.

III.

HYPOGLYCEMIC THEORY
Portis and Alexander (1) commenced a psychosomatic study in 1943

of a group of psychoneurotic patients who had fatigue as a rather
constant feature of their symptom-complex.

"-'

The psychological cond-

ition of these patients appeared in association with a peculiarity
of their carbohydrate metabolism manifested by a flat intravenous
glucose tolerance test as found in cases of hypoglycemia.
Psychologically these patients are characterized by what best
can be described as an asthenic syndrome.

The outstanding feature

is apathy, a loss of zest, a general let-down feeling of aimlessness,
a repulsion against the routine of every day life, be it occupational
activities or household duties.

Seldom is this apathy connected with

anxiety or a pronounced depression.

As mentioned above, another

constant feature is fatigue, chronic or avpearing in acute attacks.
The fatigue has certain fairly constate features.

It is present as

a rule on awakening, slightly more severe in the mid-morning, tempor-

arily improved after luncheon, and most marked in the mid-afternoon.

'-'
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There is practically always a complete relief after the heavy evening
meal.

The patients may awaken with a severe headache which is also

manifest during the mid-afternoon fatigue.

Along with this more

chronic fatigue there may be acute attacks of extreme weakness,
tremulousness, sweatin·, and vertigo.
headedness" may be manifes~.

At times a feeling of

11

light-

The acute attacks may be associated

with an anxiet:, of fainting.
Somatically the condition is characterized by a flat intravenous gl,1cose tolerance test.

The fasting sugar level in the blood

may be normal, somewhat low, or definitel~ low.
The most recent review of the literature of this problem, which
has been attracting more and more attention, has been published by
~

Harold E. Himwich (86).

Himwich concludes from his review of hypo-

glycemia that it is important to maintain the level of blood sugar in
our bodies because if it is reduced beyond the lower normal limits,
the brain is deprived of its foodstuf'f, glucose.

The relative danger

of hypoglycemia may be measured by Lhe methods which have been provided
for their prevention.

Only one mechanism--the para-sympathetic-

i..~sulin appa~atus--acts to limit a rise in blood sugar, while the
symptoms working against a fall in blood sugar are many and intricate:
the sympathetic-adrenalin apparatus, the thyroid and posterior pituitary,
as well as the anterior pituitary and adrenal cortex.
may arise from three general causes:

Hypoglycemia

(1) failure of the liver, (2) ex-

cessive insulin, and (3) a disturbance in the neuroendocrine defense.
It has been shown that when hypoglycemia does arise, the symp-
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toms are ~he same irrespective of the cause, and fall into a definite sequence of five sta,:;es.

This sequence is ascribed to diff-

erent metabolic rates in the various regions of the brain, the
highest being found in the newest portions, and each succeeding
part possessing a lower rate.

Since the areas with the most in-

tense metabolic rate will be the first to suffer upon withdrawal
of energy, the earlier s~mptoms of hypoglycemia are allocated to the
new phyletic layers, and each succeeding phase is localized accordi~g to the decreasing metabolic activity in the subcortical
layers.
The five stages mentioned above may be summarized as follows:
The first, or cortical phase, is characterized by sweating, saliv-

'-'

ation, muscular relaxation, and tremors accompanied by gradual
clouding of consciousness.

T~e second, the subcortico-diencephalic

phase, appears in the form of motor restlessness, manifested by
primitive movements such as snarling, grimacing, and grasping.
In the third, the mesenc~phalic phase, tonic spasm can be observed
and the Babinski reflex becomes positive.

In the fourth, the pre-

myelencephalic phase, the tonic spasms become mostly extensor spasms.
The phase resembl~s the picture of the decerebrated dog of Sherrington.
In the last, the myelincephalic phase, the patient is found in a deep
coma.

There is a predominance of the parasympathetic tonus.

These

phases can be best observed during the insulin treatment of schizophrenia.
In the great majority of cases of functional hypoglycemia only

'-'
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the first phase can be observed and its more conspicuous clinical
manifestation is a feeling of weakness, tremulousness, sweating.
Anxiety may or may not be present.

The studies of Alexander and

Portis include a number of cc..ses in which this acute syndrome was
lacking and only chronic apathy, aimlessness and fatigue were present,
similar to a group of patients described earlier (1929) by the German
workers L. Szondi and Heinrich Lax.

They established beyond doubt

the coincidence of a flat glucose tolerance curve with a neurotic
state which in the older rs;ychiatric literature is usually called
neurasthenia, characterized by fatigue, prostration and apathy
often combined with sleepiness, headache, palpitation, vertigo,
anxiety, tremulousness, perspiration, and vasomotor lability.
~

This

syndrome can be produced by excessive insulin dosage and is also
the classical sign of neurasthenia (140;164).
To begin with, Alexander and Portis (1) established the average
blood sugar level in 26 normals and 31 neurasthenics and the average
values were identical.

Their conclusions are that neurasthenics

are not hypoglycemic individuals.

They also emphasize that the hypo-

glycemic syndrome can be observed in peo1-,·le with a high blood sugar
level (0.20~) and on the other hand the symptoms of hypoglycemia
may be absent at very low blood sugar levels.

Hence the hypoglycemic

symptoms cannot be explained from low blood sugar concentration and
another phase of the carbohydrate metabolism must be disturbed.
find this was the aim of Alexander and Portis.

To

The sugar tolerance

of these groups was determined by giving 50 grams dextrose by mouth

~
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and the blood sugar was determined at 1/2 hour, 1 hour, and 2 hours,
after the intake of sugar.
neurasthenics 31%.
56% to 111%;

The average rise was:

in normals 69%;

in

The range of the rise in the normals was from

in the neurasthenics 0.4% to 50%.

A similar relationship was found betv.een a gro1Jp of 2,,. neuras-

thenic plus hypogonadic paii3nts compared ~ith 34 non-neurasthenic
hypogonadic patients.

The relationship wa:3 again similar but even

more pronounced between a group of non-neurasthenic hyperthyroid
patients as compared with a group of hyperthyroid patients who at
the same time suffered from neurasthenia.
On

the basis of these studies Alexander and Portis postulate a close

connection between the asthenic syndrome, fatigue-apathy-hypothony,
~

and a flat sugar tolerance curve.

They consider a flat curve as

pathological and think that in neurasthenic individuals tLe regulatory mechanism of the alimentary glycemia is destroyed.
final conclusions are:

(1)

Their

The most conspicuous symptoms of neuras-

thenia, the so-called asthenic syndrome, is analogous with the hypoglycemic syndrome.

(2)

The asthenic (neurasthenic) symptoms are not

in a causal relationship with hypoglycemia. because neurasthenics do
not show hypoglycemia.

(3)

The asthenic syndrome appears together

with a pronounced flat sugar tolerance curve.

In the neurasthenics

the test raises the blood sugar only 31% in average, in contrast with
a 70% raise in normals.

The flat tolerance curve is a pathognomonic

feature of the asthenic syndrome.

The presence of neurasthenic

symptoms in other organic cases also appears together with a flat

V
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tolerance curve.
As stated above, the earlier litera.ture, as far as psychological factors were considered, dealt exclusively with the influence
of hypoglycemia upon the emotional life.

In 1942 Thomas A.

c.

Rennie and John E. Howard (138) were the first to descrive the influence of emotional factors upon the development of hypoglycemia.
They have studied seven patients of which six displayed a psychiatric condition which the authors call ntension devression,"
characterized essentially by a motor tension, but occurring also
with states of depression.

Ttese cases showed flat glucose tol-

erance curves during the symptomatic period.

Three of these cases

were observed again after their emoticmal difi'icul ties had been re-

"-,,I

solved and they showed normal glucose tolerance curves.

The authors

came to the conclusion that the hypoglycemia is secondary to the
psychiatric disorder since it disappears with management of the
psychiatric conditon.
Alexander and Portis (1) were first prompted to the iLvestigation
of this idea during the psychoanalytic treatment of a 45 year old
married woman who was suffering from periodic attacks of diarrhea,
headaches, and overwhelming fatigue.

The patient's diarrhea reacted

favorably to ps3choanalytic treatment but the fatigue, which the
patient ingeniously called her "pernicious inertia," resisted the
psychoanalytic approach more than her other complaints.

The patient

spent literally the major part of herwacing life on a day couch.

She

dreaded all the efforts of daily life, household duties, charities,
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social obligations, the visits to and from her children.

The only

activity she indulged in was voracious reading while lying on her
comfortable couch.

Suspecting that her fatigue had a physiological

basis, particularly those violent, acute attacks of weakness, which
ap!1eared at ph~ sical exertion, Alexander made a metabolic study.
A flat intravenous glucose tolerance curve was found and on this basis
relative hypoglycemia due to hyperinsulinism was assumed to be the
cause, both of her chronic fatigue and the acute attacks of weakness
and exhaustion.

These workers use the term

11

relative hypoglycemia"

because the absolute level of blood sugar concentration may not be
low but the adaptation of the blood sugar level to the actual needs
of the tissues is disturbed.

'-111

This patient improved rapidly under the

atropine and diet manacement, described b;y Drs. Sidne~ A. Portis
and Irving H. Zitman in their article,

11

A Mechanism of Fatigue in

Neuropsychiatric Patients" (152).
Without exception, in the nine cases studied by Alexander and
Portis, the presenting emotional situation was a lack of zest and
interest in whatever activities the patients were engaged;

a picture

resembling that of a depressim,, but still different from it in certain
respects.

Mosts patients came with the complaint that life had lost

all meaning for them, that they lacked an aim in life, that there
was a complete absence of zest or interes~ in their daily activities,
whether this was routine office work, teaching, preaching, study,
administrative duties, or household and social obligations.

In most

of the cases the fatigue had developed after a gratifying occupation
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or a cherished goal or hope had to be abandoned on account of compelling circumstances, and the patient was forced to engage in a
distasteful routine activity, against which he revolted intensely.
In all cases studied by Alexander and Portis the physical fat-

igue improved or disappeared completely under medical management and
psychotherapy.

In almost all of their cases they concluded that the

disappearance of the fatigue syndrome brought the underlying emotional
situation more sharply into consciousness a..'1d facilitated the psychotherapeutic approach to the basic personality problem.

In all their

cases the disappearance of fatigue counteracted the regressive, escaping tendencies of the patient and in the majority it strengthened
the patient's hopes and created a more optimistia outlook.

'-.,I

The interaction of psychotherapy and medical management is extremely comrlicated and workers are far from understanding the dynamics
of their interplay.
of certainty.

This much, however, can be said with a fair amount

A condition of emotional let down, manifesting itself

in a loss of enthusiasm and hope and based on the disruption of the
patient's goal structure, influences the vegetative balance.

This

manifests itself in a disturbance of their regulatory mechanism controlling the sugar concentration of the blood.
thenic symptoms and particularly the fatigue.
becomes initiated.

This produces the asNow a vicious circle

The fatigue favors the patient's tendencies toward

withdrawal, impairs his efficiency and discourages new effort to continue or resume his activities.

The fatigue syndrome gives the patient

a powerful secondary excuse for further withdrawal.

V

Thus the initial
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ability or difficulty in resolving sense-perception to action, the
environment presenting stimulus situations leading to cohtradictory
ends.

Comprehension of the stimulus situation itself may defy the

individual.

Since complete performance demands from perception an

understanding of external events or situations, a perception-acti9n
conflict exists until such perception is derived.

Then again, since

usually more than one sense is needed in all activity, there may
arise conflicts when two or more senses disagree with regards to
the situation present in the external environment.

Conflicts also

arise, usually temporarily, when a new relational activity is thrust
upon the muscles.

Until smooth coordination is reached through ex-

perience in a certain new activity, increased tension and conflicts
harrass the individual.

Action itself may conf'.lict with intended

performance, usually when perception 'is at fault, the person realizing that something is wrong with his sensory grasp and also that his
action is out of line with the demands of the physical world.
calls this an action-reality conflict.

Conflicts may arise out of

sheer inadequacy, either intellectual or physiological, an
plishment-goal conflict.

Bartley

accom-

Social conflicts may present, wherein the

goals set by the individual do not paralled those imposed from without, where the individual is torn between inclination and duty.
"The basis of fatigue is conflict and frustration," according to
Bartley.

One of the first significant outcomes of conflict is a sense

of discomfort, danger or failure.

It is these that the organism tries

to avoid and in doing so it may thereby get into new conflicts, for to
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avoid one may be to plunge into another.

This is not to say that

fatigue must be a product of intellectual calculation.

Far from it.

Conflicts may arise at all levels of psychosomatic functioning.
When they arise within reflex patterns, for instance, the outcome may
lead directly to discomfort, or may lead to other intermediate consequences which in turn produce discomfort, but does not lead directly to the perceiving of the diffilulty as conflict.

Discomfort, how-

ever, finally becomes the component of a conscious situation in which
the desire to quit may vie with the duty to continue the present performance.
If the conflicts that happen to arise are not too suddenly imposed,
or are not too great, the reactions themselves are something that develop more slowly.

They constitute fatigue.

On

the other hand, it

· is conceivable that certain frustrations develop without a long history of conflict and thus through their suddenness induce reactions
such as have been described as aggression, regression and fixation.
These represent the realignment of the whole organism.

In such cases

it would be expected that fatigue would be skipped in the train of
consequences.
And yet, chronic fatigue is sometimes met with (120).
parently is not all of one pattern.

This ap-

Some of it arises out of impair-

ment and the constant recognition of it.

But it is conceivable, that

other cases of it may, upon investigation, turn out to be instances of
fixation, or perhaps related in some way to regression.

In other

words, instead of skipping the fatigue stage, the responses may
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represent the development of a fixed attitude of fatigue.
It is Bartley's contention that if fatigue is oncedisentangled
from expenditure of energy, and from impairment, and recognized as
something peculiar to the individual's attitude with regard to the
world he confronts, studies of it will be frui~ful.

Very good work

. has already been done on impairment, productive of information necessary for understanding fatigue, but according to Barley this must
not be confused with investigations of fatigue itself.
III.

HYPOGLYCEMIC THEORY
Portis and Alexander (1) commenced a psychosomatic study in 1945

of a group of psychoneurotic patients who had fatigue as a rather
constant feature of their symptom-complex.

The psychological cond-

ition of these patients appeared in association with a peculiarity
of their carbohydrate metabolism manifested by a flat intravenous
glucose tolerance test as found in cases of hypoglycemia.
Psychologically these patients are characterized by what best
can be described as an asthenic syndrome.

The ?utstanding feature

is apathy, a loss of zest, a general let-down feeling of aimlessness,
a repulsion against the routine of every day life, be it occupational
activities or household duties.

Seldom is this apathy connected with

anxiety or a pronounced depression.

As mentioned above, another

constant feature is fatigue, chronic or appearing in acute attacks.
The fatigue has certain fairly constate features.

It is present as

a rule on awakening, slightly more severe in the mid-morning, tempor-

arily improved after luncheon, and most marked in the mid-afternoon.
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There is practically always a complete relief after the heavy evening
meal.

The patients may awaken with a severe headache which is also

manifest during the mid-afternoon fatigue.

Along with this more

chronic fat i gue ther e may be acute attacks of extreme weakness,
tremulousness, sweating, and vertigo.
headedness" may be manifes ~.

At times a feeling of "light-

The acute at tacks may be associated

with an anxiety of fainting.
Somatically the condition is characterized by a flat intravenous gl ucose tolerance test.

The fasting sugar level in the blood

may be normal, somewhat low, or definitely low.
The most recent review of the literat ure of this problem, which
has been attracting more and more attention, has been published 'cyHarold E. Himwich (86).

Himwich concludes from his revi ew of hypo-

glycemia that it is important to maintain the level of blood sugar in
our bodies because if it is reduced beyond the lower normal limits,
the brain is deprived of its foodstuff, glucose.

The relative danger

of hypoglycemia may be measured by t he methods which have been provided
for their prevention .

On~y one mechanism--the para-sympathetic-

insulin apparatus--acts to limit a rise in blood sugar, while the
symptoms working against a fall in blood sugar are many and intricate:
the sympathetic-adrenalin. apparatus, the thyroid and posterior pituitary,
as well as the anterior pituitary and adrenal cortex.
may arise from three general causes:

Hypoglycemia

(1) failure of th~ liver, (2) ex-

cessive insulin, and (3) a disturbance in the neuroendocrine defense.
It has been shown that when hypoglycemia does arise, the sy.m.p-
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toms are t he same irrespective of the cause, and fall into a definite sequence of five stages.

This sequence is ascribed to diff-

erent metabolic rates in the various regions of the brain, the
highest being found in the newest portions, and each succeeding
part possessing a lower rate.

Since the areas with the most in-

tense· metabolic rate will be the first to suffer upon withdrawal
of energy, the earlier symptoms of hypoglycemia are allocated to the
new phyletic layers, and each succeeding phase is localized according to the decreasing metabolic activity in the subcortical
layers.
The five stages mentioned above may be summarized as follows:
The first, or cortical phase, is characterized by sweating, salivation, muscular relaxation, and tremors accompanied by gradual
clouding of consciousness.

The second, the subcortico-diencephalic

phase, appears in the form of motor restlessness, manifested by
primitive movements such as snarling, grimacing, and grasping.

In the third, the mesenc aphalic phase, tonic spasm can be observed
and the Babinski reflex becomes positive.

In the fourth, the pre-

myelencephalic phase, the tonic spasms become mostly extensor spasms.
The phase resembles the picture of the decerebrated dog of Sherrington.
In the last, the myelincephalic phase, the patient is found in a deep
coma.

There is a predominance of the parasympathetic tonus.

These

phases can be best observed during the insulin treatment of schizophrenia.
In the great majority of cases of functional hypoglycemia only
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the firBt phase can be observed and its more conspicuous clinical
manifestation is a feeling of weakness, tremulousness, sweating.
Anxiety may or may not be present.

The studies of Alexander and

Portis include a number of cases in which this acute syndrome was
lacking and only chronic apathy, aimlessness and fatigue were present,
similar to a group of patients described earlier (1929) by the German
workers L. Szondi and Heinrich Lax.

They established beyond doubt

the coincidence of a flat glucose tolerance curve with a neurotic
state which in the older psychiatric literature is usually called
neurasthenia, charac~erized by fatigue, prostration and apathy
often combined with sleepiness, headache, palpitation, vertigo,
anxiety, tremulousness, perspiration, and vasomotor lability.

.

This

syndrome can be produced by excessive insulin dosage and is also
the classical sign of neurasthenia (140;164) •
~

To begin with, Alexander and Portis

(l) established the average

blood sugar level in 26 normals and 51 neurasthenics and the average
values were identical.

Their conclusions are that neurasthenics

are not hypoglycemic individuals.

They also emphasize that the hypo-

glycemic syndrome can be observed in people with a high blood sugar
level (0.20%) and on the other hand the symptoms of hypoglycemia
may be absent at very low blood sugar levels.

Hence the hypoglycemic

symptoms cannot be explained from low blood sugar concentration and
another phase of the carbohydrate metabolism must be disturbed.
find this was the aim of Alexander and Port is.

To

The sugar tolerance

of these groups was determined by giving 50 grams dextrose by mouth
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and the blood sugar was determined at 1/2 hour, 1 hour, and 2 hours,
after the intake of sugar.
neurasthenics 51%.
56% to 111%;

The average rise was:

in normals 69%;

in

The range of the rise in the normals was from

in the neurasthenics 0.4% to 50%.

A similar relationship was found between a group of 24 neurasthenic plus hypogonadic paii3nts compared with 54 non-neurasthenic
hypogonadic patients.

The relationship was again similar but even

more pronounced between a group of non-neurasthenic hyperthyroid
patients as compared with a group of hyperthyroid patients who at
the same time suffered from neurasthenia.
On t he basis of these studies Alexander and Portis postulate a close

connecti~n between the asthenic syndrome, fatigue-apathy-hypothony,
and a flat sugar tolerance curve.

They consider a flat curve as

pathological and think that in neurasthenic individuals t he regulatory mechanism of the alimentary glycemia is destroyed.
final conclusions are:

(1)

Their

The most conspicuous symptoms of neuras-

thenia, the so-called asthenic syndrome, is analogous with the hypoglycemic syndrome.

(2)

The asthenic (neurasthenic) sympto~s Em'e not

in a causal relationship with hypoglycemia because neurasthenics do

not show hypoglycemia.

(5)

The asthenic syndrome a ppears together

with a pronounced flat sugar tolerance curve.

In the neurasthenics

the test raises the blood sugar only 51% in average, in contrast with
a 70% raise in normals.

The flat tvlerance curve is a pathognomonic

feature of the asthenic syndrome.

The presence of neurasthenic

symptoms in other organic cases also appears together with a flat
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tolerance curve.

As stated above, the earlier literature, as far as psychological factors were considered, dealt exclusively with the influence
of hypoglyc emia upon the emotional life.

In 1942 Thomas A. C.

Rennie and John E. Howard (138) . were the f irst to descrfvJ the influ- /
ence of emotional factors upon the development of hypoglycemia.
They have studied seven patients of which six displayed a psychiatric condition which the authors call "tension depression,"
characterized esserttially by a motor tension,. but occurring also
with states of depression .

These cases showed flat glucose tol-

erance curves during the symptomatic period.

Three of these cases

were observed again after t heir emotional diff iculties had been resolved and they showed normal glucose tolerance curves.

The authors

came to the conclusion that the hypoglycemia is secondary to the
psychiatric disorder since it disappears with management of the
psychiatric conditon.
Alexander and Portis (1) were first prompted to the i nvestigation
of this idea during the psychoanalytic treatment of a 45 year old
married woman who was suffering from periodic attacks of diarrhea,
headaches, and overwhelming fatigue.

The patient's diarrhea reacted

favorably to psychoanalytic treatment but the fatigue, which the
patient ingeniously called her "pernicious inertia," resisted the
psychoanalytic approach more than her other complaints • . The patient
spent literally the major part of herwadng life on a day couch.

She

dreaded all the eff orts of daily life, household duties,' charities,
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social obligations, the visits to and from her children.

The only

activity she indulged in was voracious reading while lying on her
comfortable couch.

Suspecting that her fatigue had a physiological

·basis, particularly those violent, acute attacks of weakness, which
appeared at physical exertion, Alexander made a metabolic study.
A flat intravenous glucose tqlerance curve was found and on this basis

relative hypoglycemia due to hyperinsulinism was assumed to be the

-

cause, both of her chronic fatigue and the acute attacks of weakness
and exhaustion.

These workers use the term "relative hypoglycemia"

because the absolute level of blood sugar concentration may not be
low but the adaptation of the blood sugar level to the actual needs
of the tissues is disturbed.

This patient improved rapidly under the

atropine and diet management, described by Drs. Sidney A. Portis
and Irving H. Zitman in their ·article, "A Mechanism of Fatigue in
Neuropsychiatric Patients" (152).
Without exception, in the nine cases studied by Alexander and
Portis, the presenting emotional situation was a lack of zest and
interest in whatever activities the patients were engaged;

a picture

resembling that of a depression, but ·still different from it in certain
respects.

Mosts patients came with the complaint that life had lost

all meaning for them, . that they lacked an aim in life, that there
was a complete absence of zest or interest in their daily activities,

whether this was routine office work, teaching, preaching, study,
administrative _duties, or household and social obligations.

In most

of the cases the fatigue had developed after a gratifying occupation
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or a cherished goal or hope had to be abandone~ on account of compelling circumstances, and the patient was forced to engage in a
distasteful routine activity, against which he revolted intensely.
In all cases studied by Alexander and Portis the physical fat-

igue improved or disappeared completely under medical management and
psychotherapy.

In almost all of their cases they concluded that the

disappearance of the fatigue syndrome brought the underlying emotional
situation more sharply into consciousness and facilitated the psychotherapeutic approach to the basic personality problem.

In all their

cases the disappearance of fatigue counteracted the regressive, es'

caping tendencies of the patient and in the majority it strengthened
the patient's hopes and created a more optimistid outlook.
The interaction of psychotherapy and medical management is extremely complicated and workers are far from understanding the dynamics
of their interplay.
of certainty.

This much, however, can be said with a fair amount

A condition of emotional let down, manifesting itself

in a loss of enthusiasm and hope and based on the disruption of the

patient's goal structure, influences the vegetative balance.

This

manifests itself in a disturbance of their regulatory mechanism controlling the sugar concentration of the blood.
thenic symptoms and particularly the fatigue.
becomes initiated.

This produces the asNow a vicious circle

The fatigue favors the patient's tendencies toward

withdrawal, impairs his efficiency and discourages new effort to continue or resume his activities.

The fatigue syndrome gives the patient

a powerful secondary excuse for further withdrawal.

Thus the initial
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emotional situation in which the patient lost all his original interest in activity and life in general becomes reinforoed by the relative
hypoglyoemio condition, or more preoisely, by the disturbed regulatory
mechanism of the carbohydrate metabolism.

This disturbance for brevity's

sake Portis and Alexander refer to as "relative hypoglyoemia.'1

The

therapeutic results obtained by Alexander and Portis deserve further
study and experimentation, as these workers probably have an answer
to part of the problem of fatigue.
The following hypothesis seems to account for their observations.
In certain emotional situations characterized by a loss of spontaneous
zest and a revulsion against routine activities, a disturbance of the
regulatory homeostatic mechanisms of the blood sugar concentration is
likely to develop.

Their hypothesis is that the emotional tension to

which one ordinarily refers to as zest, enthusiasm or interest, keeps
up a certain tonus in the vegetative innervations, a certain balance
in the sympathetic-adrenal and parasympathetic -insular tonus.

In

/ e_;J;ension of Cannon's fundamental views it is assumed that outwardly
directed activity of the organism in which it participates with enthusiasm, zest, spontaneous striving has a tuning up effect upon the
sympathetic adrenal system qualitatively similar to that of fear and
rage.

The sympathiootonic effect of zest is probably less intensive

but more prolonged than that of fear and rage.

'

The conditions of

fear and rage are extreine oases in which the organism is tuned up for
an outwardly directed activity in an emergency situation.

The main

function of the autonomic nervous system is to adapt the internal
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vegetative functions of the organism to these external tasks which
the organism is called upon to perform.

On the basis of the prelimianry

observations of Portis and Alexander, it is assumed that like rage and
fear, a keen enthusiasm striving for a goal may have a similar, more prolonged but less intensive tuning up effect upon the internal vegetative
processe s .

It is probable that without such a vegatative tuning up,

sustained effort cannot be carried out with the same economy.

It is

well known that perfunctory activity performed without emotional
participation is more fati guing t han even strenuous activity per'

formed with emotional participation.

Clinical observations seem to ,

indicate that fatigue and apathy developing during routine activity
without interest are not merely subjeo-tive emotional states, but are
based on the lack of adaptation of the carbohydrate metabolism to the
effort required from the organism.

Without emotional participation

the tuning up of the vegetative processes and the shifting of ,the sympathe tic-parasympathetic balance in favor of increased sympathetic .
ton us does not take place.

Hence the organism is engaged in a con-

tinued activity without the corr~sponding metabolic adjustment necessary for sustained effort.

Probably just as important as the lack

of emotional participation is a definite emotional rejection of compulsory activity in which the patient is not interes te d.

This emotion-

al rejection creates the emotional state of flight, and increases the
desire to give up.

The emotional flight reaction creates a condition

in the ve getative processes which these authors called ttvegetati ve re-
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treat."

The internal processes become attuned to a state charact-

eristic for relaxation in which the vago-insular tonus is preponderant over the sympathetic adrenal tonus.

This is a most pamcbxioal

situation •. The organism engages in activity while its vegetative
metabolic processes are attuned to a state of relaxation.

One aspect

of this oondi tion is that under the infl uenoe of vagal exci 't ation,
or at least of vagal preponderance, a condition of hyperinsulinism
develops and leads to a disturbance of the regulatory mechanisms
which control the sugar concentration of the blood.
Not the absolute lowering of the sugar concentration but the
inability of the organism to raise the sugar concentration of the
blood as it is required during activity (particularly during mental
activity, because the exclusive fuel of the brain cells is sugar)
is the immediate cause of the subjective feelings of fatigue and
exhaustion as well _as in the acute oases of tremulousness, lightheadedness, and weakness.

The occasional anxiety state, which

sometimes accompanies the attacks, is a subjective reaction to the
acute feeling of weakness and has no specific etiological significance.
This viev1 accounts fully for the beneficial effects of atropine
and of diet cont~i ning complex carbohydrates.

The atropine diminishes

the vagal-insular tonus and shifts the balance in favor of the sympathetic tonus.

This counteracts the tendency toward a presumed hyper-

insulinism and allows the organism to rai se the blood sugar concentration to the level required by increased activity.

A diet without
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sugar and including complex carbohydrates i s calculated to eliminate
the homeostate reaction provoking increased insulin production and
to maintain a steady supply of carbohydrates to the blood stream.
The essence of this hypothesis is the e·xtansion of Cannon's view
con-earning the influence of raga and fear upon metabolic processes
via the autonomic nervo us syste m.

It is assumed that zest and en-

thusiasm, just like fear and rage, create a.n excess of sympat heticadrenal tonus and mobilized carbohydrate from its depo t s while the
desire for relaxat i on favors an bxcass of va go-insular tonus and
thus the storing of sugar.

Extensive animal and human experiments

should be carried out in testing the vali dity of these physiological
theories, and further positive results, possibly, and probably, in
substantiation of these ideas are to be expected in the future literature concerning fatigue.
IV.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MUSCULAR FATIGUE AND FATI GUE OF THE

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
The reciprocal relationship between muscular fati gue and fatigue
\

of the central nervous system has considerable t heoretical interest.
If accurate means were available to measure t hese effects of
muscular fatigue on the state of the central nervous system, research in this f ield would have considerable practical value.
Simonson and Enzer (149) feel that the f usion frequency of flicker
appears to be a method suitable f or t he study of t he infl uence of
muscular work on the sta t e of the central nervo us system.

The fusion

frequency of flicker is tha t rate of suc cessive li ght stimuli nee-
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essary to produce an effect equal to continuous illumination.
As has been discussed at length, general fatigue usually depends
on the influence of both
other.

~~e

muscular and nervous systems, ore on the

It would seem that further knowledge of this relationship

could be extremely useful (for instance, military affairs), since
so many occupations and situations exist in which fatigue of the
central nervous system contributes to the general fatigue arising
out of muscular strain or effort.

Ivy (92) in a recent review

states, 't As is well known, heavy muscular exercise influences
mental performance because of the tendency to fall asleep.''

It

would therefore be practical to know what amount of muscular effort
is necessary to produce a depressing effect on the central nervous
system, how long the effect lasts, and whether the type of work
is an influencing factor.

Simonson and Enzer (149) attempt to answer

these questions with frequency of flicker, which depends on chronaxie,
latent period, and refractory period of the visual system (retina,
visual pathways, visual centers).

Therefore, it indicates the

exi tabili ty of the visual system, and perhaps, to a certain degree,

.

'

the excitability of the entire central nervous system.

This conclus-

ion seems logical in view of the fact that it has been repeatedly
demonstrated that general fatigue develops first in the sensory centers.
The fusion frequency of flicker is d~pressed in fatigue of the central
nervous system (150), in pathologic fatigue of patients with hypothyroidism, or circulatory insufficiency (151).
.;:-.

On the other hand, the
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fusion frequency of flicker increased parallel to the relief of f a ti gue in patients with hypogonadis m after treatment with testosterone
(152), and in normal subjects after benzedrine and pervitin (146).
Simonson and Enzer (149) studied the reactions of 54 normal
subjects with fusion frequency of flicker afte r four different
types of exercise of increasing severity.

Ee.oh type of exercise

produced definite deviations of the fusion freque ncy of flicker.
The majority of normal people (80-90fo ) respond with an increase
of t he f usion frequency after static exercise (1st type) and
30 genuflexio~ (next hi gher grade in s eve rity), and with a
decrease after r unning (the most severe type of exercise used).
Afte r the pully exercise (the t hird grade exercise), about 4~
of the subjects respond with both increas e and decrease.

The

magnitu de a nd duration of the depression in fusion frequency of
flicker corresponds to the severity of exercise.

.

It was noted

that moderate exercise had a stimulating effect on the central
nervous system.

These a uthors al so fo und that t he endurance of

women in static exercise, pulley exercise, and running is significantly lower than that of men, while ther a is no si gnificant difference in the rea c ti on of the fusion frequency of flicker.

Methe~y

(113) found similar relations hips in the endurance of men in exercise as compared to women.

Simonson and Enzer found that t he res-

ponse of the f usion f re quency of wome n a f ter an equal amount of
work (30 genuflexions) appears to be inferior to that of men •
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MUSCULAR EXERCISE AND FATIGUE
I.

PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSCULAR EXERCISE

A.

BRI EF' S:J

MUSC

Y OF THE CHEMIC.AL CHANGES ASSOCIATED YU TH
CONTRACTION

The isolated muscle stimulated to action does not increase
its oxygen consumption.

It does so only when the contraction and

relaxation is finished.

Thus, there are two phases in the con-

traction cycle, an anaerobic phase and an oxidative or recovery
phase.

If stimulated repeatedly in an atmosphere of nitrogen, the

muscle contracts forcibly at first but is soon fati gued, as it is
unable to obtain oxygen necessary for its rec uperation between indivi dual contractions.
enters ri gor.

Lactic acid acc umu l a tes and the muscle

Readmission of oxygen cause s the disappearance of

lactic acid, and the isola ted muscle recovers its ori ginal powers
to contrac t .

Lactic acid is derived from glycogen and a concen-

tration of 0.3 to 0.6 per cent res ults in complete fati gue of the
muscle.

Lactic acid concentration rises as glycogen stores are de-

creased, yet fati gue will res ult long before t hese glyco gen stores
are depleted.

Probably the high acidity inhibits the enzymes

throu,;h the action •of which glyc ogen bre akdown is brou gh t about.
That the prod uction of lactic aci d is not t he immediate source
of t he energy for contraction is proved by t he following facts:
(a)

Contraction of the muscle occurs before t he lactic acid is
produc ed.

(b)

A muscle, poisoned ,vith iodoacetate, continues to contract
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for a time tho ugh no lactic acid is formed •

.Also, an un-

poisoned muscle will contract after the glycogen stores
have beau exha usted.
(o)

The greater part of the lactic acid is produced after the
contraction is over, i.e., in the recovery phase, and it is
probable that none is produced during the first one or two
of a series of rapid twitches.

The energy exchanges occuring in muscle during contraction
that illustrate the t heories of Embden-Meyerhof-Lundsgaard school
may be summarized as follows: (114)
phosphoric acid

(a)

Adenosinetriphosphate ~

-f..

energy for contraction

adenylic aci d

+

crea tine

(b)

Phosphocreatine

~

phosphoric acid

energy for resynthesis
of adenyl-pyrophosphate

(c)

Glycogen to lactic acid

energy for resynthesis
of phosphocreatine

( d)

Oxidation of part of lactic acid (about 1/5)

energy for resynthesis
of the rema i nder of
the lactic a cid to
glycogen

Sacks (141) denies that the anaerobic processes as revealed by
analyses of oell-free ext ra c ts of isolated muscle, and upon wh i ch
the Embden-Meyerhof-Lunds gaard scheme is largely based, give a true
picture of what occur in muscle with its circulation intact.

He

maintains that the primary source of the energy for co ntraction is
the oxidation of glycogen to lactic acid without phosphorylation.
That is to say, hexose phospha t e is not an intermediary in the form-
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ation of l ac tic ac i d except when t he oxygen supply is inadequate.
In t he intact muscle 'the anaerobic mechanism is resorted to at the
oon:nnenoement of the contraction or at a ny other time that the oiroulation fails to supply the r equired amount of oxygen.

During the

steady state energy is furnished by direct oxidative reactions;
anaero nic processes are then dispensed with.

Sacks found that ad-

enosinetriphosphate and phosphocreatine are res ynthesized slowly,

--

.7<>

too slowly he believes t he "furnish energy for continued muscular
'.l _ ,...,aoti vi ty. It is also claimed that the chief role of phosphocrea tine
is the neutrali zation of lactic acid.

Furthermore, Sacks, using

the radi oacti ve isotope of phosphorus as a ~label", coul d obtain no
evidence of exchanges of phosphate between adenosinetriphosphate
a nd phosphocreatine during the contraction of the oat's gastroonemius
under anaerobic conditions.

He oonoluded that these substances do

not act as intermediaries in the production of lictio acid within t he
mus.els cell.

Some s upport for these views has been fur nished by the experiments of Flook, Ingle and Bollman (51).

They stimulated the weighted

gastrocnemii of rats, circulation to the muscles remaining intact.
The rate of stimu lation was 3 per second.

At the end of periods of

sti mulation va~ying progressively in length the muscles were rapidly
frozen with carbon dioxide ice, fra gmented and analyzed.

During the

first minute of work compounds associated with anaerobic activity,
such as lactic acid, inorganic phosphate and hexose monophosphate
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accumulated rapidly; glycogen, phosphocrea.tine and a.denosinetriphosphate decreased.

The concentration of the last mentioned de-

cli ned more slowly than the concentrations ·.of the other two, a fact
which the authors take as an indication that, contrary to the general belief, the hydrolysis of adenosinetriphosphate does hot prece.de
the breakdown of glyco gen.

As t he work continued and a steady

state was reached , the concentrations of adenosinetriphosphate and
phosphocreatine remai ned unchanged; the concentrations of hexosemonophosphate and lactic acid returned to their resting levels.
Flook and his associates conclude that the absence of any significant change in concentrations of the labile substances, once a
steady state has bean reached, gives evidenc e a gainst t heir serving
as a source of energy in continued muscular work.

The removal of

lactic acid they attri bu te to diffusion into t he blood stream rather
than to oxidation or resynthe sis locally.
A.

OXYGEN DE BT

It was mentioned that an isolated muscle is able to cont ract
when stimulated in an atmosphere of nitrogen but its recovery phase
is postponed until oxygen is re-admitted •

.I.luring strenuous exercise

t he muscles of the i ntact animal behave similarly.

While contract-

ing actively they are unable to obtain s ufficient oxygen for the removal (by oxidation and resynthasis to glycogen) of the large quantities of lactic acid produced.

Complete recovery must be postponed

until the exe rcise is over, when the acc umulated lactic acid is grad-
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ually removed.

The muscles of the intact animal during strenuous ex-

ertion are there f ore oomparable to the isolated muscle contracting
anaerobioaily.

It was shown by Hill (84;85) and assooiates that an

athlete during great musoular effort such assprinting oannot
possibly inhale more than a fractio n of the oxygen required.

That

is, the body works · its muscles but does not furnish them with the
total oxygen requirement f or t he work until some time after it has
been completed--it "goes into debt for oxygen" paying up during the
recovery period.

In a hundred yard sprint for example the oxyge n ·

requirement may be over 6 liters.

It is obviously impossi ble to

deliver this amount to the muscle in the few seconds in which the
race is run.

The maxiDnlm consumption possible is not more than

4 liters of oxygen per minute.
100 yards with the breath held.

Furthermore, a sprinter can dash
The great value of the anaero'Jic

phase of muscular contraction is thus revealed.

Through the ability

of the muscles to contract when de prived ofoicygen and to replenish
their stores of energy during the phase of oxidative recovery, they
are enabled to perform for short periods an amount of work which
otherwise would be impossible, that is, were they as in the case of
a motor engine dependent entirely upon a contemporaneous oxygen
supply.

.

The importance of oxygen debt as a factor in muscular ex-

ercise will be further extensively dealt with in the discussion of
fati gue in disease.
Oxygen debt is determined by measurement of the oxygen used during the period of recovery, i.e., from the termination of the exercise
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to the time when the oxygen consumption has returned to normal, and
subtracting from it the quantity of oxygen used during a corresponding resting period.
utes or more.

The length of the recovery period may be 80 min-

In very severe exertion the oxygen debt amounts to

over 10 liters.

The maximum recorded in man is over 18 liters.

During less strenuous exercise the discrepancy between lactic acid
production and l r ctic acid removal is less pronounced, and the oxygen debt is correspondingly smaller.

In light exercise the lactic

aoid is removed during the work--the body "pays as it goes• 11
oxygen debt is incurred.

This is called t he steady state.

words, anaerobic and aerobic processes are balanced.

and no
In other

The a vera ge

man cannot ma i ntain the steady state unless the oxygen requirement
of t he work does not exceed about 2 lite r s per minute.

Af ter severe

0

exercise the normal le vel of lactic acid i n the b lood may not be
reached unti l an hour or more after the exercise has ceased.

C.

U.CTIC ACI D PRODUC TION DURING EXERCISE

The l actic acid produced in a short bout of strenuous exercise
may amcu nt to as much as 3 grams per second, and its concentration
in the blood rise as high as 0.2 per cent.

Hill and Lupton (84)

have ta ken the excess oxygen consumed during recovery as a basis for
calculating the quantity of lactic acid present in the body at the
end of exercise.

They assumed that the recovery oxygen was used

entirely in the oxiaative removal of lactic acid, and that the
quantity of lactic acid removed by oxidation was, as in the case of
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isolated muscle, only about OLe-fifth of the total quantity which
disappeared.

Thus; 1/5

= c3H6 o3

+ 30 2 --- 3C0 2 + 3H2 o.

The process of re moval of t he aactic acid is·not confined to
the muscles in whic h it arises.

The liver, heart, brain and muscles

not actually enga ged in the exercise, share in -the process, the lactic
acid bein g carried to them in the blood.
showed this in animal experiments.

Barr and Hi mwich (87)

From t he results of their exper-

iments upon rabbit muscle with intact nerve and blood supply Sacks
and Sacks (144) conclu de that, contrary to what is believed to occur
in isolated fro g muscle, lactic acid is not resynthesized to glycogen in the mammalian muscle during recovery, but diffuses into the
circ ulation to be mainly converted in the liver to glycogen.

A

sma.lle r pa.rt is oxidized by bra.in~ heart and probabljr by other
tissues as well.

If produced in large amounts, as in strenuous ex-

ercise, an appreciable a.mount finds its way into the urine.
D.

THE Fl~EL OF EXERCISE

1.

Muscular Efficiency

Naturally, fuel for muscular exercise will have to come primarily from food that is ingested.

But t he metabolism involved

before foodstu f fs a.re utiliza.ble to the tissues is a long, complicated story in physiology and biochemistry, and all the problems encountere-d experimentalljr are far from answered.
As no f unction oa.n operate without energy, in muscle physiology

-

workers are interested in finding means by which the grea. test e ffioiency can be obtained by the lea.st possible energy expenditure.
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This has became a fundamental problem in the c'ombat of fati gue.
The mechanical efficiency of men and of animals has been used to
determi ne the character of metebolism duri ng muscular exercise.

To

the speed and the load, the two chief variables that affect efficiency
of muscular work, a third variable may be added, namely, the effect
of previous diet on the efficiency.

If di fferent food materials are

used' that generate equal amounts of energy (isodynamic equi val en ts),
there will be no chan 6 e in efficiency for either the oxidation of
carbohydrate, fat, or protein during exercise.

However, if the

body must convert one form into another before it can be used to
supply energy to the contracting muscles, there may be loss of
energy in this conversi~n and the mechanical efficiency may be
lowered.

There have been numerous calculations for the deter-

mina tion of this loss, especially for the conversion of fat to
carbohydrate.

However, it is obvious that none of the trJeoretical

thermodynamic calculations have any meaning until the exact chemical
pathways and the total amounts of material entering into the interchange are lr..nown.

Some of the various calculations postulated for

the interconversion of fat to carbohydrate have been reviewed by
Rapport (135).
Several methods have been tried to determine the effect of

food on exeroise efficiency, none of which @

ery accurate, and

many diversified results are obtained by the different workers.
Utilization of fat by muscle is . reviewed by Gemmill (57).

Gemmill

(59) concludes in his review on experiments to determine muscular
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efficienoy following variou s diets that the efficienoy is practically the same on all diets.

There appears to bee. slight increase

in efficiency on a carbohydrate diet, but probably not more than 5
/

per cent.
2.

Duration of Exercise on Different Diets

Another approach to the problem he.s been the determination
of the working cape.city of man and animals on di ffernt diets.
In these experiments the end point used is fati gue.

In dogs Dill,

Edwards and Talbott (46) have shown that a dog can run 17 hours
without exhaustion when given carbohydrate, but without food the
dog at its best could do only 4½ hours.

By giving carbohydrate

to a fatigued dog, the animal we.a revived and was able to resume
work.

Unfortunately, in these experiments, other food materials

were not gi van.
Other lines of approach have yielded more important evidence
for carbohydrate being the main fuel, tho ugh not necessarily the
only one, used in muscular work.

Other food-stuffs, especially

fat can serve under certain circumstances, the proportion of each
undergoes oxidati?n varying with the a.mount a~ailable and the
severity of the exercise.

In short periods of light exercise

it is pr?bable that the energy is derived from the oxidation of
ma t erials of the same nature as those which furnish energy during
rest.

These are small molecules of carbohydrate, fat and protein

material already present in the circulation (27).

Such materials
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are soon exhausted, however, by heavier work when the glycogen reserves
are • drawn upon.

In short and strenuous bouts of exercise there is

a general agreement that the main fuel burned is carbohydrate.

In

a marathon race, for example, the call made upon the available sugar
may result in hypoglycemia, and iL endurance tests with animals it
has been found that those given sugar can perform about three times
as muoh work as they are capable of when on an ordinary diet (41).
The administration of glucose at the commencement of the race prevents the fall in blood sugar and exerts a definitely beneficial
effect upon the athlete's performance, and plays a large part in
wardi ng off customary fatigue.

The production of large amounts

of lactic acid in strenuous exercise also points to carbohydrate
material as the source of energy.

In prolonged exhausting exer-

tion the carbohydrate stores be come depleted; fat is then used
largely to drive the muscular machine; the R.Q. falls.

It is

likely that the fat is oxidized directly and need not be converted
first to carbohydrate.

It is still uncertain whether suoh a con-

version occurs.
Tho~gh the question has not received a final answer it appears
that protein except in minimal amounts, is not utilized as fuel
for the performance of muscular work, provided that carbohydrate
or fat is available.

This conclusion has been arrived at chiefly

from studies of the nitrogen excretion.

Ordinary exercise, for

example does not increase appreciably the output of nitrogen in
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the urine nor does it increase the non-protein nitrogen of the blood.
More strenuous work causes a slight rise in the blood non-protein
nitrogen and a moderate increase in the urinary nitrogen in man and
animals.

In work experiments upon fasting dogs it has been cal-

culated that at the most not more than 7 per oent of the energy re7
quired for the exercise could have been derived from protein; the
great part of the energy had apparently been obtained from the
combustion of fat.

In prolonged starvation after exhaustion of the

stores of carbohydrate and fat, protein must then, of course,
serve as the sole source of energy.
It has been pointed out by Cathcart (29) that the nitrogen
excretion during short periods of exercise may not be a true
criterion of protein metabolism since the nitrogen released in
the breakdown of protein may be utilized in synthetic processes"
and consequently not appear in the urine.

Or muscle protein may

be catabolized and its nitrogen excreted, yet if, as is quite
possible, an equivalent amount of nitrogen derived from the food
were diverted to the muscles to replace that which had been lost,
the total nitrogen excretion ~oulu remain unchanged.

This obser-

ver also considers that, in the long run, muscular work exerts a very
definite influence upon protein metabolism and cites the familiar
observation that persons engaged in heavy muscular work demand a
diet rich in protein, particularly meat .

It has also been shown by

several investigators that a retention of nitr0gen occurs during
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a period of training--apparently for the manufacture of muscular
tissue.
3.

Respiratory Quotient

Another popular approach to the problem of proper fuel for
muscular exercise has been the determination of the respiratory
quotient, which, though difficult to determine, particularly during
severe exercise, has been extensively empl oyed.
reviews work done with this method up until 1931.

Carpenter (27)
He concluded

that during light work the respiratory quotient does not change,
but with heavier work the res piratory quotient ris es and as work
is continued, falls.

His interpretation of these chan ges was that

the same mixture of metabol i tes is burned during light muscular
work as during rest, that heavy work increased the proportion of
carbohydrat e used, and that long-continued work diminished the
supply of carbohydrate and accentuated the utilization of fat.
This problem was reviewed a.so by Dill (42), who arrived at similar
conclusions.

Gemmill (58) repeated these experiments, taking
'

care that the only variable was the exercise, using adequate controls.

In these experiments, the gross respiratory quotients were

less than one.

In his review, Gemmill (59) comes to an additional

conclusicn that the determination of respiratory quoti ents during
muscular work has "not been wo r th the time, trouble, and effort
put on this phase of the study."
4.

Chemical Changes in Blood

Although t hese changes have been dealt with and mentioned
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frequ ently in conjunction with other aspects of the problem of
fatigue and muscular exercise. as have almost all of the aspects
of this problell;• chemical changes pe.r se deserve separate mention.
Another general approach to the problem of the fuel for muscular
exercise has been the determination of the changes in concentrations
of substances in the blood before, during and after exercise.

There

have been many studies of the effect of exercise on the glucose
level in the blood.

.

These find ings fall into three groups:

under

certain conditions the blood glucose level increases; under others
i~ remains constan~ and under still other conditions of exercise,
it falls.

Edwar ds, Richards and Dill (48) examined the blood gl ucose of
a gro up of football players before and after a game.

Before the

game t he players and substi t utes ha d normal blood sugar levels,
but in the game only the players had elevated glucose levels.
In these same players, carrying out exercise under laboratory conditions, there was a decrease in blood sugar.

The authors of this

paper claim that the elevati on was an emotional rise.

It is dif-

ficult to accept this explanation as the players on the bench
suffered emotional strain. yet their suga r levels were normal.
The work of IBrouha, Cannon and Dill (16) on exercising sympathectomized dogs wo uld indica t e that blood sugar re gulati on is not
a function of the sympathetic system. as these dogs' blood sugar
levels accompany lactate formation, the oardio-vascular and resp-
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iratory systems must not be able to supply the muscles with sufficient oxygen during the exercise .

The presence of lactat e in the

blood may be a stimulus for production of glucose from glycogen in
the liver.

As long as lactate is presen t , glucose will be formed

from the glycogen stores after exercise as well as during exercise.
Light muscular exercise does not change the blood sugar level,
according to Douglas and associates (34), employing sugar tolerance
curves and very accurate methods of blood analysis.
exercise decre ases the blood glucose level (102).

Long continued
These findings in-

dioa t e the. t carbohydrate is used almost exclusively in muscles contracting under se vere conditions.

The rise during and after severe ex-

ercise of short duration of the blood sugar level indicates that the
mechanism of s upply over balances the mechanism of utilization (35).
./\.nether substance that has been studied extensively in the
blood during and after exercise is lactate.

Altho ugh anayzed and reported

lactic acid, there is very little lactic acid in the blood, since at
the normal pH of the blood this substance is in its ionized form,
the lactate ion (59).

Lactic acid has been handled quite extensive-

ly elsewhere in this paper, however, it is to be reemphasize d that
lactate has a close relationship with oxygen debt, and the relationships between anaerobic and aerobic muscular contraction.

The follow-

ing workers have contributed considerable important data to this
subject (36;51;59;85;107;123;141;143;145).
5.

Excretion of Nitrogen in Urine

A method which has been used extensively for the determination
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of the role of protein in the metabolic changes during muscular activity has been to measure the nitrogen output in the urine before,
during and after exercise.

Cathcart (29), in his review, concluded

that the small increment in nitrogen excretion observed during exercise did signify that protein was used as a fuel for muscular work.
There are many factors which may change the output of a 1 substance in
the urine during · and following work, besides an actual increase in
the amount of this substance formed by the body.
be affected by exercise.

Kidney function may

Hellebrandt, Brogdon and Kelso (78)

described an albuminuria produced by prolonged steady work as well
as rapid and exhausting work.

These authors advance the idea that

the increase in acidity changes the permeability of the renal tissues
to proteins.

If exercise may bring abo ut a change in permeability

of the renal tiss ues to proteins, the output of many other substances
may also be affected.
subsequent to exercise.

Edwards et al. (48) also noted an albuminuria
Therefore, in evaluating nitrogen output ex-

peri ments, more si gnificance should .be att ached to the output for
long periods after the exercise than for short periods immediately
followi ng exercise.
The greatest increase in nitrogen excretion was obtained when
the diet was highest in protein.

Cuthbertson et al. (37) described

a nitrogen sparing action of carbohydrate on protein metabolism during exercise.

If a meal of carbohydrate is ingested before work,

the rise in nitro gen and sulfur in the urine following work does not
occur.

This suggests that in long continued work, the carbohydrate
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Supply is e xhausted, and extra pro t ein is converted into carbohydrate
or carbohydrate i ntermedia t es to supply energy.

This would also

explain the long continued nitrogen output after exercise.

It may

also explain the long continued increase in oxygen consumption after
exercise.
Conclusions drawn are that long continued muscular exercise
increases urine nitrogen output; there is no direct rel a tio nshi,P
between exercise and ni t rogen output; there is probably an indirect
relationship wherein as exercise reduces the carbohydrate supply
extra protein is probabl y deaminized to supp~y carbohydrate; the
ingestion, thus, of carbohydrate reduces the nitrogen output in
muscul ar exercise.

E. THE ROLE OF TRAINING ON EXERCISE CAPACITY
Another point of i mportance on the ' subject of the dependence
of fati gue on endurance, is, of course, the role of training (41).
Any group of candidates for a track team could be trained indefinitel y and yet, nevertheles s, grea t individual differences in
performance would exist.

However, all of these men are going to

improve, and it is a very intere s ting physiolo gical problem to
determine the nature of this improvement.

Why is it that a man can

report for the track team at the beginning of the year able to
run a mile in five and one-hal f mi nutes and after three months
training able to run one mile in four and three-quarters minutes?
That improvement in the course of three months is not impossible.
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In the f irst place, the improvement is, to a considerable extent,
dependent upon skill or coordination.

The man at the beginning is

not m,erely covering a linear dista nce of one mile , but e.t every
stride he is raising his body much more than is necessary.

With

every lift of his body a certain amount of energy must be expanded.
If you study a moving picture record of a skilled runner as conpared v.i th the unskilled runner, you 11a. 11 sea that the skilled
runner goes along with only a slight undulation of his body; a large
portion of his energy expenditure pushes his body forward.
There is also the developnent of conditioned reflexes.

The

coach at the beginning enphasized tine after tine the proper method
of running.

At first the runner takes thought for every stride,

but eventually after he has done this for weeks or months he is able
to run without giving thought to these aspects of his job, and then
he has time available to consider the other aspects of running,
to pay s~ue attention to hi~ competitors, and to judge the timing
of his race.
This is a simple illustration that may be applied to every
walk of life.

It is known, for example, that steel mill workers

carry on operations with ease that are simply impossible of attainnent by the inexperienced man.

·rhat is possible because they

have l earned to do the job the easy way; they have acquired conditioned reflexes such that without gi 1ing thought to their job
they can carry it through.

That has great advantages· in indust-

ro.

rial jobs other t han the mere consE:tVati on of physical energy.
It means t hat the man who has learned his job well eno ugh to carry
it through without much thought has his mind free for reveries.
No doubt part of the role of physical training is the increase
of muscle mass.

The blacksmith has the l arge and powerful arm;

it ha s becane so in part because of the training it has had.

No

do ubt muscle s increase i n size and stre ngth with continued use;
they hypertrophy if you wish to use that word.

We have heard of

the hypertrophy of the heart due to hard muscular effort over a
long period of time.
such a heart.

As far as is known, nothing is abnormal about

This su bject has been treated more exte nsively in

the section on fatigue in disease.
In a man undergoing strenuous training there may be an increase
in capacity for utilization of energy aerobically.

A man - before he

has bec ome trained may utilize t hre e liters of oxygen a minute, and
maybe 3.5 liters a mi nute after strenuous training.

v'fith prolonged

and very strenuous training, it can be i ncreased more than that.

The

highly trained man can push his blood lactate to twice as ,high a
level as is attained by the untrained individual.

That is an indication

that the anaerobic utilization of energy can be developed by long
strenuous training.
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MINERAL AND WATER METABOLISM IN FATIGUE

I. MINERAL METABOLISM
In a short article by Gerson (61), he attempts to shO\~ that
porcesses such as fatigue, trauma, poisoning, old age and inflammation are all due to the same type of changes in the mineral
metabolism.

It is a some~t

different approach to the fatigue

pproblem, but it is worthy of consideration.

Meyerhof-Hill's point

of view that the lactic acid contents of the muscles correspond to
the degree of fatigue and that general fatigue is due to increasing
acid content in the blood has been more or less retained by Gerson.
He points . out, however, that during the last ten years certain fundamental . studies have been reported by the Prague and Viennese schools
which proved that during exertion the muscle cells lose potassium,
and sodium t.a.k:es its place.

The potassium.l:>ss due to fatigue is not

limited to the muscles of the skeleton and heart but affects the
other organs as ~11.

Fatigue and weakness are often the first

symptoms of diverse chronic diseases, such as mental disturbances,
myesthenia, tuberculosi_s , old age, cancer, et cetera.

Gerson con-

tends that the underlying cause of some of these diseases is, in the
beginning, an increase in the cells of water, sodium chloride, and
other minerals belonging to the sodium group and a decrease in potassium., calcium, phosphorus, and other mi nerals belonging to the
potassium. group.
It is Margeria' s (107) contention t hat in ·. prolonged anaerobic
muscular activity the pH content of blood is reduced by some "0.4 to
0.5 units".

This signifies a high degree of acidosis, which would

lead to coma if it were not checked by all available protective
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mechanisms for the neutralization of acids.

Margeria thinks that

the appearance of nervous disturbances is due to theinsufficient
functioning of this protective mechanism, which also explains the
temporary improvement following the use of sodium bicarbonate.

The

decrease of pH in the blood is due to increased lactic acid and
carbon dioxide, because breathing cannot remove the latter promptly
enough.

The accumulation of carbon dioxide produces still more

unfavorable consequences in that it liberated additional quantities
of Ja. ctic acid from sodium combinations. thus overburdening the liver.
According to the above concepts, it would seem that fatigue must set
in because the organs of metabolism, circulation and eli.Dim.tion are,
in their daily, normal functions, incapable of functioning longer

than for a limited period of time without rest.
Gerson (61) analyzes some or the body's reactions to avoid
fatigue.

Fer the purpose of increasing the rate of activity it is

possible for the organism to accelerate certain ~ndividual functions,
and to add others.

The supply of oxygen is increased by means of

blood rich in erythrocytes from the reservoirs, and this increase in
hemoglobin facilitates the absorption of oxygen in the lungs.

Simul-

taneously, more and more capillaries are being unfolded, thus bringing more oxygen to the active tissue at the periphery.
He also mentions experiments with the effect of potassium upon
oxygen debt.

With the addition of potassium chloride, oxygen con-

sumption is reduced to one half despite sufficient ventilation.
production of carbon dioxide is reduced;
falls;

The

the elimination of ammonia

and cellular potassium is partly retained.

Accordingly, .t he

yield of the muscle rises to the highest possible level.

However,
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during these experiments the subject feels very uncomfortable.
can work only painfully, and is soon exhausted.

He

The advantages of

such maximum performance of the muscle are .therefore questionable;
they are very limited in duration, and are accompanied by injurious
nervous symptans.
Hpwever, the fact that potassium supply seems to be a factor in
fatigue, is evidenced by another experiment. mentioned by Gerson (61).
It was found that there is an increase of potassium in the muscle
of the pregnant uterus in preparation for the great task ahead.

This

accumulation of potassium, which was worked out with dry weights,
seems to be a precaution of the body to prepare these tissues for
the inevitable increase in the amounts of acids which result from
the increased activity during maxim.um function and these acids
must be alkalinized.
_
)

(

There have been many further experiments on the potassium metabolism by German workerschiefly (60).
was a highlight.

The

11

salamander experiment"

Knowing that before these extensive transmigrations

of ions could take place, there must be first a damage to the capillaries, this was an experiment with eight salamanders that had
been poisoned with allyformiat.

There was found a lowering of the

normal potential difference in the vena cava after some five to thirty
minutes, in the liver only after some twenty to sixty minutes.

They '

concluded that this experiment proved that the damaging of the capillaries must precede any change in the parenchyma cells (121).
Fenn ( 49) observed the same phenomenon, and while studying the
potassium and chlorine · ions of the muscles he found that various
conditions influenced these ions in the opposite sense.

In hard
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and prolonged work the fibrilla loses potassium. and absorbs instead
an equivalent quantity of sodium..
the rest period.

This change is reversible during

This result led to the assumption that, following

the accumulation of acid waste products of metabolism there is a
change in the potential difference of the cell membranes making them
permeable for both potassium and sodium, but traveling in the opposite direction.
The following chart compiled by Eppinger has been chosen to
show that there is only a difference of degree between fatigue and
inflammation (61 ) .

It must be emphasized that of the ten symptoms

of inflammation, the first three are also typical for fatigue:
X.
~.
VIII.
VII.

Invasion of leucocytes.
Formation of necrosis, equalization of chemical and physical
tension.
Tearing up of capillaries--formation of pudules of blood.
Thickening of epithelium.

VI.

Thickening of capillary wall--disturbance in cell nutrition.

IV.

Increase in sodium and loss of potassium--cloudy swelling.

III.

Potassium and sodium migration.

II.

Change in potential difference.

I.

Change of the physical permeability.

I. to III. Histologically not identibia~ fatigue.
IV. to X.

Histologically identtfiable serous inflammation, et cetera.

Fatigue is caused by a condition of slight general acid poisoning which changes the mineral contents of the cells by a loss of potassium, phosphorous, and other minerals, and their replacement by
sodium, chlorine, and water.

This change is reversible during rest.

Compared with inflannnation, fatigue seems to be a reversible partial
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syPtptom of general inflammation.
Old age, on the other hand, seems to be a chronic, nonreversible
form of fatigue.

The following table, compiled by Peter

w.

Salit

of the Eye Clinic of the University of Iowa, shows clearly the shifts
in the mineral contents of the cells from the eyes of oxen in old
age (61).

AGE

C.AMERA.
FLUID
MG.
PERCENT
, POTASSIUM

CORPUS
VITREUM
MG .
PERCENT
POTASSUIM

5

4 weeks

21.3

29.5

24.5

6

6 weeks

21.3

22.7

27.2

6

8 weeks

19.6

28.3

30.6

5

1 year

20.1

20.5

27.0

7

5-10 years

:J.6.5

23.4

21.6

5

over 10 years

8.5

20.5

15.3

EXAMINED
ANIMALS

SERUM
MG.

PERCENT
POTASSIUM

Loeb (104) was probably the first to have discovered a swelling
of the living oell following the penetration of sodium, though his
essential discovery was that the proper distribution of the mineral
salts as between the blood and tissues is linked up with theso-called
"potential difference."

Singer and Keller (153) in 1939 analysed the

/

electrical potential of thecells, and added some to the already considerable literature from German sources.

..s

They discovered that

the potassium content of nerves respond to thesame stimuli as do

(
muscle, and also find the influences of old age and disease on /
-

~

brains similar to those on muscle tissue.

They conclude that the

electrical behavior or living cells plays an important role in

•
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metabolism and reflects the physiologic or pathologic condition
of the organism.
All these observations and studies may now give us certain
indications regarding the biological processes underlying fatigue.

1.

The membrane is damaged by the production of acids. which

make it more permeable.
ential differences;

There follows, 2, lowering of the pot-

3. inflow of sodium, chlorine and water and

outflow of potassium, calcium. phosphorus. magnesium, et cetera;
4, regeneration towards the normal status in rest. or. 5. if rest

is no longer able to restore the normal state then these changes
become a permanent condition such as is found in atrophy or old
age, et cetera.

The theoretical conclusion that could be drawn

from these studies would be due to this ionic transmigration, the
human body requires an accumulation of minerals of the K group,
so as to give the tissues . greater res erve for neutralization of
the acids which are the inevitable waste products of body activity.
By means of this "K group reserve" the normal pH is strongly protected and the norma l potential difference is ma.inta ired as long
as possible.

Studies have been ma.de of the soil mineral content

in various parts of the earth in relation to their possible effects
on diets, and conse'q uently on the physical development and health
of those peoples living in the different areas (61).
II.

SALT AND WATER
While the value of salt in the diet of men doing hard work in

hot weather is now familiar, new light has been shed on its role
by experiments that Dill (40) observed being carried on in the Institute of Work Physiology in Dortmund, Germany.

Subjects on a salt
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deficient diet worked in a hot room until a state of exhaustion was
reached.

Systolic blood pressure and pulse pressure were dropping.

the heart rate was rising and peripheral venous blo~d was becoming
more and more oxygenated.
Shortly before collapse the subject drank a liter or more of
1 per cent salt solution and within a few minutes. with work still
going on. systolic blood pressure and pulse pressure increased and
the heart rate dropped.

They had produced a heat prostration by

excessive sweating and loss of body fluids and even while work continued found the administration of salt solution affected a cure.
These findings do not necessarily imply that all cases of heat -prostration are dependent on excessive loss of body fluids, but it is
the opinion of many workers that many cases of prostration among
men at work are in this category and that the provision of salt
in the drinking water or in tablets as well as the advice to add
more salt to the food will reduce the incidence of heat prostration.
Heat prostration may seem a far cry from fatigue. but in all
probability fatigue without breakdown resulting from work in hot
environments is a more important industrial problem than the relatively few cases of prostration that require hospitalization.

Fur-

thermore, all those individuals who have suffered from heat prostration will recall the great subjective feeling of fatigue and
weakness preceding their breakdown.

It is a coIIDI1on experience in

many southern factories to have the tempo of production reduced during hot months. particularly during the early portion of the hot
weather.

The explanation commonly given is that capacity for work

has been reduced because of fatigue.

Most factories suffering from

t
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this summer problem seem to have satisfactorily solved it by the
administration of salt in drinking water or in tablets, r and seeing
to it that the workers don't fail to take their quota of salt.
Extra salt in the diet of football players has proved equally
efficacious, especially in early fall practice.

The severe cramps

suffered by many players during play or just afterward have been
almost entirely eliminated at schools where salt has been administered
adequately at the training table.

It has been the opinion of the

players at Duke University, soon after Dr. F. G. Hall of Duke
University initiated the salt regime, that fatigue felt in the second half has been greatly eliminated and that their endurance was
greater.

It had formerly been the practice of the Duke teams to

win their games in the first half, expecting a drop in performance

during the second half d~e to fatigue.

Since the advent of salt

in their diet in extra amounts, they have been winning by superior
play in the second half or the last quarter.
How can an extra intake of salt reduce fatigue from work
carried on at high temperatures and lessen the danger of heat
prostration?

Probably the correct answer is that prostration depends

on failure to maintain an adequate blood supply to the central
area.

At a time when the total blood volume would be increased to

fill the peripheral capillaries, opened for extra heat dissipation,
there may be a decrease because of sweat production.

Salt water

{

may make up the~eficit or even help temporarily to increase blood
volume.

With acclimatization various adaptive changes occur.

Sweat becomes more dilute so that the loss of fluids creates a
greater thirst than before acclimatization;

,,

satisfaction of thirst
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by drinking ordinary water leaves body fluids less and less depleted
as acclimatization proceeds.

It also appears that blood volume

itself increases during acclimatization.
In a muc~ more recent treatment of this subject, Pitts and
his collaborators (128) investigated the effects of' water, salt,
glucose and water soluble vitamins on 6 healthy, fully acclimatized
young men.

The best performance of fully acclimatized young men

on a good diet, performing intermittent hard work in the heat,
was achieved by replacing hour by hour the water lost in sweat.
Considerably less than this amount of wa,ter led in a few hours to
a serious inefficiency and eventually to exhaustion.

The replace-

ment of salt, in this study, hour by hour had no advantage.
placement of salt loss meal by meal was adequate.

Re-

Administration
•

I

of' glucose proved of little or no value when compared to the great
benefit of large amounts~of water.

There was no advantage from

administering 20, mg. of riboflavin or large doses of brewer's yeast,
200 mg. of ascorbic acid, or 20 mg. of thiamine hydrochloride,
either singly or together either during work or the day before.

In the tropics water transport and supply are sometimes difficult,
but when water is available it should not be forbidden on the
traditional ground that during work it is bad for one~
be encouraged to drink .to capacity.

Men should

When a good daily diet is not

available because of failure of supply or is not eaten because of'
ignorance or anorexia, which is so common in hot environments,
it is desirable to endure adequate intake of at least g / salt,
by means of salted drinking water or tablets, and probably of vitamines by means of concentrates.
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FATIGUE IN DISEASE
By definition, a characteristic of disease is a loss or im-

pairment of working capacity.

The general purpose of therapy,

therefore, is the restoration of working capacity.

By

definition,

loss or impairment of working capacity is an important feature of
fatigue.

Fatigue is one of the most common complaints from patients.

It is plain that clear distinctions between real demonstrable fa- ·•
tigue and complaints of fatigue must employ precise objective methods.

And since in this instance we are defining fatigue as "re-

duction of working capacity", methods must be developed which will.
measure working capacity in terms of its components.

In a discus-

sion and analysis of experimental.. material it is more convenient to
adhere to this principle and avoid the ver-y general term "fatigue".
The following discussion of fatigue in disease will be limited to
definite functions, such as o:xygen intake, efficiency, et cetera,
on which working capacity and fatigue depend.
There is no fundamental physiological process which is not involved in muscular work.

As a consequence, any fundamental pro-

cess that suffers deterioration will disturb the coordination and
integrative function of the whole organism during muscular work.
This, of course, leads to a decrease of the general working capacity.

Impairment of several quite different functions concerned

with various types of work may lead to fatigue.

Therefore it is

to be expected that working capacity will be decreased by diseases
to a different degree in different types of work.

A"thorough ana-
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lytical breakdown of working capacity into its elemen~s is really
essential in order to clarify these problems.

Ah important step

of practical significance in the analysis of working capacity is
the investigation of patients with chronic diseases in different
types of work.

There are, in this country several million people

suffering from chronic diseases and limited working capacity.

On

the basis of an analysis of the effect of diseases on performance
in various types of work it might be possible to advise patients
with chronic diseases towards occupations where their working capacity would be least reduced or which would be least injurious.
•

At the same time, control of the taxation of their working capacity

.

~

would be go~ treatment of their condition.

It is clear that investigation of muscular work and fatigue is
of first importance in patients with chronic diseases.

It is in

such patients that the diminution of working capacity has practical
or clinical significance.

In acute infec t ious diseases the period

of convalescence is i mportant too.

It is known that patients after

complete disappearance of clinical signs and symptoms of the infection have often not yet reached their full working capacity.

With-

out systematic investigation of patients during and after muscular
work, judgment regarding their working capacity is quite irresponsible.
In chronic disease, discrepancies between the clinical findings and

the actual working capacity are rather frequent.

This is due to

the fact that the state of the patient does not depend only on the
primary lesion, but also on the numerous compensatory mechanisms

•
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upset by the disea~e.

All authors who have worked in this field

-agree that investigation during work permit s a much better under-

standing of the patient's actual condition than an examination during rest.

The patient may still be fully compensated while at rest,

but is not for the increased demands during and immediately after
muscular work.

Therefore the investigation of patients by means of

exercise tests is especially important for those on the verge of
cardiac compensation, i.e., apparently recovered from decompensation.

From the point of therapeutics, this stage is perhaps the

most important.

After a pa~ient once has experienced a cardiac

decornpensation, it is a very difficult, if not impossible, task to
restore his working capacity to the level of the prebreakdown state
(5).

Study of the most important physiological functions during

muscular work might reveal earlier symptoms of decompensation, or
the inclination to decompensation, than would be possible, to uncover by investig.ation during rest.

All si gns and symptoms (for

instance in heart disease--dyspnea, orthopnea, edema) result from
the impairment of a multiplicity of closely interrelated bodily functions, so that there is no complete and dependable correlation to
any one of them (5) • . The maintenance of some fundamental.. functions
is obtained at the price of impairment of other functions.

For

instance, the increase of the venous pressure and diastolic heart
volume in ~dynamic hearts will improve the economy of the working heart and help maintain a sufficient stroke volume.
other hand, many vicious circles occur at the same time.

On

the

For in-
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stance, edema resulting from anoxemia, impairs the oxygen diffusion to the tissues (71).

Thus, the state of the patient depends

more on the interrelation of several funct ions than on any single
function alone.

Thus, decompensation may break through at any point

in this complicated system of regulations, in the periphery as well
as in the heart itself.

Investigations during muscular work will

help to recognize the weakest point at which a decompensation is
most likely to occur and thus contribut essential information for
therapeutic procedures.
I.

MAXIMUM WORKI NG CAPACITY I N DISEASE
A. DEFINITION
Disease has been defined as "diminution of working capacity."

Hence the measurement of the maximum working capacity should be an
ideal method by which to determine the extent of the damage produced in the organism as a whole by pathological processes.

In-

vestigations into the deviation of single physiological functions
under pathological conditions are important in the analysis of the
fundamental components of working capacity, but it is impossible
from such data to arrive at comprehensive conclusions concerning
the "complex" of working capacity, because of the intrinsic compensation and decompensation mechanisms involved in disease.

The

principal factors determining maximum working capacity are "intensity"
and "endurance."

Maximum intensity of work {m-kilos per second)

is greater, the shorter the duration of work.

If maximum perform-

ance is accomplished in the anaerobic period (durations of work up
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to 50. to 40 seconds), it does not depend on the circulatory or
respiratory function, because the d~ation of work is shorter than
the time necessary for the blood to accomplish one complete circuit.
The maximum capacity of anaerobic work has been little investigated.
In types of work where a considerable energy expenditure is

maintained for a longer period of time (at least 20 to 50 minutes
or more), the limit of performance is determined by "endurance"
and is directly related to carbohydrate exhaustion.
In pathological physiology those types of work are most im-

portant, where the maximum capacity for work (determined by the
maximum amount of m-kilos per minute) is limited by the maximum
intake of oxygen.

In normal conditions this depends on the maxi-

mum minute volume of the heart.
imum capacity can be defined
take.

and

Therefore, in such exercise, maxmeasured by maximum oxygen in- ·

Maximum oxygen consumption can be attained only in types of

work where a sufficiently large number of muscles is involved.

B. OUTSTANDING ATHLETIC PERFORMANCES IN PATIENTS
The maximum working capacity need not be diminished at all
in compensated valvular or other lesions of the heart, in mild
diabetes, et cetera.

On the contrary it is known that "patients"

with well compensated valvular heart disease may perform athletic
feats far exceeding those of aver.age h~althy subjects.

During

the examination of some 40,000 young recruits there were quite a
number of young men with aortic insufficiency who were athletes,
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some record holders, who were quite unaware that they had any
heart lesions (148).

Cotton (52) states on the basis of observations

on soldiers that aortic regurgitation is compatible with health
and that disease of the aortic valve in itself does not give rise
to symptoms.
A very important contribution to this question is that of Jokl

and Melzer (95), based on 64 autopsies in cases of acute fatal collapse during work and athletics. - Among these cases were seven with
outstanding athletic performances in football, long distance running, tennis tournaments, et cetera.

Necr9psy revealed serious path-

ological alterations of the heart with only one exception.

They

never had any complaints or symptoms.
It is interesting that severe lesions of the heart do not
necessarily impair

maximum

performance for muscular work.

It is

clear that the impairment for types of moderate exercise will be
still less pronounced, so that the number of patients with pathological lesions of the heart, but without any clinical signs and
symptoms, may be quite considerable.
diagnosed during life.

Such cases will seldom be

This leads us to the conclusion that lesions

of the heart ~ay be fully compensated not only for resting condition,,
but also for maximum performance.

We also conclude that i~ is

not the primary lesion, but the breakdown of the compensatory mechanisms which leads to the clinical signs and symptoms of circulatory
insufficiency.

C.

METHODS TO MEASURE MAXIMUM WORKING CAPACITY
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There is a linear relationship between maximum oxygen intake
and maximum working capacity in normal subjects as well as in patients with heart or pulmonary diseases (148).

As the maximum oxy-

gen intake depends on the minute volume of the heart, a decrease
should be expected in cardiac patients.

Measuring the maximum OX¥-

-

-

gen intake depends on the minute volume of the heart, a decrease
should be expected in cardiac patients.

Measuring the maximum oxy-

gen intake is, therefore, an indirect method for determining the
maximum minute volume of the heart, providing that the pulmonary
system is intact.

The pronounced decrease of the maximum oxygen

intake in patients with valvular lesions of the heart parallels the
degree of decompensation, when the symptoms of decompensation are
slight.

Patients with emphysema and chronic bronchitis behave in

similar fashion.

In the latter patients the maximum oxygen intake

is diminished more than the pulmonary ventilation.

Harrison and

Pilcher ( 72) investigated a type of work (standing-running) near
to maximum capacity and found a reduced oxygen intake, especially
in patients with mitral stenosis.

Burwell (18) compared cardiac

patients with different degrees of functional disability.

One of

the patients was able to perform exercise comparable to the maximum exercise of the normal subjects, but the oxygen intake during
the exercise was less than that of the normals, so that the oxygen
debt was greater.

In the other patients the maximum exercise, the

maximum oxygen intake, and maximum pulmonary ventilation were much
reduced.
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The maximum level of pulmonary ventilation is reached one or
two minutes after the maximum value of oxygen intake, which depends mainly on circulatory function.

In normal subjects the a-

mount of anaerobic performance may amount to six or seven times
the value corresponding to the maximum oxygen intake, i.e., up ·to
a virtual value of 30 liters oxygen per minute (83).

The lowest

normal /value of the maximum oxygen intake is one liter per minute

- ---

established in a large number of normal subjects~ Values below
one liter must be regarded as pathological.

For light and moderate

loads, oxygen consumption is the same in cardiac patients compensated for resting conditions, but subject to symptoms of decompensation during work, as it is for normal subjects.

At the same

time the maximum oxygen intake is distinctly lower.

The decrease

of the maximum oxygen intake was proportional to the degree of decrease in the circulatory reserve.

The decrease was especially pro-

nounced in patients with mitral stenosis, where the maximum oxygen
intake reached only the value of 200 to 500 cc. per minute.

This

is only slightly above the resting rate of oxygen consumption.

In

some cardiac patients the maximum oxygen intake was identical with
the resting rate.
all.

In these cases there was no cardiac reserve at

The rate of maximum oxygen intake is a rather reliable in-

dex of cardiac reserve, providing no pulmonary complications are involved.

In case of added pulmonary complications, the maximum oxy-

gen in·t ake indicates the combined capacity of the respiratory and
circulatory systems.

If the maximum oxygen intake exceeds a value
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of 1,500 cc. per minute, it may be assumed that there is no circulatory insufficiency.
1.

Maximum of Pulmonary Ventilation (Pulmonary Reserve)

The maximum pulmonary ventilation attained during maximum work
amounts in the average to 80 liters in male and 50 liters per minute in female normal subjects (148).

These values are lower than

those obtained by maximum voluntary hyperventilation (100-150
liters).

Therefore, the pulmonary reserve may be expressed by the

difference between the maximum obtained in voluntary hyperventilation
and the maximum obtained during muscular work.

The pulmonary

reserve in normal subjects diminishe.s with age, but it still exceeds 20 liters in older subjects.

In normal subjects in good con-

dition, values as high as 80 liters have been observed •

.Ahother

method of estimating pulmonary reserve was proposed, taking the
difference between the maximum value of lung ventilation during
work is less dependent on the patient's effort than is the maximum
voluntary ventilation.

It may be objected that both maximum volun-

tary ventilation and maximum muscular effort depend on the patient's
cooperation, and that also by the latter method the total pulmonary
reserve is not obtained.

The difference between the maximum lung

ventilation during work and rest in normal subjects may be as high
as 94 liters, while it may be as low as 11 liters (maximum ventilation during work 16 liters, resting rate 5 liters, difference 11
liters) in patients with emphysema.

A diminution of the pulmonary

reserve {i.e., a diminution of the maximum lung ventilation obtain-
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able during work) was obtained in the following pathological conditions:

(1)

stenosis in the air passages, produced by carcinoma,

-

enlarged lymph nodes (tuberculosis), bronchitis, asthma;

(2)

ex-

udate in the alveoli or oblicteration (pneumonia, infarct, edema, fibrosis, silicosis);
physema);

(4)

(3) loss of elasticity of lung tissue (em-

alteration of pleura or mediastinwn (pleuritic scars,

pleuritic exudate, twnor, pnewnothorax, mediastinal tumors);
alteration of the skeletal structure of thorax;

(6)

(5)

disease of

respiratory muscles and the nervous system (poliomyelitis, phrenic
nerve block).

No pulmonary reserve at all was found in many of the

patients, i.e., they were not ~le to increase their pulmonary ventilation beyond the resting rate.

Nevertheless, they were not cyan-

otic in resting condition.
Serious dyspnea during work appears only when the maximum pulmonary ventilation is diminished more than 70 per cent.

This is

further evidence that there is an ample pulmonary reserve in normal
subjects which is not used even in maximum muscular work.

Only a

pronounced decrease of maximum pulmonary ventilation will affect the
maximum oxygen intake.

The maximum oxygen intake in patients with

emphysema and advanced bronchitis was found reduced more than the
pulmonary ventilation.
insufficiency.

This points, perhaps, to secondary cardiac

In patients with asthma both pulmonary ventilation

and maximum oxygen intake were reduced during maximum performance.
2.

Differentiation between Pulmonary and Circulatory
Insufficiency
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As respiratory and circulatory insufficiency are often combined,
it is essential to differentiate between them.

In uncomplicated

heart disease the arterial oxygen saturation under resting as well
as under working conditions is.normal.

Hence, an increased oxygen

content in the inspired air would produce an increase of the maximum oxygen intake.

With these assumptions, one can measure the max-

imum oxygen intake (1)

in atmospheric air, (2)

mixture with high oxygen content.

bre~thing an air

If the decrease of the maximum

oxygen intake is due only to circulatory insufficiency~ the value
in arrangement (1) would be the same as in arrangement (2).

In case

of respiratory insufficiency the maximum oxygen intake would be
greater in (2) than in (1).

The degree of respiratory impairment

could be estimated from the difference between (2) and (1).

The

maximum oxygen intake in (2) would indicate the maximum limit of
cardiac performance.

According to Knipping (99), this method is

much more convenient and gives better results than the direct measurement of the arterial oxygen saturation.

This probably is due

to the fact that slight arterial undersaturation may not be detectable by direct analysis, performed on 1 or 2 cc. blood, while the
respiratory analysis shows a cumulative effect related to the total
amount of circulatory blood of 4 to 5 liters.

If the respiratory

insufficiency is due to atelectasis or to fibrosis of alveolar
septa, an arterial undersaturation is produced by mixing fully
saturated blood from the normal parts of the lung with venous blood
passing through the atelectatic parts.

It is cl:le;r that breathing

1,,
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high oxygen mixtures would not increase the oxygen saturation of that
part of the blood fbwing through the atelectatic parts, and therefore no increase of the maximum intake of oxygen can result.

In

the other types of respiratory insufficiency, Knipping 1 s method
of differentiation is undoubtedly very val uabla..and informative.
Knipping found in the more serious cases an "oxygen deficit"
even in the resting condition, i.e., the me~abolic rate was definitely higher when breathing oxygen-rich air.

The difference

paralleled the seriousness of the case and was of prognostic value.
These respiratory insufficiencies at rest were in many cases not
detectable by any other method.

Knipping 1 s method was of consider-

able prognostic value for the tolerance of collapse therapy in
pulmonary tuberculosis.

It is interesting that even a slight in-

crease of the oxygen content in the inspired air (25 to 50 per cent)
was sufficient to discover arterial oxygen deficits.
The measurement of the maximum oxygen int ake is probably the
best method t~ measure the cardiac and pulmonary reserve.

It is

an objective method, although it depends on the patient's cooparation to work with maximum effort.

-

As considerable effort is de-

manded, it should be restricted to patients fully compensated at
rest and applied under necessary precauti ons.

The load should not

be increased beyond the maximum oxygen intake, however.

Theref ore,

for many questions the investigation of a submaximum standard type
of work is more appropriate.
The maximum capacity for work is cer tainly diminished in any
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disease, but besides pulmonary and heart diseases it has been
investigated only in hyperthyroidism (148).

The decrease is more

pronounced at high speed than at low speed.

The impairment in

hypertbyroidJi.sm is not due to a diminution of blood circulation
or . lung ventilation, but to disturbances of oxidative and metabolic processes in the tissues, connected with a low efficiency for
muscular work.

In the later stages of this disease, however, the

circulatory system is impaired, so that in those patients the diminution of the maximum capacity for work has also a circulatory
basis.
5.

Maximum Oxygen Debt

As another objective method to measure the maxillllltJl capacity for
work, the measurement of the maximum oxygen debt has peen used.
Oxygen debt is the excess amount of oxygen consumed during the recovery period.

The oxygen debt increases with the intehsity of work

and reaches the highest amount in anaerobic work (of a duration
between 10 to 30 seconds) performed with maximum speed or load.
According to Meakins and Long (112), and Harrison and Pilcher (72)
the maximum oxygen debt is lower in cardiac patients.

Harrison and

Pilcher believe that the factor limiting working capacity in patients
is the inability to accumulate a large oxygen debt.

It is also possi-

ble that this failure results from theinability _of patients to perform the huge amount of anaerobic work necessary to contract a maximum oxygen debt.

It has been shown that accunrulation of oxygen debt

plays only a secondary role in fatigue of normal subjects.

There
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is no experimental evidence that in patients the accumulation of
the oxygen debt is of greater functional importance than in normals.
As the intensity of anaerobic work exceeds that of maximum oxygen
intake, the danger of over-taxing the patient is much greater.

II.

DECREASE OF EFFICIENCY (ECONOMY) OF MUSCULAR WORK IN DISEASES

A.

PATIENTS WITH HEART DISEASE

In patients with heart disease the results obtained differ
according to the type of exercise used and the condition of the
patients.

In mild exercise of short duration the efficiency was

found normal by Campbell andSale (23), Harrison and Pilcher (72),
Katz, Soskin, et al. (97).
This material appears to show that the efficiency does not reflect the primary lesion in cardiac patients.

Patients with some

light symptoms of decompensation are able to perfoI'Jll light and
moderate work with normal efficiency.

Efficienc1, seems to de-

crease only when the symptoms of decompensation are more pronounced.
On

the other hand, in hard muscular work the efficiency of fully

compensated patients may be diminished.
iency is caused only by

The diminution of effic-

the increase of the oxygen debt.

oxygen intake during the work is even diminished.

The

In the obser-

vations of Harrison and Pilcher (72) (climbing stairs), -the increase
of the' oxygen debt compensated for the diminished oxygen intake
during the work, so that the efficiency related to the total energy
expenditure during work and recovery was normal.

The increase of

the oxygen debt, therefore, is much more consistent and character-
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istic for cardiac insufficiency than is the decrease of efficiency.
The oxygen debt is contracted during the anaerobic period of work.
Accordingly, we must conclude that the decrease of the efficiency
in patients with heart disease is due to a disturbance of the metabolic processes in the first minutes of exercise, i.e., during
the period of adaptation.

The efficiency is low also in normal

subjects during this period and improves with the increase of oxygen transportation.

The metabolic processes in the beginning of

work may be considered as a kind of emergency reaction with low
economy.

While these unfavorable processes are soon replaced in

normal subjects as the work progresses, they seem to be much more
pronounced and persistent in patients.
Material on the fundamental question concerning the deterioration of the economy of muscular work during the steady state in
patients with heart disease is scanty.

It seems quite possible

that during the steady state the oxidative processes in cardiac
patients are normal when a certain load is not exceeded.

Many

patients with heart disease are certainly able to work with normal
efficiency within the limits of the steady state of oxygen intake
that they are able to maintain.

However, it is known that the

basal metabolic rate is increased in many patients with heart disease.

The pulmonary ventilation in cardiac patients during work

increases more than in normals.

But the relative importance of '

this factor in energy expenditure diminishes as the total energy
expenditure increases.

The diminution of efficiency is more pro-
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nounced the harder the type of exercise.

Therefore, pulmonary

hyperventilation plays a small, almost neglibile role in the
deterioration of efficiency.
iency of the heart itself.

The same might be said of the efficIt is known that the efficiency of the

hypodynamic heart is diminished.

The part of the heart in the

total energy expenditure during rest is estimated to be between
5 and 10 per cent.

A change of the efficiency of the heart is

within the technical error of the measurement of the gaseous exchange.

No relationship between the increase of the resting meta-

bolic rate and the decrease of the efficiency was found.

There is

reason to believe that the deterioration of efficiency is related
to tissue anoxia.

The parallelism of the decrease of the efficiency

to the inability to increase the stroke volume of the heart was noted •.
The efficiency of muscular work was found in one investigation (148)
to be 25 per cent and 61 per cent less at an altitude of 2,450 m.

The

diminished economy could be reproduced in experimental acute collapse, where the circulation through the muscles is diminished, leading to oxygen lack in the tissues.

In circulatory itisufficiency

there is also a pe~ipheraL oxygen lack partially due to the storage
of large amounts of blood in the capillaries (backw~rd failure)
similar- to collapse and partially due to the inability of adequate
increase of the heart minute volume (forward failure).

The inade-

quacy of oxygen supply leads to a disturbance of the _chemical proc~
esses, characterized by increase formation of lactic acid, which is
especially pronounced during the period of adaptation.

The deterior-
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ation of efficiency is generally parallel to the state of the patients,
but in patients. with slight symptoms of decompensation the efficiency
may still be normal, while other functions (oxygen debt recovery)
show distinct deviations.
Harris and Lipkin (88) found the efficiency of muscular work
to be normal in hypertension.

B. PATIENTS WITH EXOPHTHALMIC GOITER
There is complete agreement that efficiency in any type of work
is considerably reduced in patients with hyperthyroidism.

The in-

crease of energy expenditure for a measured amount of external work
may be more than double the amount in normal subjects.

The devia-

tions of efficiency in hyperthyroidism are much greater than in
heart disease.

The oxygen consumption during work and during the

steady state was increased as well as the oxygen debt (129,15).

The

increased metabolism during rest cannot be used for the increased
demand during exercise, on the contrary, the conversion of chemical energy into mechanical energy is gr eatly impaired.
Boothby and Sandiford (15) found that thyroidectomy leads to
a consistent improvement of the efficiency, almost to normal values, while the i mprovement of the basal metabolic rate was not as
consistent.

The deviations of the coefficient of efficiency precede

the alterations of the B.M.R. when the patient's condition improves
or becomes worse (129).

In beginning exophthalmic goiter the coe-

fficient of efficiency may be decreased before the B.M.R. is elevated.

The coefficient of efficiency more nearly parallels the
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seriousness of the disease than does the increa se of the basal metabolic rate and therefore might be of considerable diagnostic and prognostic value.

Increased production of thyroxin does not account

for the increased energy expenditure during work.

Formation of thy-

roxin as well as its action on the oxygen consumption are much too
slow and too small in amount to be responsible for the rapidly increased oxygen consumption during work.
The decrease of efficiency is much more pronounced at high speed
than at low speed.

Hill (8~) found that the energy expenditure in-

creases with increasing speed- in normal.' subjects due to the viscosity of the muscles.

At high speed a greater amount of energy is

necessary to over~ome the resistance produced by muscle viscosity.
The increase of the energy expenditure occurs at much lower speeds
in patients with exophthalmic goiter.

These patients are not able

to reach the highest speed values of normal subjects.

The pro-

nounced influency of speed on the efficiency in patients with exophthalmic goiter may be explained (1) by increase of the viscosity of muscles, (2) by some physiological processes, where the
time factor is essential.

It is quite possible that the vis cosity

is increased.

Direct investigations on DlUScular viscosity are not

yet available.

The disturbance cannot be due to any circulatory

factor, because the minute volume of the heart is not decreased,
but, increased in exophthalmic goiter as l ong as no secondary symP- •
toms of circulatory insufficiency occur.

Hence, we come to the

conclusion that the pronounced influnece of speed must be due to
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change in muscular viscosity, or to a disturbance of the speed of
those processes which are the link between the liberation and
utilization of oxidative energy.

C.

PATIENTS WITH MYXEDEMA

Simonson (148) found only two investigations on the efficiency
in patients with myxedema.

The German investigator, Bruch, com-

pared one child with myxedema with two normal children (between 12
and 14 years).

The oxygen consumption during work was less in the

patient with myxedema.

On

the other hand, another German worker,

llivy, found the efficiency normaLin patients with myxedema, but

they were being treated with thyroxin.

D.

PATIENTS WITH OBESITY

The efficiency of muscular work has some theoretical interest
in obesity.

It has not been possible to explain the development of

obesity either from a diminution of the basal metabolic rate or b,y
the specific dynamic action of foodstuffs.
If there was a decrease in metabolic rate during exercise in
obese patients, the obesity could be explained by the increased
efficiency.

Therefore, obese patients would need less energy for

the performance of muscular work.

There are no consistent findings,

however, as one worker observed in obese subjects an efficiency 20
per cent higher than that of normal subjects, whereas another investigator found no consistent or significant changes of efficiency
in obese subjects.

He did find, however, that the negative phase

was more frequently observed than in normal subjects, so that the
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oxygen debt was less •. When the total excess oxygen consumption is
calculated from the oxygen consumption during work and recovery,
as is necessary in work of short duration, the total energy expen-

diture is indeed more frequently diminished in obese subjects due
to the negative phase.

Some workers (162) found the efficiency to

be lowest in 27 obese women, higher in 9 normal women and highest

r

in 7 women 27.6 per cent underweight.

Therefore, if the oxygen debt

it seems probable that efficiency of underweight subjects would equal that of normal subjects, while the efficiency of obese subjects would be definitely lower.

A-lower e-

fficiency in obese patients was found also by Alt, et al, (4) and
by Prodger and Dennig (138) with the bicycle ergometer.

It is

possible that the different types of work used by the different
authors explain to a certain degree the discrepancies in the results.

It is probable, however, that the discrepancies are due to

the fact that the symptan of obesity may be the expression and the
final result of quite different metabolic disturbances.

This is

in agreement with the generally accepted view.

E. PATIENTS WI'lCTI DIABET~
Krogh and Ilindhard (100) have shown that efficiency is about 10
per cent lower, when fats are used as fuel for muscular work than
when carbohydrates are used.

Hence, a decrease of efficiency in

diabetes must be expected, because the proportion of fat combustion
is increased in diabetes during rest and in exercise.

On the other

hand in normal subjects in hunger acidosis (after 36 hours hunger)
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the efficiency was as low as in the group of diabetic patients with
acidosis.

The R.Q. in hunger acidosis was 0.87, indicating a pro- \

portion of fat combustion of 44 per cent.

Thus, the authors con-

clude, the low efficiency in patients with diabetes and acidosis
is due to the combustion oflow fat acids, which obviously can only
be utilized for muscular work accompanied with considerable loss of
energy.

F.

PATIENTS WITH OTHER DISEASES

Efficiency is slightly decreased in patients with chronic bronchitis and bronchial asthma, (22), but the slight difference between
normals and patients may be explained
ventilation in patients.

tu

the increase of pulmonary

In pulmonary tuberculosis efficiency is

decreased only in advanced cases with manif est pathplogical alter-

ations.

Efficiency is decreased by chronic -infections. Oolds may

reduce efficiency to half the normal value.
of efficiency in beriberi (75).

There is also a decrease

Finally it may be mentioned that

efficiency in mild or moderate work with the bicycle ergometer was
within the normal range during pregnancy.

It was concluded that

mild or moderate work is not injurious in the pregnant state.

III.

THE SPEED OF OXIDATIVE PROCESSES IN PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
(ADAPTATION; OXYGEN DEBT; RECOVERY)
The speed of oxidative processes is another and important in-

dex in the analysis of pathological condi~ion (148).

It depends on

(a)

the nature of chemical and .oxidative processes in tissues;

(b)

the speed of oxygen-diffusion from capillaries into muscles;

(c')

transportation of oxygen by circulating blood;

I

(d)

capacity
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of lung ventilation and speed of oxygen diffusion from lung alveoli
into blood.
Speed of oxidative processes during and after exercise may be
determined by measuring:

{a)

the speed of the increase of oxygen

consumption during the period of adaptation (the first five minutes
of work);

(b)

oxygen debt;

(c)

recovery speed.

Oxygen debt is contracted during the period of adaptation, so
that the increase of ozygen consumption during the adaptation period is the fundamental process to which the final oxygen debt is
related.

A.

PERIOD OF ADAPTATION

The increase of oxygen consumption during the period of adaptation is the expression of a complicated balance between metabolic
functions, circulatory functions, and respiratory regulation.

In-

crease of o::xygen consumption has been investigated in cardiac patients by Meakins and Long, Campbell andSale, andCampbell (112, 25,,
24).

The findings are in complete agreement and show a delayedincrease

of o::xygen intake, carbon-dioxide excretion and pulmonary ventilation.
The shape of the curves is entirely different from the curve in
normals.

The increase proceeds rather slowly and gradually instead

of the normal logarithmic curve.
as in hard exercise.

This was found in moderate as well

It might be inferred from these results that

the delay and disturbance of adaptation processes in patients account
for the decrease of the capacity for maximum work and maximum oxygen intake, at least to a certain degree.

Therefore, the low effi-
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ciency of muscular work in many cardiac patients can also be explained by delayed adaptation.

The unfavorable and uneconomical

chemical processes, which are repl~ced in the normal subject after
a short period of exercise, are much more persistent in the cardiac
patients as a result of the pro~onged lack of oxygen supply to the
muscles, which is due to the disturbance of circulatory adaptation
processes.
Although in cardiac patients the total oxygen consumption for
a given amount of work is frequently increased, it is delayed. in
time, so that the actual oxygen consumption per minute in cardiac
patients does not reach normal values.
stood as a compensatory one.

This reaction might be under-

It means, perhaps, less strain for

the hypodynamic heart to perform a smaller amount of work of greater intensity within a shorter period of time.
Most adaptation processes are initiated by nervous impulses.
Experiments of Peabody and sturgis (126) give some evidence that
the increase of pulse rate in the beginning of exercise (due to
the disinhibition of the vagus tonus) is not impaired in cardiac
patients.

Usually, the pulse rises shortly before the onset of

exercise, when the subject knows that he is about to start.

This

preliminary reaction was the same in normals and cardiac patients.
We believe that the greater inertia of circulatory processes in
cardiac patients during the period of adaptation may be explained
by:

(a)

slower speed of circulation (5);

(b)

absolute lower

value of minute and stroke volume during muscular work;

(c)

great-
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er amount of blood volume in cardiac patients.

It is clear that

the inertia leading to slower increase in the speed of circulation
must be greater when blood volume is increased above normal values;
(d)

disturbance of the depot-function;

and (e)

disturbance of

capillary regulation.
All of these circulatory functions are closely connected with
one another.

It can be seen that the delay and disturbance of

adaptation processes in cardiac patients may be as much related
to disturbances of the peripheral circulatory processes as to
disturbances of the heart action itself.
Campbell and Poulton (22) found in patients with chronic bronchitis and with emphysema that the increase of the mr2 output and
the lung ventilation was much slower in the beginning of exercise
as compared to normal subjects.

There are no investigations on the

period of adaptation of the gaseous exchange in patients with other
diseases.

B.

OXYGEN DEBT
There is general agreement that the oJcygen debt is considerably

increased in patients with heart disease, and that the increase parallels the degree of decompensation symptoms.

An

increase of the

oxygen debt may be found in patients in whom the efficiency is still
normal (72).

Increase of the oxygen debt in different types of

standard work has also been observed in cardiovascular disease by
other workers (112,68).
It seems that the measurement of the oxygen debt would be an
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ideal method to evaluate the state of cardiac patients.

The

oxygen debt is much easier to measure than the increase of oxygen
consumption during work, to which-the accumulation of the oxygen
debt must be related.

There are, however, severa~ complications

involved in the measurement of the oxygen debt which make standardization and use for clinical purposes rather difficult.
oxygen debt depends on {a)
type of work.

duration, (b)

speed, (c)

The
load, (d)

Various authors have worked with different stan-

dard types of work, with different duration, speed and load.

Al-

though in their experiments the difference of the oxygen debt between normals and pat~ents is significant for the standard conditions they have chose~, the values for the oxygen debt of the
different authors are not comparable.
The oxygen debt is the cumulative index for the sum of nonoxidized metabolic products, accumulated during the adaptation
period of exercise.

It is possible that the oxygen debt arises

from mechanisms of quite another nature than those demanding _oxy~
gen consumption during the steady state.

It is possible that an

increase of the oxygen debt does not indicate only a delay of the
same fundamental oxidative processes, but also a difference in the
chemical processes.

The relative oxygen debt as a percentage of

the t~tal oxygen requirement expresses its importance for efficiency
and its dependence on the amount of work done, to which factors the
total oxygen consumption is closely related.

In types of work, where

the amount of work done depends on the body weight, the total oxygen
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debt should be calculated also in per oent of the body weight.
Incre ased fatigue cannot be relQted to the amount of oxygen
debt in norm.al subjects.
patients.

There is no evidence that it can be in

But there is a direct relationship between the speed

of accumulation of the oxygen debt and f atigue.

Meakins and

Long's (112) results are most interesting in this respect.

They

indicate that the accumulation of the oxygen debt proceeds faster
in cardiac patients.
Oxygen debt has been found to be increased in chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and more advanced lung tuberculosis (22).

In oases of slight diabetes without diminution of working
capacity, the oxygen debt is normal (82);

while Simonson (148)

found in cases of moderate diabetes, but controlled with insulin,
without symptoms of decompensation of circulation, an increase
of the oxygen debt.

C.

In beriberi the oxygen debt is increased (75).

SPEED OF RECOV.tm.Y PROCESSES

Oxygen debt reflects the delay of oxi dative processes during
the adaptation period.

The pronounced dependence of oxygen debt

on the type and conditions of work makes oaiculations of the speed
of oxidative processes rather difficult.

Hence, it is desirable

to measure the speed of oxidations by a direct method.

This can

be done by measuring the speed of oxidative recovery processes,
which is the speed with which the Qxygen consumption during the
recovery, or in other words, the oxygen debt , diminishes.

It is

questionable whether the diminution of oxid ative recovery speed
indicates a delay of oxidative processes during the steady state
of oxygen consumption.

But there is no doubt that the speed of
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oxidative removal of ,vaste produots is a fundamental function and
depends on the integrity of the processes (a) to (d) as outlined
above £or oxygen debt.

Oxidative recovery speed, therefore, is a

very sensitive index of var i ous disturbances involving any of the
processes (a) to (d).

Recovery speed increases with training,

and diminishes often in fatigue.
as:

(a)

Recovery speed may be calculated

absolute time necessary for the oxygen consumption to

reach the resting rate before the exercise;

(b)

percentage of

the oxygen debt to the total oxygen debt a fter a certa in time of
recovery;

(c)

covery time;

percentage of metabolic i ncrease aft~r a certain re(d)

speed exponent.

The l ast method is the best,

because the speed of recovery is calcul ated independen~

the

total amount of oxygen debt, while the results of the other methods
will give higher values if the oxygen debt is higher (as it is in
most pathological conditions) even if the recovery speed is the
same.

Yet, much information indicates , that, even if the speed ex-

ponent has not been calculated,

the delay of recovery is not only

due to the increased oxygen debt, but also to a reduction of oxidative recovery speed.

For instance, in Meak:ins and Long's (112)

experiments the total time of recovery was greater in cardiac patients when the total oxygen debt equaled that of normals.
It can be seen that different pathological processes may delay
oxidative recovery.

Decrease of the oxygen debt (or oxygen con-

sumption) proceeds very rapidly in the first minutes of recovery,
later more gradually.

Hill (83) believed t hat the rapid recovery

in the first minutes is due to the oxidative removal of l a ctic acid
within the musole and the slow recovery speed in the later recovery
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I

period to the removal of lactic acid from the blood.

Dill (42)

believed that the slow recovery process reflects the oxidative removal of lactic acid and the early rapid process the removal ot
other metabolic products.

Both views cannot be maintained (148).

The first quick recovery process depends on the transportation
of oxygen from the lungs into the tissues.

Therefore, the first

phase of recovery is most delayed in disturbances or the circulatoryrespiratory system.
There is reason to assume that the first phase of recovery is
the most critical period for the circulatory system:

the oxygen

demand is almost as high as during work, but the minute volume of
the heart diminishes rapidly, because the venous inflow decreases
af'ter the cessation of movements.

The heart has to use its own

reserve power, under the influence of impulses from the central
nervous system, to maintain a sufficiently large blood circulation.
Whether the decrease of venous inflow an~ the central stimulation
of the heart are mutually compensatory is hard to decide because
of the lack of experimental data.

This question, perhaps, could be

approached by experiments with heart denervation.

The capillaries

in the muscles are still enlarged in number and diameter, and
this increases the circulatory demand.

It may be supposed that the

heart of cardiac patients (even of many clinically compensated)
and of patients with emphysema (where the right heart is of'ten

overtaxed) is of'ten not able to compensate for this critical condition.

This unfavorable condition of circulation is reflected

also in the deteriorat~on of oxygen utilization during this period.
It may be& ti~ned that breakdown occurs more frequen~ly shortly
after exercise than during exercise.

It has also been observed by
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Campbell and Sale (23) that in patients with heart diseases, the
delay of recovery is most pronounced during the first minutes of
the recovery period.

In exophthalmic goiter, diabetes, and convalescence from influenza there was a general decrease of the oxidative recovery

In these di-

speed, but the typical normal curve was maintained.

seases the recovery was delayed uniformly during the whole period,
or even more pronounced in the later periods.
firmed for exophthalmic goiter (148).

This. has been con-

A rather rapid decrease of

the oxygen consumption was observed during the first minutes of
recovery, but further decrease was very much delayed.

The dimin-

ution of oxidative recovery speed in exopkthalmic goiter must be
related to a disturbance of chemical processes or of oxygen diffusion from the capillaries into the muscle tissue.

In diabetes

Simonson (148) found a very high correlation-coefficient between
the decrease of the oxidation recovery speed and the decrease of
the excess R.Q. of muscular work.

The decrease of the excess R.Q.

during work parallels the gravity of the diabetes (139).

This

shows that the decrease of the oxidative recovery speed in diabetes
is closely related to the disturbance of the carbohydrate metabolism.
A decrease of the recovery speed appears to be possible also
in man in C-avitaminosis, due to the diminution of the speed of
oxidation in the tissues.

It is possible that the delay of the re-

covery speed in or e.f'ter infectious diseases might be partially
caused by the Vitamin Closs frequently ,o bserved in these conditions (148).
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Many authors (108) have frequently observed that in normal subjects the oxygen consumption drops below the resting value during
the recovery period, although the resting metabolic rate was carefully measured.

This negatiw phase is observed in heart patients

even more frequently.

It is possible that this phenomenon is a

symptom of pre-collapse, due to the unfavorable conditions for
the blood circulation during the recovery as discussed above.
During recovery all processes which increased during exercise
drop until they reach the resting level.

There is no question that

oxidative recovery speed is the most fundamental of these processes,
because metabolic, respiratory, and oiroulatory functions are related to oxygen consu.mption.

Therefore, all other recovery pro-

cesses are delayed too, if the oxidative . recovery speed is decreased.

It was found in 29 normal subjects that after the end of

exercise the lung ventilation reaches the resting rate first, then
the oxygen consumption, and the carbon dioxide excretion last (148).
This relationship was rather constant in normal subjects.
tients, however, this relationship ~s disturbed;

In pa-

the recovery

speed of lung ventilation, of carbon dioxide excretion, and of
oxygen consumption may be influenced differently.

In norm.al sub-

jects, the pulse rate reaches the resting value much earlier than
does the lung ventilation or oxygen consumption.

In patients with

heart disease the recovery of pulse rate may be more delayed than
that of the oxygen consumption.

Measuring the speed of oxidative

processes yields objective data in re gard to the patient's state,
especially in cases with circulatory insufficiency.

In many cases

a deterioration of the oxidative recovery speed is the only ob-
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jective information obtainable to substantiate the patient's condition, e.g., .in convalescence after influenza, when the temperature
has become normal and no clinical signs or symptoms of the disease
are manifest, the patient may still feel weak and unable to work.

IV•

THE ALTERATION OF CIRCULATORY FUNCTIONS DURING .AND AFTER
EXERCISE IN PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
A. THE VOLUME OF THE HE.ART
Heart volume is the sum of stroke volume and residual volume.

While methods have been developed .to measure stroke volume, there
is no method available for residual volume.

Frontal x-ray pro-

jection has been used for the calculation of heart volume.

The

/

findings of authors using frontal as well as , sagittal ortho-diagrams were identical (125).
There is no doubt that the normal reaction of heart volume
immediately after exercise is a decrease, and not an increase as
one should expect from direct determinations of stroke volume. Decrease of heart volume after hard exercise may be observed for a
considerable time.
In normal subjects dilatation of the heart after exercise has
been observed in only a few exceptional' cases.

Williamson (165)

concluded that his results show "the extreme reluctance of the
heart to dilate, even if there is some degree of myocardial insufficiency," so that dilatation following exercise may be regarded as indicative of serious impairment of the heart muscle.
After effort the following paradoxical situation results:
(a)

in normal subjects there is a decrease of the heart size,

when the stroke volume is still considerably increased;

(b)

in
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patients with heart disease there is an increase of heart size, although stroke volume is smaller than in normal subjects.

It has

been concluded that in normal subjects the increased stroke volume
is produced by a more con1plete emptying of the heart.

It is thought

that there must be some ext ra factor that causes the heart to empty
itself more completely than before the work.

"The fact that this

decreased heart volume may be observed for many minutes and even for
hours after the cessation of work speaks strongly in favor of some
hormonal effect. 11

They believe that the known increased adrenalin

output is responsible.

Adrenalin enables the heart to develop the

same amount of energy as before and with a smaller diastolic volume
than is possible without adrenalin.

That there is a change in heart

volume which is pronounced in passing from the recumbent position to
the standing position (no hormonal factor being herein involved)
is in favor of an additional hormonal factor affecting the heart
volume following exercise (124).

The relationship between heart

sixe and stroke volume remains the same in recumbent and standing
position, while it drops after heavy work.
The different re action in patients with heart disease could
be explained:

(a)

by the disturbance of the additional hormonal

factor, i~e., adrenalin output;
contraction mechanism.

(b)

by the disturbance of the

There is evidence that the adrenalin out-

put is normal in cardiac patients during exercise.

The distur-

bance of the contraction mechanism, therefore, is the remaining
explanation.

This functional disturbance is in many cases re-

vealed only by exercise.

Should this be regarded as a decompen-

sation or a compensation mechanism?

According to most material,
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increase of heart size a:f'ter exercise seEms to indicate the loss of
the power of contraction or of elasticity, for it occurs only in
cardiac patients.

On

the other hand, according to animal experi-

ments the dilatation might enable the heart to increase its performance.

The hypodynamic heart increase its performance with

increasing volume up to a certain ma:ximum value.

After heavy work

this mechanism is obviously not used in normal individuals but is
possibly used in .cardiac patients.

The experimental results in

humans suggest that . dilatation after work might be regarded as a
sign of myocardial damage.

The influence on the volume of the

heart following exercise seems to be a valuable, though not a
quantitative method for detecting damage to heart muscle, while
a diminution of the stroke volume might also be due to peripheral

.r

factors.

B.

DETERMINATION OF STROKE VOLUME

In hard muscular work the :tninute volume of the heart may reach
the enormous

value of 40 liters with a stroke volume of 200 co. (148).

It seems impossible that this high value can be produced alone by
more complete emptying.

Therefore, some increases of the diastolic

volume m~st occur, at least during work.
value of 200 cc. is too high.

It is probable that the

A constant error might be involved

in the usual determination of the stroke volume.
Most authors claim considerable differences of stroke volume
. between normals and patients (148).

It is quite possible that

these differences might be found to be significant, so that they
could be appreciated or evaluated in connection with future investigations to establish the statistical limits of this method.
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A report or their results and interpretation follows.
C.

MINUTE AND STROKE VOLUME OF THE EEART

l.

Resting Value

The variation or the resting value of heart minute volume of
normal subjects ranges between 1.9 and 2.5 liters per square meter;
Starr, Donal et al. (156) found a still greater range or variation.
Therefore, it is not astonishing that the values of patients and
normals overlap.

The general tendency or the values found in pa-

tients is in the direction of diminution (5).

The resting minute

volume has been found to be useless for the individual patients unless the value obtained is extremely low, obviously because of the
wide range of normal values.

Harrison., Friedman, Clark and Resnik

(69) and Nylin (124) failed to find any consistent relationship between the resting mi nute volume and the patient's condition.

Even

if the stroke volume is decreased, the degree of diminution is not
sufficient to explain the symptoms of insufficiency.

Probably., we

have two entirely different mechanisms of compensation:
largement of the diastolic volume.

(a)

En-

The hypodynamic heart is able

to accomplish the same performance only when contracting from an
increased (dilated) diastolic volume.

(b)

Increase ~r oxygen util-

ization with decrease of the minute volume of the heart.

The oxygen

~onsumption and transportation is the product of both factors.
fore they may replace one another to a certain degree.

There-

Both pro-

cesses, (a) and (b), are at the same time compensation and decompensation symptoms.
to be reciprocal.

They do not exclude one another., but they tend
It is clear that this complicated interrelation-

ship cannot be analyzed merely from the total amount of the blood
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flow, and that therefore there is no consistent relationship between resting minute volume and the patient's condition.
2.
.Any

reserves.

Response to Exercise in Cardiac Patients

compensatory mechanism involves the use of circulatory
Increase of oxygen utilization is called upon by the

increased demand for oxygen during work in addition to an increase
needed for compensation of cardiac insufficiency.

Therefore, this

mechanixm is less available for the increased transportation ot
oxygen in a c~rdiac patient than in norm.al individuals.

This is

illu~trated by comparison of the oxygen utilization by a patient
with mitral stenosis and a normal subject with increasing amount
of work (148) in the bicycle ergometer.

The oxygen utilization of

the normal subject is lower at the 720 kgm. performance than that
of the patient at 400 kgm.;

and the same limit of 131 is reached

in the patient at 620 kgm. and in the normal subject at 1,680 kgm.
It can be seen that the patient has exhausted this ccmpensatory reserve at an amount of work about one-third that of the normal subject.

This leads to a vicious circle and explains why muscular

exercise is a much greater strain for the patient.

Increase of

circulatory performance during work depends most on his ability to
increase the stroke volume, and this function appears to be impaired.

This explains also my determination of minute volume

during exercise reveals the capacity and reserve power much better
than does the determination at rest.

There is complete agreanent

that the cardiac patient is not able to increase stroke volume to
the same degree as the normal subject, even if his stroke volume is
within the norm.al range duripg re's t.

He compensates for the ina-
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bility to increase the stroke volume sufficiently by a greater increase of the pulse rate.
piete.

Even so, the compensation is not com-

The minute volume, being the product of pulse rate end stroke

volume, is smaller in the patient than in the normal subject at
the same amount of work or at the same oxygen consumption (68).
The failure to increase the stroke volume sufficiently is claimed
to be proportional to the degree of insufficiency and decompensation.

In Harris' and Lipkin's cardiac patients, the average value

for stroke volume during work is 87 cc., that of six normals is
142 cc., and that of four patients with hypertension without
cardiac decompensation 93 cc.

One patient with aortic insuffi-

ciency and auricular fibrillation, who was considered to be the
most serious of all the cases, showed no increase of the stroke
volume.

The minute volume was increased only 25 per cent by the

increased pulse rate.

It is interesting that the resting value

of stroke volume in this patient was normal.

Meakins, Dautre-

bande et al. (110) observed in three of their patients no increase
of stroke volume.

According to Burwell and Blalock (18), exer-

cise produces no increase in cardiac output in many patients with
chronic constrictive pericarditis.

In moderately heavy work with

the bicycle ergometer performed at the steady state, a decrease in
stroke volume and increase of pulse rate was found in normal individuals when fatigue developed (148).

This was much more pro-

nounced in a patient with fully compensated aortic regurgitation.
This final decrease of stroke vol~e and increase of heart rate
could be reduced by digitalis, and his performance increased at the
same time.
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The lesser increase of the total minute volume in heart patients
during exercise is overbalanced by the delayed recovery time, so that
the total amount of work performed by the heart as calculated from
both work and recovery is greater in cardiac patients than in normal
subjects.

Delayed reaction time with a lesser ·total increase in

heart volume may nevertheless be regarded as compensation mechanism.

It may be easier for the hypodynamic heart to maintain a

slight increase for a longer period of time than a greater increase
for a shorter period, in spite of the fact that the total amount
of work performed would be greater in the first instance.

One

might therefore conclude that the hypodynamic heart does not ·work
at maximum economy, but at the easiest mechanical conditions.

The

greater increase of pulse rate might be explained in the ~am.~ way.
It is, from the viewpoint of economy, an unfavorable reaction, because the economy of the heart decreases with increasing pulse rate.
This means that the heart needs more oxygen for the same amount of
work.

As the insufficiency of the heart is probably due to peri-

pheral anoxia, this is a typical vicious cycle.

But perhaps, this

is the only reaction possible if the stroke volume cannot be increased beyond a very low limit.
3.

Response in Patients with Heart Block

Investigations on patients with heart block are ef decide4 importance in the evaluation of the functional significance of the
increase of pulse rate.

Alt, Walker and Smith (4) investigated

two female patients of 24 and 22 years of age with complete heart
block.

They used the bicycle ergometer at loads 234 and 351 m-kilos

per minute.

The pulse rate of the first case was 43 at rest, it
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increased to 72 at 234 m-kilos and 87 at 351 m-kilos.

The normal

average values of the pulse rate were 114 and 124. · The stroke volume increased from the high resting value of 125 cc. to 164 oc. at
234 m-kilos, far beyond the normal value of 103 cc., but it decreased to 149 cc. at 351 m-kilos.

This decrease of stroke vol-

ume at increasing work might be regarded as a s;ymptan of fatigue
of the heart.

In the other patient, the resting pulse rate was

32, and the st~oke volume was as high as 154 oc., which is com.parable to normal values during heavy work.

This patient could

not increase the pulse rate, it was 37 at 234 m-kilos and 38 at
351 m-kilos.

The stroke volume increased to the enormous values

of 239 cc. at 234 m-kilos and 264 cc. at 351 m-kilos.
the highest values of stroke volume hitherto described.

These are
It seems

that in patients with complete heart block the increase of stroke
volume may compensate for the failure to increase the pulse rate.
4.

Collapse During or After Exercise

Minute volume drops during collapse (148).
is, of course, incompatible with work.

An outright collapse

It is difficult to dis-

tinguish cardiogenic collapse from peripheral collapse by the
stroke volume alone.

Cardiac patients are predisposed to either

form of collapse in connection with exercise.

Excessive drop of

minute volume is especially frequent in the recovery period.

In

normal subjects the heart is able to compensate for the cessation
of movements which favor the venous return of blood flow, by
means of its ovm reserve power.

In cardiac patients the insuffi-

ciency of the heart muscle during this critical recovery period
usually does not lead to outright collapse, although there is some
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inadequacy of cardiac output.

A pronounced negative phase of

cardiac output in patients with heart disease is regarded as an
ominous sign.
Collaps~ is soemtimes observed in normal subjects after heavy
exercise.

Athletes may collapse immediately after they have fin-

ished exercising.

There is deep unconsciousness, due to cerebral

anemia, for a short time, sometimes with retrograde amnesia.

These

individuals look very pale, yet usually they recover their consciousness, rather quickly, expecially if the lower extremities are lifted.

Nevertheless it is advisable to keep them in a recumbent po-

sition for a longer period of time, otherwise the collapse may
recur.

Complete recovery takes considerable time.

collapse may occur in well trained athletes.

This form of

It can be provoked

by standing position, called "orthostatic ". collapse.

The diminu-

tion of stroke volume is accompanied by a decrease of blood pressure and diminution of pulse amplitude.

The most probable explan-

ation of this form of collapse appears to be a disproportion between the drop of minute volume after exercise and the readjustment of the dilated capillaries.

The collapse may be prevented

by bandaging the lower extremities.

The risk of vasomotor collapse

is much increased after infectious diseases.

Thus athletes should

refrain for some time from competitions after infectious diseases,
even if there are no clinical symptoms.

The risk of vasomotor co-

llapse is also increased by high environmental temperature, due
to the additional dilatation of skin capillaries.
The vasomotor collapse immediately after muscular exercise is
also characteristic of Simmond's disease.

It can be revealed by
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rather mild exercise tests (climbing of 50 steps at moderate speed).
It appears that some function associated with the hypophysis is
essential for the adaptation of the blood pressure and the tonus of
the capillaries to muscular exercise.

Some cases of so-called

constitutional hypotension seem to be related to Sinnnond's disease.
Such disturbance of vasomotor regulation has been reported improved
by preparations of the anterior lobe of the hypophysis.

A third

form of vasomotor collapse occurs 10 to 15 minutes after the cessation of exercise.

It does not occur when the athletes sit or lie

down innnediately after the exercise.

A chemical substance pro-

ducing collapse is proposed to be responsible for this form of
"delayed" collapse.

Another form of collapse in athletes is ob-

served in underwater s~ing and in lifting.
to the Valsalva phenomenon.

It is obviously due

The inclination to this form of co-

llapse can be shown by Burger's procedure, where the subjects are
asked to breathe against the r e sistance of the mercury column of
40 mm. for 20 seconds.

In a group of "asthenic" subjects the sys-

tolic blood pressure decreases, although most subjects are able to
compensate for the increase intrapulmonary pressure, i.e., to
maintain the systolic blood pressure.
test some individuals may collapse.

Even during this pressure
It is interesting that after

infectious diseases well trained subjects may give asthenic reactions in Burger's pressure test.

In fan.ale subjects this may occur

during the menstruation period.
5.

Response to Exercise in Patients with Exophthalmic
~t~

All pathological conditions hitherto discussed are character-
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ized by a decrease of the mi nute and stroke volume of the heart.
The opposite reaction has been observed in exophthalmic goiter,
where the minute volume exceeds the nonnal values at a certain level
of work or oxygen consumption.

Consequent ly, oxygen utilization of

the blood is less than in normal subjects .

The fundamental re-

l ationship between minute volume and oxygen consumption is disturbed in the opposite way to that noted i n cardiac patients.
The values of the minute volume of cardiac patients lie below the
straight line representing the normal rel ationship (increase of
88 cc. cardiac output per each 100 cc. o consumption per square
2
meter surface); the values of patients with exophthalmic goiter
lie above this line (14).

Similar results have been obtained by

Fullerton ahd Harrop (55).

The discrepancy between the increase

of circul ation rate and of oxygen consumption during exercise
largely disappears after thyroidectomy, even when the heat production and circulation rate have not returned completely to average normal values.

The discrepancy between increase of cardiac

· output and oxygen consumption is still more striking, when the ,
cardiac performance is calcul ated as the product of "average blood
pressure" times "cardiac output".

This discrepancy seems to in-

crease with increasing work and oxygen cons umption.

If the total

performance of the heart is calculated £ran the whole integral work
and recovery , the values of the patients exceed eight times the
normal values.

This re action is characte, i stic for patients with-

out cardiac decompensation.

Patients with secondary cardiac decomp-

ensation react similarly to "primary" cardi ac patients.
It is interesting that. the increase of the minute volume is to
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be observed in "pre-hyperthyroidism" as t ,he earliest pathological
symptom, when the basal metabolic rate is still normal.
It would appear that the increase of the circulation rate exceeds that of the metabolic rate.

These findings explain the dis-

position of patients with exophthalmic goiter to circulatory insufficiency and the decrease of maximum working capacity.

These

patients attain the same increase of cardiac output at moderate
work as normal_subje cts do at heavy v«>rk.
The increase of minute volume and stroke volume was in the
normal range in one obese subject in good condition (4) examined
at 234 and 351 m-kilos per minute with the bicycle ergometer.
Ha.yasaka and Inawashiro (75) found an excessive increase of minute
and stroke volume during work in pat.ients with beri-beri., but the
increase of the s ystolic blood pressure was lower than in normal
subjects.

This can be explained by extreme vasodilatation of

capillaries.
During pregnancy increase of mi nute volume during work is
within normal range., but recovery is delayed.
D.

PULSE RATE AND BLOOD PRESSURE.

Increase of pulse rate might reflect to a degree the condition
of the circulat i on in cardiac patients.

A greater increase in

cardiac patients might be expected than in normal subjects for a
given exercise., compensating for the inability to increase the
stroke volume.

However., the actual result s of various authors do

not quite support-this view.

According to Cotton et al. (33) the

pulse rate reaches the same level in patients and normals "for a
given grade of distress. 11

Nevertheless., there was no consistent re-.
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lationship between pulse rate and signs of distress.

However, the

sensation of distress is a different one in patients and normal
subjects.

Mann (106) found the recovery speed of pulse rate to be

without a:ny significance for the state of a patient's distress.
Others considered pulse rate recovery speed to be of significance
(109,111).

As a rule patients with mitral lesions showed a greater in-

crease of heart rate than did patients with aortic regurgitation
or hypertension.

Certain patients with angina pectoris are char-

acterized by inability to increase the heart rate.

Atropine in-

creases the pulse rate, but not the caBacity for work (134).

So

.the failure to increase the pulse rate might be due to an increased
vagotonus, perhaps a kind of protective m~chanism.

The same author

found other responses of pulse rate to exercise (bicycle ergometer,
185 kgm. per minute) in other patients with angina pectoris, such
as cardiac irregularity shortly before the onset of pain, disappearing after exercise;

thin, thready, barely palpable pulse during

exercise associated with failure of pulse pressure to increase
normally;

primary respiratory distress with rapid pulse rate.

According to Proger, the various types of responses to exercise indicate that angip.a pectoris is merely a symptom which may be a
manifestation of widely different disturbance in different people.
The appearance of extrasystoles during work is not considered necessarily pathological.
The recovery time of the systolic blood pressure after ascending
and descending two steps was found to be significant for myocardial
damage (136).

Barringer (6,7,8), while he worked out the delayed rise

of the systolic blood pressure as a clinical test, insisted that
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neither the diastolic blood pressure nor the pulse rate were of any
1

value.

Reisinger: "too, failed to find the results obtained by

measurement of blood pressure and pulse rate after the "two step
test" satisfactory.

Decrease of the systolic blood pressure below

the resting value as well as its delayed return af'ter exercise
(stair climbing) may be considered indicative of cardiac disturbance.

Nevertheless, neither the blood pressure alone nor the

recovery time of pulse rate alone are suitable methods, became 50
per cent of patients show normal reaction.

If combined, only 26

per cent of the cardiac patients escape the recognition.

But

when additionally the lung ventilation is measured, all patients
show pathological reactions.

It may be mentioned that the major-

ity of nervous cardiac disturbances show normal response to exercise.

Without going into further detail, this material may

suffice to illustrate the different views held in regard to the
diagnostic value of blood pressure and pulse during and af'ter exercise.
The determination of the stroke and minute volume, in spite of
objections which have been raised, shows more striking differences
between normals and patients than the determination of the pulse
rate or blood pressure.

The determination of the pulse rate alone

might be valuable for patient with mitral lesions (the increase
being evaluated as an unfavorable symptom) and in some cases of
angina pectoris (the increase being evaluated as a favorable symptom).

The investigations of Bierring et al. (12) on the electro-

cardiogram are also a very valuable contribution.
The blood pressure is a rather complicated function, so that
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the relationship to a single process may be disturbed by the interference of other processes.

This, perhaps, explains, at least to

a certain degree, the different experiences of different workers.
The measurement of the blood pressure is valuable in forms of
collapse or pre-collapse during or after exercise.

Diastolic

blood pressure does not show significant alterations.
ercise it remains constant or increases somewhat.

During ex-

After exercise

it often drops, due to vasodilatation, which is more persistent
than the increase of minute volume.

A pronounced drop of dias-

tolic pressure after exercise is a characteristic feature of the
vasoneurosis of young people and is due to excessive peripheral
vasodilatation.

This phenomenon may be reproduced in normals by

nitrites.

E.

VENOUS BLOOD PRESSURE

Venous pressure is often increased in cardiac patients.

How-

ever, the values of normal individuals, compensated cardiac patients, _and patients in failure fr equently overlap (5).

In

many instances, marked signs of failure may be pres ent without
alteration in venous pressure.

It must be assumed that in these

cases extensive dilatation of capillaries compensates to a certain
degree for the incapacity of the heart.

It might be expected,

therefore, that the . response of the venous blood pressure to exercise would be more uniform in cardiac patients than the re sting
values, because additional factors (increase of the minute volume
of heart, increase of the intrapleural pressure) are introduced by
exercise with the tendency to increase the performance of the
right heart.

Harrison, et al. (70) found, indeed, that the rise
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of the venous blood pressure during and after mild exercise is
greater and more prolonged in cardiac patients than in normal
subjects.

The response of the venous blood pressure to exercise

was found to be valuable for the detection of venous obstruction
in the upper and lower ex:tremities (161), especially in those
cases, where the obstruction was not very pronounced and was
not compensated in the resting condition by collateral circulation.

In normal subjects the venous blood pressure did not increase more
than 10 nnn •. during and after the very mild exercise of squeezing
a roll of bandage with the hand 30 or 40 times.

In patients with

local obstruction of axillary or subclavian veins the venous blood
pressure rose steadily from 50 to 962

Imll.

during this exercise.

A similar test was applied to obstruction of iliac or femoral
veins (rising on the toes 20 to 30 times) with similar results.
F.

VELOCITY OF BLOOD FLOW;

CIRCUIA TING BLOOD VOLUME

The oxygen utilization of blood depends on the relationship
between velocity of blood flow and metabolic rate.

During VtJOrk,

the velocity of the central blood flow increases, due to increase
of minute volume.

The speed is slowed down within theworking

muscle due to the enormous vasodilatation and at the same time the
metabolic rate is increased.

Therefore, the arteriovenous oxygen

difference of the blood flowing through working muscles increases.
The general increase of oxygen utilization (difference between
right and left heart) depends on the relative amount of blood which
has passed through working muscles.

Therefore, at the same oxygen

consumption a high oxygen utilization indicates a slow circulation
rate· and vice versa.

Therefore, the higher oxygen utilization of
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cardiac patients during rest and work indicates a slowed circulation
speed. and this is still more pronounced during work than at rest.
In patients with hyperthyroidism the utilization is lower at

rest and during exercise than in normal subjects. ?thich indicates
an increase of the general circulation speed. especially in view of
the increased oxygen consumption.
during exercise than it is at rest.
• a decrease of oxygen utilization.

Here. the discrepancy is greater
In some patients there is even

According to Harrison and Pilcher

(72), the increase of oxygen utilization during exercise in cardiac
patients without edema is greater than that of normals. but Lt is
smaller in patients with outspoken edema.

Thus. the utilization

of oxygen would be diminished by edema, obviously because of the
decrease of the speed of oxygen passage through the capillary walls.
In this case, the blood flow must increase again, so that a vicious
circle would result.

These findings. however. could not be confirmed

by Weiss and Ellis (163).
In shock or collapse there is a pronounced and critical decrease

in- circulating blood volume. and the blood depots do not respond to
exercise in this condition.

Although in both conditions (shock

and congestive heart failure) large amounts of blqod are stored in
dilated peripheral capillaries. there is a significant difference.
In congestive heart failure there is a diminished minute volume of
the heart combined with increased circulating blood volume;
shock or collapse both functions are decreased.

in

It seems possible

that the increase . of the blood volume is a compensatory mechanism
in congestive heart failure (148).

The methods of measuring circulating blood . volume are more
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accurate in conditions where the velocity of the circulation is
increased, i.e., in patients with exophthalmic goiter. Circulating
blood volume is increased in patients with exophthalmic goiter (30
to 40 per cent above normal), so that practically all of the blood
is in free circulation.

This can be understood, because an

increase of mti. nute volume must be to a certain degree accompanied
by an increase of blood volume, otherwise circulatory disorder
would result.

Increase of blood volume lags behind the increase of

minute volume, therefore, the circulation time decreases.

As no

blood is available for circulatory regulation in the depots, the
blood volume does not change during exercise in patients with exophthalmic goiter.

The improvement of the patient's condition is

reflected by the reappearance of blood depots.
The blood stored in the spleen is richer in red corpuscles than
is the blood in the general circulation.

Therefore, the emptying

of the spleen increases the number of erythrocytes in the general
circulation.

The function of the spleen is not replaced by the

other blood depots.

Splenectomized subjects fatigue easily and

become dyspneic after exercise of short duration, even if the
heart and lungs are normal.

V.

THE PATHOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS OF RESPIRATORY FUNCTIONS DURING
AND AFTER MUSCULAR EXERCISE
A.

UTILIZATION OF OXYGEN OF INSPIBED Am

Ventilation is subordinated to the transport of oxygen and carbon dioxide, and therefore should be related to these functions or
related to the total metabolic rate in order to evaluate its physiological significance.
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Utilization of oxygen in respiration air depends on the relationship between pulmonary ventilation and pulmonary blood flow and is
influenced by all factors affecting passage of oxygen from alveoli
to capillaries.

Utilization is diminished by central hyperpnea,

because the increase of pulmonary ventilation is not accompanied by
an increase of blood flow.

Central hyperpnea at rest is a fre-

quent reaction in sensitive and irritable subjects.
it has no pathological significance.

On

In such cases

the other hand, it is a

rather regular feature in convalescents from infectious diseases (148).
During exercise the tendency to central hyperpnea is suppressed by
the chemical stimulation of the respiratory center.

Thus, in con-

valescents from infectious diseases the utilization of the respiration oxygen becomes normal during exercise.
Utilization of the respiration oxygen increases in most types
of dynamic exercise, due to increased blood flow, increased oxygen
capacity of the blood, and the opening of inactive lung alveoli
and blood capillaries.

It may be mentioned that oxygen utilization

of r espiration air has to be distinguished from utilization of
blood oxygen (arterio-venous difference) as discussed.

Utilization

of respiration oxygen depends on the relationship pulmonary blood flow,
pulmonary ventilation
utilization of blood oxygen depends on the re-lationship
metabolic rate
• Both expressions are to a certain degree reperipheral blood flow
ciprocal.

A retardation of blood flow would diminish utilization of

respiration oxygen and increase utilization of blood oxygen.

This

is the case in cardiac patients.
In cardiac patients utilization of respir.ation oxygen at rest
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is low (96), due to the diminished speed of pulmonary blood flow.
In cases with pulmonary congestion impairment of oxygen passage might

be a contributing factor.

During exercise, the differences between

normal subjects and patients with pulmonary or cardiac disease become still more distinct.

:Many cardiac patients _are not able to

increase the utilization of respiration oxygen.

In many patients

the utilization ma! even diminish during work.
Increase of the ventilation equivalent during exercise may be
the only symptom of cardiac insufficiency in patien~s with only
slightly diminished working capacity.

In patients with pulmonary

diseases the low utilization of oxygen in respiration air is due
to diminution of the contact surface between alveoli and blood.
Such patients are able to increase blood flow during exercise,
therefore they are able to increase the utilization of respiration
oxygen during exercise as long as no cardiac decompensation is
involved.

In pulmonary patients decrease in utilization of oxygen

in respiration a~r during work is apt to indicate secondary cardiac involvement.
In patients with exophthalmic goiter utilization of respirat~on
oxygen is the same and often higher than in normal subjects during
rest as well as during exercise and recovery (99).

This can be

explained by the increase of the circulation rate in such patients.
Knipping and Moncrieff found the ventilation equivalent increased
(utilization decreased during exercise) in four patients with anemia.
The results in patients with pulmonary tuberculosis were not uniform.
B•

OXYGEN SATURATION OF ARTER I.AL BLOOD
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Arterial oxygen saturation at rest is about 94 per cent.

It

increases slightly during moderate exercise due to the dilatation
of pulmonary capillaries and the increase of active alveolar surface
(87).

If the exercise is continued to exhaustion, oxygen saturation

might diminish.

In patients with chronic pulmonary disease, acute

severe pulmonary edema, or acute pneumonia there ~s a marked decrease of arterial oxygen saturation, but many patients with marked
pulmonary congestion had normal arterial oxygen s~turation.

Al-

though there is a general tendency to decreased arterial oxygen
saturation in cardiac patients as shown by numerous authors
the diminution is not regular.

(5),

A more pronounced arterial under-

saturation indicates respiratory insufficiency, due to the diminution of lung surface, or impairment of mixing, or obstruction.
An additional factor may be the shift of the oxygen dissociation

curve.

Oxygen saturation of arterial blood may be undiminished in

cases with very severe dyspnea or exertion.

Harris and Lipkin (68)

found arterial oxygen saturation was the same before and after exercise in normal subjects as well as in cardiac patients.

Himwich et al,

(88) observed in one diabetic patient after moderate exercise a
decrease, and in another an increase of arterial oxygen saturation.
In three patients vrith anemia oxygen saturation decreased after
exercise.

In one patient with emphysema (resting value 95 per cent)

there was no change after exercise, and in another with the same
high resting value a decrease, while in a third patient with a
resting value of only 78 per cent there was a pronounced decrease
during exercise.

In a patient with pulmonary tuberculosis exer-

cise produced a considerable decrease.

A similar decrease of ar-
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terial oxygen saturation after exercise was observed by Harrop (73)
in a patient with anemia and by Harrop, Heath and Schaub (74) in
three patients with polycythemia vera.

I-t is possible that the de·-

crease is comparable in mechanism to that produced by exhaustive
exercise in normal subjects.

Himwich (86) suggests th;at the pul-

monary mechanism may be the factor limiting exercise in different
diseases.

As mentioned before, only a very pronounced reduction of

pulmonary function reduces the maximum oxygen intake.

In patients

with asthma and emphysema the impairment of working capacity was not
dependent on either oxygen deficiency or

co 2

excess in the blood,

but only on the subjective sensation of dyspnea.

It is generally

considered that the determination of arterial oxygen saturation is
not a satisfactory method to reveal respiratory insufficiency.

A

superior method is thought to be the measurement of the difference
of oxygen intake during exercise when breathing atmospheric air or
oxygen-rich mixtures.

C.

OXYGEN DISSOCIATION CURVE OF THE BLOOD

In normal subjects the oxygen dissociation curve shifts to
the right during exercise.

This shift favors the diffusion of

oxygen from the hemoglobin into the tissues.

A greater amount of

oxygen is liberated at the same oxygen tension.

In cardiac patients

the dissociation curve is shifted to the right at rest, and the shift
becomes more pronounced during exercise.

Similar findings have been

obtained by Lewis, Ryffel, Wolf, Cotton and Barcroft (103)~

Meakins,

Dautrebande et al. (110) found the oxygen hemoglobin dissociation
curves normal, but they used a very mild exercise.

The shift of the

oxygen dissociation curve is due, at least in large part, to the in-
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creased blood lactic acid in cardiac patients.

The shift of the oxy-

gen dissociation curve to the right is an important compensatory
mechanism to improve the oxygen supply to the tissues.

A character-

istic feature of heart disease is tissue anoxia, even though the
arterial oxygen saturation is adequate.

While the shift of the

oxygen dissociation curve to the right i mproves the peripheral
oxygen supply it makes oxygen saturation in the lungs more difficult.
A higher oxygen tension in the alveoli is necessary to accomplish
the same saturation.
diac patients.
gen tension.

This explains the hyperventilation in car-

Hyperventilation produces a higher alveolar oxyTherefore, hyperventilatioh in cardiac patients is a

necessary compensatory mechanism.

As long as there is no secondary

cardiac insufficiency the oxygen demand of the tissues may be met
by increased blood flow.

It can be seen that secondary anemia in

I

pulmonary tubercul.osis is a serious complication and will diminish working capacity.

It can only be compensated for by a greater

circulatory performance.

The elevated pulse rate in this con-

dition decreases when breathing oxygen-rich air mixture.

On the

other hand, increase of the lib-content as a compensatory mechanism
has been observed not only at high altitude, but also in emphysema,
asthma, and tuberculosis.

During muscular exercise the oxygen

dissociation curve shifts to the right in patients with pulmonary
insufficiency.

This means a disturbance of the compensating mech-

anism developed (shift to the left), so that the oxygen saturation
in the lung is still more impaired.

This might explain the oxygen

undersaturation of arterial blood, and the excessive increase of
pulmonary ventilation and dyspnea in these cases during exercise.
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According to Knipping (99), shift of the oxygen dissociation
curve to · the left in 'pulmonary insufficiency at rest is an indication
that the tissue oxygen supply is sufficient.

However, if the arter-

ial oxygen under-saturation is too pronounced or the circulatory
system not able to compensate for this, peripheral acidosis
occurs, and the oxygen dissociation C1.U1re shifts to the right as
in exercise.

This shift must be regarded as an unfavorable sign,

indicative that the limit of adequate peripheral oxygen supply has
been reached.

In pregnancy there is a shif t of the oxygen disso-

ciation curve to theright, and this shift is especially pronounced
during exercise.

This explains the hyperventilation during exer-

cise and the dyspnea, which is often observed in pregnancy.
ln exophthalmic goiter there is a shift of the oxygen dissociation curve to the right at rest, as in normal subjects during
exercise.

This shift is more pronounced during exercise as com-

pared \vith normal subjects.

On the other hand, the oxygen disso:

ciation curve is shifted to the left in patients with myxedema.
In patients vdth myxedema the shift to the left of the oxygen

dissociation curve can be changed to the right by administration
of thyroid preparations. 'Therefore, it is believed that the shift
of the oxygen dissociation curve is the essential and primary
function of the thyroid hormone.

D.

Tl!r} RESPIRATORY QUOTIENT

The respiratory quotient (R.Q.) is about 1.0 in the beginning
of muscular exercise (83), indicating excl usive carbohydrate combustion.

From this value it ~ops during exercise, parallel to

fatigue and the exhaustion of carbohydrate reserves.

After previous
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fat diet, fatigue and drop of the R.Q. are much more pronounced
than after previous carbohydrate diet.
In diabetes the R.Q. is lower than normal in the resting condition.

Inability to use carbohydrates, however, is much more pro-

nounced during exercise.

Patients with moderate diabetes are able

to increase carbohydrate combustion during exercise, but the excess
metabolism is much more due to fat than to carbohydrate combustion.
According to Richardson and Levine (139), the failure to increase
the R.Q. (i.e. the proportion of carbohydrates used) during exercise reflects the seriousness of the disease.

Even after insulin

the R.Q. dropped much earlier during the exercise.

The patients

with diabetes behave similarly to normals after a fat diet, but
the drop of the R.Q. was more pronounced in the patient~.
There are some indications of a reduction of carbohydrate reserves in heart disease in the experiments of Alt, Walker and Smith
(4).

A decrease of the carbohydrate reser ves in cardiac patients

could easily be explained by the increased lactic acid formation
and excretion.
VI.

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON FATIGUE AND DISEASE

The material reviewed concerning fatigue in disease illustrates
that while all normal physiological processes remain present in
the human organism, their close functiona l interrelationships may
be deranged.

The alteration is quantitative, not qualitative.

The

upper 1:i.niits to which these processes can be increased is depressed
in disease.

Not only are they depressed, but ~hese upper limits are

reached muc~ more rapidly.

There is a very fine interrelationship

and intricate balance between these various mechanisms in normal
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individuals, whieh speedily readj.lst end compensate for different
strains and stresses that may be encountered in work and exercise.
Should any one or more of these mechanisms be deranged by disease,
these mechanisms become compensatory--one more or less intact mechanism asSJ1Ung a greater load and narrowing its reserve in function~
ing capacity.

These mechanisms in disease are no longer available

to their full extent to meet the demands of exercise.

Working

capacity is thus reduced, or what is identical by the definition
used in this section, fatigability is increased.

Naturally, the

impairment of various functions as well as the involvement of compensatory mechanisms vary in different diseases.

It is easy to

realize, of course, that the patients real ize their diminished capacity for exercise in subjective s:,mptans , most commonly in the
form of fatigue.

The material pr esented here explains the inti-

mate relationship be~en fatigue and disease, and explains vhy
fatigue is the camm.onest complaint in disease.
This research is of distinct value to the modern practitioner
diagnostically, prognostically, and therapeutically.

Methods of

computing rather accurately the point of weakness in the organism
and the extent of incapacity have been analyzed.

If applied

therapeutically , many patients who are told they are invalids
and are condemned to bed-rest for a weak heart, for instance, may
be told the limits of their working c~pacit y, which in many cases
wil l , leaye them considerable room for moderate activity.

The good

psyohio therapy in this new-found leaway, or in the realization
that their case is not hopeless, is immeasurable.

On the other

hand, as pointed out already, diminished capacity and fatigue may
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be the sequel to disease, convalescence being completeby all the
other clinical observations.

Such knowledge would guide the physi-

cian in treating patients following infectious diseases, for instance.

A thorough knowledge of fatigue in disease, as is thus far

available, is a valuable adjunct to the clinical integrity of
every physician, the internist especially.
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.ANALYSIS OF ERGOGENIC AGENTS FOR FATIGUE

I.

THE RATIOUALE OF

11

DOPING 11

A review by Hellebrandt (79) analizes the indications and contraindications for the use of ergogenic agents to increase physical capacity for exercise and to ward off fatigue.

The use of substances

to increase physical vigor in times of stress. goes back to antiquity.
The question which arises is whether their utilization is hazardous
if they improve work output by eliminating the sensation of fatigue.
Some of the ~gents med enable ma.n to ignore nature's protective de"It seems likely that any substance capable of stimulating

vices.

the body to exertion beyond the normal limits of fatigue set by the
body will prove injurious."

The difficulty resides in the differ-

entiation between "normal limits of fatigue set by the body 11 and

tlx>se extraordinarily variable terminuses set by the mind.
A potentially dangerous ergogenic aid may have an important
function in an extraordinary situation.

Wisely administered, ·with

due regard for remote consequences, such a "pick-me-up II may be
life saving.

Hence, latent toxic properties should not be con-

sidered a contraindication against the judicious employment of recuperatives.

When the emergency is acute, it may be wiser to re-

sort to the use of substances which make man temporarily immune to
fatigue and like physiologic protective than to abandon the exhausted.

This realism is well illustrated by the universal con-

demnation of the issuance of spirits to men in the armed forces,
coupled with the view that on occasion alcohol may be a prudent
addition to the emergency ration.
bacco~

The same has been said about to-

In moderation tobacco may be wisely incorporated as an
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item of the emergency ration, being of great help to the habitual
smoke.r .

In the field of sport it is essential "to avoid the use

of any artificial stimulants whose action is associated directly
with risks of intoxication or indirectly with the danger of whipping up the organism to extreme exertion, 11 but the same principle does
not hold when applied to life and death exhaustion problems associated with the pursuit of war.

II.

THE EXPERIMENTAL .APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF FITNESS
The functional efficiency of the body may be heightened in

a variety of ways.

First, this may be accomplished through im-

proved nutrition and general hygiene.
ing must go hand in hand.

Physical training and feed-

They cannot be considered apart.

Se-

cond , the machine may break down because of the accumulation of
metabolic wastes, the depletion of fuel r eserves, the disruption
of the heat regulating mechanisms or circulatory collapse and
oxygen want.

Functional efficiency may therefore be enhanced by

fortifying the machine in realms known to limit physical power.
Third, agencies may be employed which affect muscle metabolism
directly.

Finally, the ability to perform work may be augmented

by dulling the sensitivity to fatigue.
Cathcart (30) discussed the profundity of present day ignorance in the realm of the physiologic approach to fitness.

The

literature on health and personal hygiene is replete with dogma..
Its critical evaluation suggests several major fallacies in experimental approach.

The increase in the power of man to perform

work cannot be studied without meticulous regard for the phenomenon of training.

Two variables exist, the profound influence of
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the repetition of exercise as such and the questioned effect of
the specific agent under study.

A common error in many published

investigations is the absence or inadequacy of control observations.
Among the determinants of the response of a person subjected to an
emergency or to continued strain must be placed the physical state
plus mental and spiritual attributes.

There is great difference in

the disposition to work, and especially in the will to "play one's
self out 11 for intangible goals.

So important is this uncontrollable

variable that the solution of human exercise problems through the
use of random samples of untrained persons who are unaccustomed to
physical work of the type under study renders the data accumulated
of comparatively little value.

The whole problem is further con-

founded by the intrusion of commercial interest which make capital
,

out of man's natural interest in aids to fitness.

III.

GASTRIC STIMULANTS .AND THE HYGIENE OF EATING
Meat extracts are sometimes added to the compressed· concentrates

of the emergency ration.

They make the food more palatable and are

considered to be stimulants which may be useful to persons suffering from the depressing effects of great exertion.

In the late

nineteenth century, Liebig's extractum carnis was in favor.

Parkes,

the British military hygienist, reported that when taken during
fatigue Liebig's extract had remarkably restorative effects, increasing the power of the heart and removing the sense of exhaustion
following great exertion.

More recently,

Boon (13) demonstrated

that meat extracts have a stimulant action on the gastric mucosa of
man.

The British commercial extract Bovril yielded a gastric juice

of especially high acidity and h astened emptying time by 60 per cent.
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·Whole meat in the form of powdered beef was the only substance
which stimulated the flow of pepsin.
It has been known from time immemorial that alcoholic beverages in ·small doses promote gastric digestion.

Krueger and

MacIntosh _(101) studied this problem and.found that the juice thus
liberated is similar to that secreted in response to histamine, being of high acid value and low en1yme content •

.Amphetamine in-

creases the free hydrochloric acid and the pepsinogenic activity
of the gastric . juice.

This sympathomim.etic amine also relieves

the psychic and physiologic factors that accompany fatigue (92).
The books on health education of the present day retain the
axioms of past decades.

Two of them are the universal condemnation

of eating soon after exercise and exercising immediately after eat;,.
ing.

Hellebrandt and her co-workers (76,77) failed to demonstrate

that exhausting physical work necessarily inhibits the digestive activities of the stomach, secretory or motor.

Emotional stress, rather

than muscular exercise, · is theresponsible agent , and mechanism is one
of reflex inhibition and not of oxygen want .

The augmented cardiac

output and elevation of blood pressure occurring during exercise
may more than balance the diversion of blood away from the visceral area.

The flow through the constricted vessels may be increased

to a level above that chara cteristic of rest.

Hellebrandt and her

co-workers (76,77) found that acute oxyg~n want of the. precoma type,
severe enough to be associated with cerebral manifestation and cardiac dysfunction, had relatively little inhibiting effect on the
secretion of hydrochloric acid, on hunger contractions or on digestive motility.

The human machine seems to have been constructed
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on a plan which permits a reasonably normal total functioning of all
parts under a wide range of exercise situations.

Fowler, of Phil-

ips Exeter Academy, gave milk up to 1 pint (473 cc.) to swinnners
just before the onset of exercise.

With few exceptions the speed

was slowed, and some of the men complained of malaise.

A distend-

ed stomach probably impairs the inspiratory descent of the dia-1
phragm, encroaches on the heart and thus, by its mechanical influence, affects the cardiovascular-respiratory responses to
muscular work.
the wind."

It is everyday experience that a full meal "cuts

The dyspnea may be sufficiently unpleasant to induce a

natural disinclination to exercise immediately after a heavy meal,
but it does not follow that if one indulges in exercise it would
inhibit the ~igestive processes or that the demands of the gastrointestinal tract would significantly lower neuromuscular efficiency
directly or indirectly.

If the muscular activity is familiar and

unassociated with psychic stress, the digestive functions probably proceed unmolested, and thus ignoring the disinclination to
exercise. can do no more than impose a transition period of dis•
e~mfort, which is automatically relieved as soon as a portion of
the gastric contents passes in:to the intestine •

.Any

temporary

lowering of peak efficiency that occurs may be significant to
the competitive athlete, but it can hE>..rdly be thought of as important in types of physical effort which a re carried on at levels
allowing ample reserves of speed, strength and skill.
It is an especially common practice among athletic trainers to
restrict fluids before a meet or game.

When the fuel reserves have

been well stocked by previous conditioning, there is no physio-
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logic reason why restricting food intake during moderately protracted exercise should not be advantageous.

Hours elapse between

the ingestion of a mixed meal and the time when the end products of its digestion are available to the tissues.

During ex-

ercise of any severity, reliance is never placed on a strictly
cash payment for the energy spent.

The current assets of the

last meal may be less easily liquidated than endogenous reserves.
IV.

THE FUEL FOR EXERCISE

Krogh and Lindhard (100) had previously shown that it talces
more oxygen to obtain a given amount of energy from fat than from
carbohydrate.

In view of this fact, carbohydrate may be considered

an ergogenic agent in certain instances, i.e. in short-lived and
violent exercise.

While shortage of fuel may lead to fatigue and

eventual brealcdown in strenuous activity it is doubtful whether
great inroads are made on fuel reserves in the well-nourished
worklllan, the connno~ laborer for instance (40).

Dill and asso-

ciates failed to find acetone in the urine (the classical test
for preponderance of fat in the fuel mixture) of a considerable
number of steel workers at the end of their day's work.

This can

be taken as good evidence for the adequacy of carbohydrate reserves.

Their hearty meals, usually containing l a rge quantities

of starch, supply them with carbohydrate about as fast as needed
during work.
In opposition to this opinion stand the experiments of Haggard

and Greenberg who found that the output of shoe workers was greater when they were supplied with free mid-foremoon and mid-afternoon snacks.

Subsequent studies by Haldi and associates (67) have
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not substantiated thses findings.

While there is no reason to

doubt the observation that more shoes were made when extra food
was supplied, it seems likely that psychological rather than
physiological factors were of predominant influence:

perhaps the

increased output was a token of appreciation.
No doubt, occasions may arise when readily available fuel,
such as glucose·, is useful.

Glucose, or dextrose as it is also

known, is the sugar of the blood, requ:ires no digestion, and so
becomes available soon after its ingestion.

It is now produced in

pure form from cornstarch and while it has for long been a constituent of candy is now finding many other uses.

M8;11Y mills

supply their workmen with glucose tablets and many marathoners
have qarried with them packets of glucose tablets to use while
running.

There are many possible emergencies that require a rate

of energy exchange so great that ordinary food might fail to digest
but in which glucose might be fully absorbed.

It is in fights

against fires and floods and in war itself that such a situation is
most apt to arise.

In this connection it was heard that glucose

has been supplied to Japanese soldiers for use on long marches.
However, as is usually pointed out, physical capacity can
be expected to be improved by the administration of dextrose only
when carbohydrate deficiency is present • • However, since dextrose
is a fuel food, its ingestion is harmless, even though it may not
achieve what it purports to accomplish.

Haldi and Bachmann (66)

demonstrated that the percentage of carbohydrate utilized is not
increased by the ingestion of sugars inunediately before exercise.
Dextrose and fructose were both ineffective in raising the amount
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of carbohydrate oxidized during work.
The stimulating effect of the ingestion of dextrose during an
episode of hypoglycemia is the result exclusively of the concomitant
elevation in the level of blood sugar.

They looked on the muscular

fatigue of severe, protracted exercise as a hypoglycemic symptom
of cerebral origin which is promptly alleviated by raising the
level of the blood sugar.

Gellhorn and associates (62) have ob-

served that a low level of blood sugar interferes with the oxygenation of the central nervous system to such an extent that a
mild degree of oxygen want brings on symptoms similar to those
obtained at normal blood sugar levels only under conditions of
extreme anoxia.
It might be said in summary that extra carbohydrate is clearly
advantageous to the machine only when the work done approaches
peak capacity and that the use of sugar as a recuperative is physiologically rational only when the activity is sufficiently prolonged and rigorous to produce a hypoglycemic state.

V.

GELATIN

In 1939 gelatin was reported to have a significant influence
on the physical capacity of man by allaying muscular f~tigue and
markedly increasing work output.
Hellebrandt and associates (80) have failed to confirm the
observation that gelatin improves muscular vrork.

No physiologic

ergogenic effect either of gelatin or of amino-acetic acid was
observed.
VI.

VITAMINS
Since thiamine (vitamin B1 ) is concerned in carbohydrate met-
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abolism, it is logical to 8.l:Bume th.at when it is deficient, pyruvic and lactic acids may accumulate in abnormal amounts and impair the capacity to do work (79).

There is no indication that

an excess of vitamin intake above normal needs will increase wellbeing.
Nowadays, with a war in progress, the problem of fatigue
demands particular attention.

As fatigue reduces perform.a.nee., this

problem becomes urgent for aviators, for instance, who have to fly
at altitudes so high that to resort to oxygen respiration is necessary.

Moreover., the action of the cold and the

prolonged ex-

posure to the noise of the motor increase the fatigue beyond
physiologic limits.

The reaction capacity becones greatly decreased.

Means for removal and detoxication of fatigue substances are therefore much to be desired.

If the performance capacity is to be

increased, it is advisable to supply the organism by way of food
with sufficient biocatalytic agents and with energy-producing
substances (119).

Not only must these be supplied in adequate

quantities, but physiologic proportioning is important.

Morell

mentions vitamin C, the vitamin B complex and nicotinic acid
as important activators and dextrose as an important foodstuff.
The proper caloric utilization of dextrose is possible only in
the presence of physiologically adequate amount of vitamins.
Morell then describes work test experiments in the course of
which he has studied the effect of a preparation containing dextrose and vitamins Band C.

He has found that if this prepar-

ation is given during extreme fatigue the performance increases
greatly.

He recommends its use in the course of exertions.
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Karpovich (79) observed a sharp decline in athletic performance when symptoms of scurvy developed among stments in a
school of physical education in Russia in 1920.

This is in agree-

ment with a report that a lack of ascorbic acid in th~ diet of
guinea pigs produced a more rapid onset of fatigue and a greater
accumulation of lactic acid in theblood.
VII.

ALKALIS

From time to time alkalis have been administered to bolster
"staying power" during severe exercise.

Dill (4b) and his asso-

ciates found that a state of alkalosis allows a greater oxygen
debt and an increase in muscular performance.

Dennig and co-

workers (39) also concluded that a runner starting off in alkalosis can incur a greater oxygen debt than normal.
VIII.

.AMMONIUM Cllli)RIDE., PHOSPHATES AND SODIUM CfilORIDE

Authenticated experience in i~dustry and athletics points
toward the wisdom of the use of these ergogenic agents.

Fluids

cvntaining soduim ohlorid~ may be ingested in moderation before
and during hard work in hot climates.

They should not be taken

in excess; in part bellause renal function is suppressed.

The

oliguria may be profound and of comparatively long duration, even
if the intake of fluids is large (66).

Mineral metabolism has

been already amply treated • .
IX.

PHARMACEUTIC SUBSTANCES

One of the limiting factors in physical exercise is the amotmt
of oxygen which can be taken by the organism.

It is only when the

effort is exceptionally strenuous and the oxygen needs exceed the
absorption rate that efficiency may be improved by raising the ox.y-
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gen tension in the inspired air.

In high altitudes the imperfect aeration of the arterial blood
may become a serious limiting factor in muscular exercise.

It is

interesting, incidentally., to note that in 1938 Campbell (20) observed that the resistance to oxygen want of rats could be strikingly increased by a high carrot., low protein diet.

Oxygen want

of a degree which was lethal in ten minutes for animals fed a
normal mixed diet could be resisted for sixty minutes by animals
maintained on a pure carrot diet for a week.

Campbell postulated

that something important to cell oxidation is present in carrots
and to a less extent in other tap roots, like parsnips and beets,
and in apples and bananas.

It was suggested that fatigue of the

heart itself may aoeount for the lassitude and disinclination for
exertion sometimes experienced on the day after strenuous exercise.
This has been discussed under "fatigue in disease".
Metrazol acts primarily on the central nervous system, affecting the vasomotor and respiratory centers (79).

It produced a

transient increase in the stroke volume of normal persons.

It has

no effect on isolated striated muscle, but in the whole animal it
delays the onset of fatigue.

Since in some experments the nerve-

muscle connections were severed, the ·action of metrazol is explained
as being due to an improvement in circulation and in oxygen absorption.

A definite improvement in endurance events and in short

period exertio~s was attributable to the effect of the drug on
circulation and respiration.
&tall doses of alcohol, beverages containing caffeine, amphetamine or coca leaves all raise the level of physical performance
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in the course of prolonged effort by1essening the appreciation
of fatigue.

Fatigue of the central nervous system consistently

decreases the fusion 1f'requency of -flicker, as shown in 62 experiments on 6 subjects conducted b~ Simonson et al.

(147). The sub-

jects were occup,ied in types of work not involving mus w lar eff'ort.
This f'inding indicates a decrease of the excitability of' at Je ast
the retinocortical system and probably of the whole central nervous
system in f'atigue.

Amphetamine sulfate given three and one-half

hours before the end of the working day i ncreases the fusion frequency of flicker, the increase paralleling the abolition of the
sense of fatigue.

This indicates that the abolition or reduction

of the sense of fatigue after the use of amphetamine not only is
a subjective phenomenon but is substantiat ed by an increase in

the excitability of the central nervous sy stem.

There is soJD3

evidence that this ef'feot does not depend on the actual state of
the central nervous system at the time when amphetamine is given.
Foltz, et al. (53) on the other hand, f'ound, -working with 23
untrained subjects, that training had a far greater effect on performance than did caffeine or benzedrine.

The drugs produced no

side effects, except that they cause most of the subjects to report that they felt euphoric and as if they could do a "lot of
0

work today."

Folta and<associates found that the euphoria, however,

did not permit them actually to do more work of the type performed.
In other studies (52) he observed the effect of amphetamine
and desoxyephedrine, and caffeine upon work outr ut, and the effect
of amphetamine and desopxyephedrine upon r ecovery in subjects doing
rapidly exhausting work.

It was found that all three drugs stim-
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ulated some of the subjects mentally, so that they felt "keyed up 11
and more alert.

The immediate subjective sensations resulting

from desoxyephedrine and caffeine were much more pronounced when
the drugs were given to a nonfatigued subject than when given to a
subject following exhaustion •

.Amphetamine did not enable the sub-

jects to work longer, nor to recover more rapidly.

Desoxyephedrine

did enable the subjects to work longer, when it was given before
work began, but it did not hasten recovery when given to the ex-

hausted subjects.

Caffeine also enabled the subjects to work

longer and, in addition, hastened recovery when given to exhausted subjects.
Thus it appears according to Foltz et al. that when stimulants are employed, they should be ohos en acccr ding to whether
it is desired to increase the work output of unfatigued subjects,
or to enhance the recovery of fatigue subjects.

Analysis of these

findings indicate that these drugs may therefore be classed as
emergency remedies which improve staying power and work capacity,
even if muscular strength is not increased.
The question whether or not alcohol can furnish energy for
muscular work has been investigated by a number of workers.
evidence has been conflicting.

The

Some have reported that muscular

exercise hastened the disappearance of alcohol from th~ blood, presumably by increasing combustion.

On the other hand, Carpenter (26)

and his associates in a recent careful study did not find that work
exerted such an effect.

They conclude that alcohol disappears

from the human body at a uniform rate whether the subject is at
rest or performing muscnlar exercise.

Nor did muscular work alter

the concentration of alcohol in the expired air, in the urine, or
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in the blood.

Canza.nelli and associates (25) indicated that the

utilization of alcohol as a source of energy does not take place
during work.
Compound spirit of ether and ammonia have been found useful
as quickly acting stimulants in cases of sudden collapse.
al stress may mar efficiency.

Emotion-

Although excitement has an energiz-

ing influence, it may also disrupt the machine.

Emotional ex-

citement is rarely an asset for the performance of work requiring
a high degree of skill.

Nicotme is thought to have a sedative

effect on high-strung persons.

Its bad effects on' the "wind"

have not been experimentally proved.

Haggard and Greenberg (65)

rel ated the gratification a tired and hungry man gets from smoking
to the blood sugar-raising effect of nicotine, which they -attributed to be mediated by way of the adrenal glands.
X.

ENDOCRINE SUBSTANCE

Adrenal cortex extract has been studied concerning its effect
upon exercise.

Favorable results have been found by some workers.

But investigations have been more or less inadequate.

Further

investigation must be undertaken before definite results can be
expressed.
The subject has been reviewed recently by Hackensmith (64).
Dill and associates (44) found that an injection of epinephrine

.

was beneficial because it stepped up the utilization of sugar
during work and made the subject feel more energetic.

Epinephrine

is a hyperglycemic agent, and its effect in counteracting fatigue
is well known.

Burn (17) suggested that this may be due to im-

proved terminal transmission of the motor impulse.

Luco (105)
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expressed the opinion that by lowering the threshold to acetylcholin, epinephrine permits the decreased amounts liberated during
fatigue to become effective.

Missiuro, Dill and Edwards (118) ob-

served that adrenal cortex extract neither produced striking effects
on the resting human subject nor increased the capacity for severe
anaerobic work.

The efficiency of easy walking was slightly im-

proved.
It may be concluded that ergogenic aids may be used to delay
the onset of exhaustion, to hasten recuperation or to dull awareness of fatigue.

Agencies that augment work capacity by improving

the condition of the machine are the safest and mes t physiologic.
Those which push the person beyond more or less normal limits of
endurance are potentially dangerous and should be reserved for
strictly emergency use.

The most enduring gain can probably be

attained through systematic physical training associated with an
aroused desire for fitness.

t
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CONCLUSION
Fatigue, as ca,n be realized having read this thesis, is an
:iJnmense topic, that leads investigators into all fields of medicine.

Its vast scope was little realized when this paper was

launched.

Fatigue is something man has been intensely interested

in from antiquity.

The interest of the laity in problems in

fatigue is illustrated by the huge number ~f nostrums, advertized as

11

pick-me-ups" and the like, that clutter the advertis-

ing pages of our newspapers and magazines and the oommercials on
our radios.
The value of a knowledge of fatigue in industry cannot be
under estimated.

The armed forces are intensely interested.

Alvarez states that one i~ four patients coming to him for treatment
complains of fatigue, and Allen finds that eighty per cent of all
his patients complaining ,of fatigue are suffering from some ner•
vous disorder.

Hence,' it needs no strong light or great intelli-

gence to realize the great importance a knowledge and understanding
of fatigue is to the practicing physician.
underestimated.

Fatigue must not be

It is more or less concerned in every pathological

process affecting the human organism.

And only too frequently,

therapy directed towards alleyaition of fatigue results in a cure.
This paper has endeavored to approach this problem of fatigue
from the various more important angles.

The difficulties encounter-

ed in research in this problem has been amply handled in the body
of this thesis, and is probably well illustrated by this paper.
muoh remains to be discovered concerning the etiology, pathology,
physiology, and therapeutics of fatigue.

So
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Therapeutics is perhaps the subject that was touched upon the
most inadequately in this paper.

However, a section on ergogenic aids

to improve muscular function and capacity and ward off fatigue was
inserted.

Also a careful analysis of tests to measure fatigue,

fitness, and muscular capacity, was made, a knowledge of which
would enable the physician to more accurately diagnose, prognosticate, and administer therapeutics to the best advantage of the
patient.

It remains to be said that in disease, nervous and physi-

cal, with fatigue as a prominent symptom, removal of the cause of
the diseased process in all probability will relieve the fatigue.
Allen's recent article is of considerable interest in this respect
(3).

This almost, I said "almost'\ is a study that iies without

the realm of fatigue research.
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